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HEWLETT PACKARD

465B

100 MHz

2

485

350 MHz

2

475A

250 MHz

2

7603

100 MHz

Channel
Channel
Channel

Mainframe
100 MHz Plug -In
Timebase
10 MHz Storage

7A26
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SC503
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HEWLETT PACKARD
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Computer 512K
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141T

Mainframe
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9134XV
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Plotter
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PM5519 TV Test Generator
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ROHDE & SCHWARZ
SMDU
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rr
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i

MICROMOVEMENTS
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LOGIC ANALYSERS
Logic State Analyser
Timing & State Analyser
Timing & State Analyser
Timing & State Analyser
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3010-6H 6 CH Recorder

£4950

3530D
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£2500
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GOULD
K100

£1195

SOLARTRON

HEWLETT PACKARD
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1615A

£1100

RECORDERS

..i.

,

Data Recorder

£3500

Cards for Above

POA

PRINTERS
CITOH

16

Channel Analyser

£ 1500

1550

Dot Matrix

f 325

Spinwriter

£ 495

NEC

TEKTRONIX
£3950

Datacomm Analyser

834

r

f 650

Protocol Analyser
Protocol Analyser

TEKTRONIX

HEWLETT PACKARD

175

£3995

HEWLETT PACKARD

£ 275

GENERAL PURPOSE TEST
AND MEASUREMENT

8050A

£3950

DATA COMMUNICATIONS TEST
4951A

5342A

RFSource

£ 675

4951B

3312

0A

WILTRON

GOULD
0S300

POA
P

MARCONI

£ 750

HEWLETT PACKARD
1740A

TEST EQUIPMENT

1240D/DF1 Analyser

£1250

3550

DON'T GAMBLE WITH USED EQUIPMENT
HISTORY All our equipment is
maintained in the laboratories of Microlease

ELECTRONIC SOURcE/

01 .427 4200

CALIBRATION Equipment is
calibrated to BS 5781 traceable to National
Standards
WARRANTY included
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of Microlease
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alive and well and

In next month's issue. We look at recent developments
in consumer electronics. Geoff Lewis puts HDTV in
the frame, Barry Fox bares his teeth at the excesses of
the hi -6 industry, Paul Messenger sounds out digital
audio developments.
Plus automotive electronics, consumer electronics in
Japan, S-VHS vs Hi8 and the latest in Surround Sound.
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Microprocessor In -circuit Emulation
MICROCONTROLLER

TRACE 32 RANGE

RANGE

16 BIT

8085, Z80, NSC800, 6502,

8051, 8031, 8032, 8052,

68000, 68008, 68010,

6800, 6802, 6808, 6809,

8059, 80515,

68070.

HD64180, Z180.
16 BIT

80535, 80512, 800552, 8048,

ZS8, 68HC11,

32 BIT

68008, 68000, 68010,

DSP's

68020 (25MHz),

8086, 8088, V20, V30,

320C10, 320C15,

32008, 32016, 32032, 32132.

65SC816.

32C017, 320C25.

SDT816 RANGE
8

BIT

Ring now on (0254) 682092 for a FREE literature pack.
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The Archcr Z80 MC
-

The SDS ARCHER The Z80 based single board
computer chosen by professionals and OEM users.
* Top quality board with 4 parallel and 2 serial ports,
counter -timers, power -fail interrupt, watchdog timer,
EPROM & battery backed RAM.
* OPTIONS: on board power supply, smart case,
ROMable BASIC, Debug Monitor, wide range of I/O &
memory extension cards.
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MC
68000
The Bowman
BOWMAN - The 68000 based single board
The SDS
computer for advanced high speed applications.
* Extended double Eurocard with 2 parallel & 2 serial
ports, battery backed CMOS RAM, EPROM, 2 counter timers, watchdog timer, powerfail interrupt, & an
optional zero wait state half megabyte D -RAM.
* Extended width versions with on board power supply
and case.
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COMMENT

Undervalued?

CONSULTING EDITOR
Philip Darrington
EDITOR
Frank Ogden

What price electronic engineers? The latest survey conducted by the Engineering
council states that chartered engineers earn around £22 600 and incorporated
engineers receive £1 7 000 on average. This puts both groups nearer the top of the
earning league than colleagues working in other disciplines, but a long way below the
levels enjoyed by other professions.
This survey doesn't tell the whole story. A further study conducted by our sister
publication Electronics Weekly suggests that electronics engineers working in R&D
receive a substantially inferior remuneration package to that of their managerial and
marketing counterparts. Very few get company cars and not many more receive other
fringe benefits such as health insurance or bonus payments. In short, the R&D function
is undervalued.
Perhaps this reflects the disturbing contraction in primary electronics manufacturing,
or it could he that UK industry doesn't see research as part of the product marketing
process. Either way, it reduces the attraction of a career in electronics design for bright,
ambitious people.
One suspects that the managerial classes who set salaries regard their R&D cousins
as single minded, dull and driven by job satisfaction alone. Perhaps they would do well
to remind themselves that Silicon Valley, Silicon Glen and the M4 corridor were
created by ambitious, lateral -thinking engineers, not accountants.
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When will they learn? When will they understand the massive devaluation which has
taken place in the public mind about all forms of consumer electronics?
Reasonably powerful computers cost less than £500. You can buy a CD player for
under£I00. More significantly, air -time retailers will give you a full -feature mobile
'phone for nothing provided that you are willing to pay their outrageous installation,
call and connection charges.
Telepoint provides a very cut down version of the cellular network for a user with a
personal handset. For instance, you have to be within a few hundred metres of a base
station; these connection points are unlikely to he widely available; they won't be
available in country areas; the user can't roam between base station connection points.
Worst of all, there is no facility to receive incoming calls.
Zonephone, sponsored by Ferranti, is a Telepoint system. Ferranti intends to charge
£200 for each handset and its associated charger. Calls will be priced at normal call -box
rates with an additional Sp flat rate charge for each call connection. The subscriber will
also be expected to pay £25 per quarter on top of everything else. Although cheaper
than the true cellular network, Telepoint looks expensive for what it offers.
We confidently predict that Zonephone won't be able to give their handsets away,
this time next year.
Frank Ogden

.12.1c1Sltcel,
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MAKING ELECTRONICS C.A.D. AFFORDABLE
PCB CAD, FOR THE PC/XT/AT

TINY -PC

Are you still using tapes and a light box?
Have you been putting off buying PCB CAD software?
- Have you access to an IBM PC/XT/AT or clone?
- Would you like to be able to produce PCB layouts up to 17" square?
- With up to 8 track layers and 2 silk screen layers?
- Plus drill template and solder resist?
- With up to eight different track widths anywhere in the range .002
to .531 "?
- With up to 16 different pad sizes from the same range?
- With pad shapes including round, oval, square, with or without hole and
edge connector fingers?
- With up to 1500 IC's per board, from up to 100 different outlines?
- With auto repeat on tracks or other features - ideal for memory planes?
- That can be used for surface mount components?
- With the ability to locate components and pads on grid or to .002"
-

-

-

resolution?
With an optional auto via facility for multilayer boards?
With the ability to create and save your own symbols?
That can be used with either cursor keys or mouse?
That is as good at circuit diagrams as it is at PCB's?
Which outputs to dot matrix printer, pen -plotter or photo -plotter
(via bureaux)?
Where you can learn how to use it in around an hour?

EASY -PC
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CIRCUIT ANALYSIS BY COMPUTER

0
0

For IBM PC/XT/AT and clones inc. Amstrad 1512,
1640, R.M. NIMBUS, and BBC B, B+, and Master.

For IBM, PC/XT/AT and clones inc. Amstrad 1512
and 1640 and BBC B, B+ and Master.
RII.COE1.=1.731

-

IIFEDAMCE-onRs:

I.343.)13.244

- Takes the drudgery out of R.F. matching
problems. Includes many more features than the standard
Smith Chart.
Provides solutions to problems such as TRANSMISSION
LINE MATCHING for AERIALS and RF AMPLIFIERS
with TRANSMISSION LINE, TRANSFORMER and STUB
MATCHING methods using COAXIAL LINES
MICROSTRIP, STRIPLINE and WAVEGUIDES.
The program takes account of TRANSMISSION LINE
LOSS, DIELECTRIC CONSTANT, VELOCITY FACTOR
and FREQUENCY.
Z -MATCH is supplied with a COMPREHENSIVE USER
MANUAL which contains a range of WORKED
EXAMPLES

-

"ANALYSER II"
Analyses complex circuits for GAIN,
PHASE, INPUT IMPEDANCE, OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
and GROUP DELAY over a very wide frequency range.

Z -MATCH

£130 ex VAT for PC/XT/AT etc.
£65.00 ex VAT for BBC B, B+ and Master
All major credit cards accepted
WRITE OR PHONE FOR FULL DETAILS:- REF WW

Number One Systems Ltd

Ideal for the analysis of ACTIVE and PASSIVE FILTER
CIRCUITS, AUDIO AMPLIFIERS, LOUDSPEAKER
CROSS -OVER NETWORKS, WIDE BAND AMPLIFIERS,

TUNED R.F. AMPLIFIERS, AERIAL MATCHING
NETWORKS, TV I.F. and CHROMA FILTER CIRCUITS,
LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS etc.

STABILITY CRITERIA AND OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS
can be evaluated by ""breaking the loop".
Can save days breadboarding and thousands of pounds
worth of equipment.

£195 ex VAT for PC/XT/AT etc.
£130 ex VAT for BBC, B, B+ and Master
Harding Way, St Ives. Huntingdon Cambs. PE17 4WR
Tel: St Ives (0480) 61778 (4 lines)
We provide full after -sales support with free telephone

'hotline help' service.
Software updates are free within

6

months of purchase date.
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i"

truly remarkable spacecraft"

is the somewhat understated
description by one scientist
of the 825kg of hardware
that has recently sent us
some of the most dazzling pictures we're
ever likely to see of our own solar
system. It would be a fitting description
of 1980s technology, let alone a machine
designed in the early 1970s and which
has wandered, unserviced, for 12 years
through the inhospitable vacuum radiation and wildly fluctuating temperatures

of space.
Although Voyager will mainly

he

remembered for its pictures, it's worth
noting that it carries eleven different
experiments, each of which undertook
hundreds and sometimes thousands of
observations each time the craft passed
a planet or moon. Designing and positioning these instruments and their
power supplies and housekeeping
equipment to work without manual
interference was therefore as much an
achievement as any of the pictures or
data that were transmitted the 4.4 billion kilometres back to Earth.

SPACE

INSIDE
VOYAGER
John Wilson looks

into the daunting
business of running
an old spacecraft
five light hours away,
boldly going where
no robot has
gone before

Structure and configuration
The basic structure of Voyager -2,
shown in Fig. 1, (and its identical,

Fig.

1.

equally successful sister craft Voyager -1
now also heading off into deep space)
is

a

29.5kg

10 -sided

aluminium

framework with ten compartments to
house electronics packages. These
packages also form structural elements
of the framework which, overall, measures 1.8m in diameter.
Occupying the centre of this decagon
below the attached high -gain antenna
are 16 small thruster rockets for delicate
attitude control manoeuvres as well as
for major corrections to the flight
trajectory. Also mounted on this main
frame are the Sun sensors (which poke
through a hole in the dish antenna) and
the Canopus star tracker units which
together provide input data for the
onboard navigational computer.

Sketch of the Voyager spacecraft, showing its main experiments.

LOW-FIELD MAGNETOMETER

PLASMA

HIGH -GAIN ANTENNA
17.7 meter

TV IMAGING

COSMIC RAYS

ULTRAVIOLET

dumnerl

SPECTROMETER

HIGH -FIELD
MAGNETOMETER

INFRARED
SPECTROME TER

AND RADIOMETER
PHOTOPOLARIMETER
PLANETARY RADIO ASTRONOMY
AND PLASMA WAVE ANTENNA

LOW -ENERGY

Ill

CHARGED PARTICLES

OPTICAL CALIBRATION TARGET
AND HEAT RADIATOR

RADIOISOTOPE THERMOELECTRIC
GENERATOR
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SPACE
Power supply
Yawning one's way through tedious
descriptions of DIY AC mains PSUs
makes one a little reluctant to describe
this function ahead of other electronics
systems. Voyager's power supply is
somewhat different, however, and not
just because of the absence of a plug!
Operating in regions of space where the
Sun's energy would scarcely melt solid
nitrogen, every watt of electricity has to
be generated by an entirely selfcontained system. Three thermoelectric
generators, each weighing 39kg and
producing 160W, are assembled on a
boom well away from the spacecraft
proper, to ensure efficient cooling and
avoid problems caused by spurious
gamma radiation. Isotopic decay of plutonium 238 provides the heat energy
which, when converted into electricity,
is expected to provide usable power well
into the next century!
Current from the thermoelectric
generators is controlled to a constant
30V DC by a shunt regulator and fed
directly to some of the spacecraft's
subsystems. The reason for the shunt
regulator is to provide a constant load
on the generators which would overheat
if operated open -circuit. A fat resistor
dissipates the surplus energy into space.
Among the users of the 30V rail are the

radio subsystem, the gyros, the control
valves, the temperature control system
and the antenna deployment motors.
Most of the spacecraft's systems
make use, however, of a 2.4kHz square wave supply derived from the 30V by
one of two inverters. A 4.8kHz timing
signal derived from the flight data subsystem is used to synchronize this inverter and hence provide Voyager's master
clock. Accuracy is ±0.002%.
Apart from these continuous sources
of power, Voyager has some novel ways
of coping with peaks of power demand.
Because no batteries would work for 12
years at -200°C, the Voyager PSU
incorporates oversized capacitor hanks
especially designed to avoid voltage
dips during transient surges such as
occur when a transmitter PA stage is
turned on. Batteries were used during
the injection phase of the mission, but
jettisoned a few minutes after the craft
had left Earth orbit on its trajectory
towards Jupiter. Two batteries, each
consisting of 22 silver oxide cells, were

Fig 2. Radioisotope thermoelectric
generator, which provides 500W ofpower to the systems. Most of the power is
used by the "housekeeping" operations,
relatively little being taken by the experiments.
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MO/ASTROQUARTZ
MULTI -FOIL INSULATION

-

-

RADIOISOTOPE HEAT SOURCE

charged with electrolyte while in space
and then used for only 12 minutes to
control propellant valves before being
junked!

Computer control system
Apart from mid -course corrrections
which require ground control to initiate,
all Voyager's control systems are essentially automatic; so much so that a
limited mission could have been undertaken if the uplink had failed completely. As it was, most uplink signals were

used to trigger pre-programmed sequences of events emanating from the
spacecraft's computer- command system
(CCS). The CCS has two independent
plated -wire memories, each with a
capacity of 4096 data words. Half of
each memory stores re -usable fixed
routines while the other halves are
re -programmable by updates from the
ground. These programmable sequences have proved a vital part of the
mission, allowing trajectory changes in
the light of new discoveries and also
enabling minor technical defects to be
circumvented successfully. Such updates have been transmitted from Earth
at a data rate of 16hit/s.

Attitude and articulation
control system (AACS)
Like the CCS, the AACS includes a
re -programmable computer with two
independent 4096 -word memories. This
is fed with data from two redundant Sun
sensors, the two Canopus star trackers,
three two -axis gyros and, if necessary,
ground control. Outputs go to the
various onboard rocket motors to maintain overall spacecraft orientation in
three axes and to the actuators driving
the science platforms, which carry two
tv cameras, a UV spectrometer, a
photopolarimeter, an infrared spectrometer and a radiometer.
Maintaining the spacecraft's orientation is vital for three reasons: to ensure
it follows the proper trajectory, to maintain communications with Earth and to
provide a stable base for visual and
other planetary observations. With
Voyager (unlike the ill-fated Russian
Phobos missions) this works even when
communications from Earth are garbled. The Sun sensors stabilize the craft
in two dimensions while the Canopus
trackers add the third dimension. Canopus is one of the brightest stars in the
galaxy and brightness measurements
are telemetered to the ground to verify
that the trackers have locked on to the
correct star! If not (or when Voyager is
occulted or deliberately put out of celestial lock), stabilization on three axes can

ELECTRONICS WORLD + WIRELESS WORLD
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he achieved using just the three gyros.
Each gyro has associated electronics to

provide positional information about
two orthogonal axes.
The science platform referred to
above can be rotated about two axes
independently of the spacecraft as a
whole. This allows panning and precise
pointing to within 2.5 milliradians as
Voyager whizzes past its target objects
at 60 000km/h or more. The platform
actuators are fed from driver circuits
within the AACS and can be clewed on
one axis at a time in response to computer commands. Maximum slew rate is
one degree per second.
In 1987 Voyager -2's science platform
jammed in one axis just after the encounter with Saturn, though it freed
itself after two days. Three years of
subsequent analysis and testing showed
that the problem was due to a loss of
lubricant from over -use at the maximum slew rate. This resulted in damage
to a hearing in a high-speed gear train.
Fortunately the lubricant apparently
migrated back into the gears after a
period of rest, allowing the platform to
operate successfully (albeit at lower
speeds) during the Uranus and Neptune
encounters.

Communications
The communications system consists
essentially of a pair of S -band receivers
operating at 21 13MHz, a pair of S -hand
transmitters operating at 2295MHz and
a pair of X -hand transmitters on
8418M11z. In actual fact various combinations of exciters and TWT power
amplifiers can be 'bolted together' as
directed by the onboard logic within the
CCS. In addition to these, the Voyager

communications system carries a
modulation/demodulation suhystem
(M DS), a data storage subsystem
(DSS), the low and high -gain antennas
and a programmable flight data subsystem (FDS) that controls the scientific
instruments and formats all science and
engineering data for transmission to
Earth on a maximum of 28.3W!
The justification for the extensive
redundancy built into Voyager's design
was nowhere better demonstrated than
in the events of April 5th, 1978. On that
almost fateful day the spacecraft's CCS
automatically switched to the hack -up
receiver. The back-up at that point had
concealed a problem of its own - a
faulty tracking loop capacitor - meaning
that the receiver could not lock onto the
perceived changes in uplink transmission frequency. This required the
ground transmitter to be varied from its
nominal 2113MHz to take into account
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Neptune seen from Voyager. The Great Dark Spot moves round the planet in
18.3 hours.

several factors including receiver

interactions. Also, as Voyager heads
out of the solar system, these instruments will he taking on increasing interest in cosmic rays and the outer
reaches of the solar plasma.
A second family of non-steerable experiments includes radio astronomy and
plasma wave investigations. The planetary radio astronomy investigation consists of a stepped -frequency radio receiver that covers 20kHz to 40.5MHz
and two 10m whip antennas to study a
variety of signals emitted by the planets.
notably Jupiter.
Other radio science investigations
the changing path lengths, the type of make use of Voyager's primary comdata and various other factors. The munications system to study the effects
flight data subsystem (FDS) handles of the Earth's atmosphere and also of
imaging data from the two vidicon planetary and satellite atmospheres and
cameras at six different rates varying ionosphere, especially the scattering
from 115.2 to 19.2 kbit/s, while the data due to Saturn's rings.
storage subsystem on Voyager consists
This look at Voyager's housekeeping,
of a belt -driven, half-inch, eight -track communications and experimental
magnetic tape recorder capable of re- equipment has been necessarily brief
cording at two speeds and playing hack and omits whole areas of interest such
at four. Total recyclable storage capac- as thermal management, data procesity is about 536Mbit.
sing and operating and experimental
procedures. It is hoped, though, that
Science investigations
this information - all culled from NASA
Imaging devices and infrared and UV sources- has given some insight into the
spectroscopy have already been refer- complex problems of designing and
red to. Also on hoard are non-steerable managing a 12 -year -old robot in a freezexperiments that divide into two basic ing alien world nearly five light hours
categories: magnetic and particle detec- from planet Earth.
tors and radio and plasma wave investigators.
The first of these senses fluxes and Research Notes, July 1989, p.648 departicle fields, not just from the planets scribed the communications package of
hut on Sun/planet and planet/satellite Voyager in greater detail.
temperature fluctuations and the Doppler shift caused by the relative motion
between the spacecraft and Earth.
Voyager engineers have now developed
techniques to predict the frequency they
need to use, though in desperation they
sometimes pepper the sky with commands on a rapid succession of different
frequencies!
A full account of the whole communications exercise would he a subject
on its own; suffice to say that numerous
data rates for each type of telemetered
information were required to cope with
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The National Instruments AT-GPIB .. .
the new standard for IEEE -488 interfaces
a low-cost IEEE -488 PC/AT controller board can
transfer data continuously at the maximum specified rate of
Mbytes/sec. The key to this high performance is the stateof-the-art FIFO buffering and special last-byte handling
circuitry of our custom gate array, Turbo488"'. The
Turbo488 also conserves valuable computer bus bandwidth
by packing 8 -bit IEEE -488 data bytes into 16 -bit words.

At last,
1

If you are familiar with dedicated
controllers, NI -488 gives you the option of using our Universal Language
Interface driver with any DOS language
to programme with Hewlett-Packard style
commands. The speed of this driver is best
suited for interpretive languages like BASIC.

moving time consuming software functions into
hardware, the Turbo488 significantly reduces the overhead
of a software driver too. The combination of the AT-GPIB
and our streamlined software driver gives you the power
needed for today's high speed digitisers.
By

The AT-GPIB is controlled by the de facto
industry standard NI -488 software. NI -488
has high-level routines that transparently
handle IEEE -488 protocol and buffered DMA
transfers. These routines can be used with
any popular language and are the perfect
match for the structured, hierarchical
programming style preferred by users of
high-speed, compiled languages such as C

Your investment in National Instruments is a
sound one. You can still run your existing NI -488
programs yet automatically take full advantage of the
Turbo488. If you're just getting started, our interactive
instrument control and menu -driven configuration utilities will get you up and running in
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Roger Dewell describes communications
payloads of tie type used in.current:generation sateLites.
often been said that optical fibre and other cable technologies
will put an end to the need for
satellite communications; however, recently published market surveys of fixed cable and sate!' ite services'
have shown that both have their advant has

tages and disadvantages. These surveys

indicate that, far from replacing satellites, terrestrial links will live side -by side with communication satellites for
many years to come.
Satellites provide enormous capacity.
Business services are increasing the demand for satellite services dramatically,
growing from some tens of channels at
64 Kbit/s in 1984 to many thousands of
such channels in use today. With television broadcast by satellite, mobile communications to and from ships and aircraft, and other services such as position
determination and data relay, the place
of the satellite within the communications sphere seems assured.

Hardware continues to expand in complexity: new techniques and technologies are being used within the corn-
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munications payload; more on -board
functions are now self-monitoring and
correcting; precise methods of attitude
control are being implemented to maintain satellite pointing accuracy; high efficiency equipment is making even
better use of the limited power available; and so on.
In developing these new equipment
designs, critical performance and environmental parameters must be taken
into account. Only a limited amount of
power is available from batteries and
solar arrays, for example. Heat needs to
be removed from sensitive areas of the
equipment, other areas being kept
warm and the structure must withstand
launch vibrations, mechanical shock
and constant hot/cold cycling over many
years.

Satellite configurations
There are two types of communications
satellite: the spin -stabilized type, or
`spinner', where attitude stability us
achieved by the satellite spinning at
around 60rev/min; and the three-ax:s

ELECTRONICS WORLD + WIRELESS WORLD

Artist's impression of Olympus satellite
in orbit. Picture ESA.

GG

Atrue broadcast

service, giving
constant field strength
at all times over the
whole globe would be
invaluable, not to say
indispensable, in a
world society. "-Arthur
C. Clarke, Wireless
World, October 1945.
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Olympus is to be used mainly for television broadcasting.
Weight at launch was 26 17kg, the power available at the
beginning of life 3600W, and the solar arrays 26m end -to -end.
This satellite is claimed to be the largest civil communications
satellite ever launched. Photo ESA.
Examples of space -qualified equipment. On the left, a 5W
travelling -wave -tube amplifier working at 20GHz and a 100W
2.2GHz TWT amplifier previously flown in Shuttle Orbiter.
Photos from Watkins -Johnson of California.
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receivers
(TTC subsystem)

To command

-

stabilized' type, where the attitude is Functional block diagram of comcontrolled by momentum wheels and munications payload. Same antenna is
magnetic torquers-coils which, by used for reception and re -transmission.
coupling with the earth's magnetic field,
exert a turning moment on the satellite effect of any equipment on its neighbody. The first kind of configuration has bouring units, the electrical compatibilsolar arrays around the side of the ity of any unit with surrounding equipcylindrical body, while the second has ment, the possibilities for heat removal
solar panels on each side of the box - to the external radiators on the satellite
body or directly out into space, and so
shaped structure, which turn once a day
This is a very involved process with
on.
to maintain the solar cells pointing
towards the sun. Since we cannot cover many parameters to consider, done
these days at computer -aided design
both types in sufficient detail, we will
workstations. Such design facilities can
threeon
the
second,
concentrate here
show three-dimensional views of the
axis-st abilized type of configuration.
A typical three-axis satellite structure completed spacecraft before any conis composed of a box made up of struction work has been started, and can
separate panels built around a suppor- allow equipment placement to he optiting cage, which is attached to a central mized at a very early stage.
cone that houses a (normally) solid Testing
propellant motor, referred to as the
apogee kick motor. The panels are A great deal of assembly work is done
extremely strong composite structures, before the equipment panels are assemmade from a lightweight honeycomb
bled to form the familiar box shape.
material with two 'face sheets' of thin Testing is also started at the panel level,
aluminium bonded to each side. The building on the testing that has already
equipment, whether communications, been done on the individual units. In
telemetry, attitude control or other sub- this way, potential and real problems
system equipment, is bolted to each of can be identified before assembly has
the various panels.
gone too far to be easily correctable. All
performance testing, right up to the
Design Stage
fully -assembled satellite level, refers to
Units are disposed on the panels to earlier test results in constantly checkdistribute the weight, to position the ing that the latest performance data are
final centre of gravity of the satellite and consistent. This holds true for all tests
to define other important mechanical on the spacecraft, whether for communications payload, attitude control,
characteristics. Other factors affecting
power subsystem, structure, or any
the placement of equipment on the
other major subsystem.
panels include the heating or cooling
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Redundancy switches
From telemetry transmitter
(TIC subsystem)

To

input

diplexer
(horizontal)

Communications payload
The payload of a satellite consists of the

communications antennas, both
receive -from -the -ground and
retransmit -to -the -ground, together
with everything 'in between'. A transponder consists of equipment limited to
one communication channel within the
payload, as will be seen below. The
equipment typically provides low -noise
reception of the communications signal
from the receive antenna; frequency
conversion; demultiplexing of distinct
communications bands- this is the dividing point into the various transponders; individual amplification to transm:t levels; and multiplexing and feed to
the transmit antenna.
Antennas. Modern satellites often carry
more than one transmit antenna, or a
single antenna reflector with multiple
feeds; in this way, several service coverage areas can be provided at the same
time. By using larger antenna reflectors, higher gain can be achieved by the
antenna over the coverage area (most
important if one can trade this off
against larger, more expensive receiving ground stations). Most satellite
antennas work simultaneously in two
polarization directions, so that the same
frequencies can be used twice within the
same area, without producing interference. Intelsat VII, for example, is expected to carry six communications
antennas, two of which may well have
150 feed elements each! A more usual
number would be two to four antennas.
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Low -noise receivers. The received signals (after having been wide -hand filtered to exclude out -of-band signals
that might overload or damage the
receiver) are amplified in a low -noise
receiver. This raises the power level of
the signal from, typically, -90dBm (or
one picowatt!) to some 50dB above this
level, still much less that a microwatt.
This can be done these days with a noise
figure of around 2dB at 14GHz, some
receivers employing electric cooling of
their active devices to improve their
low -noise performance. Frequency conversion is generally, but not always,
accomplished within the receiver using
a local oscillator in a one-step conversion between uplink and downlink frequencies. More complex payloads now
employ signal processing at IF.

Input demultiplexing. Once the communication signal levels have been
raised to a suitable level, the individual
channels, perhaps 24, 36 or 72 MHz
wide, are separated from each other.
This means that unassociated signals do
not have to go through the same amplifier, since this can cause cross -coupling

ceed 2600kg. The satellite body dimensions can exceed 2 by 2.5 by 4m (with

antennas included). The deployed
arrays can be more than 25m, end -to end. Power consumption also varies
widely, from tens of watts for small
satellites up to 4kW for the same range
of satellite configurations. Very small
communication satellites may not carry
any fuel at all for attitude correction.

Larger, geostationary communication
satellites, however, are normally designed for a ten -year -plus service lifetime, carrying perhaps 200kg of liquid
fuel for periodic orbital and attitude
corrections.
When one remembers that the first
communication satellites, such as Sputnik I in 1957, had a launch weight of
85kg and the first United States satellite, Explorer I in 1958 weighed just
8.3kg, the modern communications
satellite is a veritable giant.
The following table shows principal
operating values for some examples of
current generation satellites:
Satellite

Application

between them.

Amplification. This leaves the way open
for amplification of the communication
signals. Driver amplifiers, sometimes
employing automatic gain control automatically to adjust their output power
level despite uplink fading conditions,

and usually having

a

Multiplexing/retransmission. The individual high -power signals are then re multiplexed before being taken to the
same, or another, antenna for retransmission. At higher power levels, particular design attention has to be paid to
potential failures through arcing, due to
the high field levels involved, or toot her
high field -intensity problems.

Typical operating values
Size, weight and power requirements of
spacecraft vary, from the small, limited capacity spacecraft at 40 to 50kg and the
larger, domestic communications satellites at 1200 to 1800kg, to the very large,
multi -payload satellites which can ex-

Tv direct

Power

Life

(W)

(Yrs)

2145

3200

9

1400

1500

10

2180

3500

1025

2130

3200
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broadcast
DFS KOPER telecomms,
NIKUS
distribution

tv

to

networks
cable
(within Germany)
TELECOM 2 internal

tele-

comms, business
comms or tv, and
military

ground-

commandable fixed -step gain -change
facility, amplify the signals to a level
suitable for the high -power amplifier
that follows. This high -power amplifier
is generally a solid-state power amplifier (SSPA), or travelling -wave tube
amplifier. The SSPA is a more recent
inovation, and is inherently more linear
in operation, although the recent introduction of predistortion linearizers is
redressing the balance.
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TV -SAT 2

Launch
weight

que for automatically routeing TDMA
bursts received by the satellite to different downlink coverage areas. These
coverage areas (of which there are five
for this payload) can be steered over the
whole visible earth by telecommand.

TELE-X

tv direct broadcast,
business
comms.
(within
Scandinavia)

Olympus
Olympus was constructed for the European Space Agency in the Netherlands
by British Aerospace, and recently
launched from the Arianespace launch
facility in Kourou, French Guiana. The
satellite will provide advanced communications services, direct broadcast
television and high -frequency payloads
for propagation and communications
experiments. This is a particularly good
example, since it not only carries advanced communications hardware, but
also indicates the direction of future
space communications and broadcasting systems by operating two of the four
payloads in the 20/30GHz frequency
bands- not yet widely used.
One aspect of particular interest in
the business or 'specialized services'
communications payload is the use of an
advanced time -division technique called satellite switched TDMA -a techni-

Correction note
In Adrian Espin's article "Who needs
electronic circuit analysis?" in the
September issue, a couple of errors
appeared, which might have caused a
lip to head scratching.
On p.852, first column, 12 lines
down, the expression read 21(12/11;f2=2.
21 lines from the bottom of the same
column, the expression should be (RI,/
RE+rC)).
At the bottom of the middle column.
the penultimate sentence should read
"In the circuit shown, at low frequencies, the input resistance of the transistor is approximately r3XHk, which
appears in parallel with the combined
resistance of the base bias chain.
We apologize for these errors.
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RESEARCH NOTES

Power stations in space
As I've frequently observed in these
pages, Soviet scientists and engineers
are an imaginative lot, unfettered it
seems by the pressures that keep much
of Western research within conservative
hounds. Physicists in search of element
110, officially approved utologists and
none of
armies of Yeti hunters
them seem to raise a glimmer of a smile.
Yet even if some ideas (including
perhaps the laser tv tube) are a little
ahead of practical reality, you still have
to hand it to the Russians for their

...

originality.
According to a paper by physicist and
mathematician Leonid Leskov (APN) it
was a Russian. Valentin Glushko, who
first proposed the idea of solar power
stations in space to beam microwave
energy down to Earth for conversion
into electricity. The date of this proposal. 1929. seems extraordinary in view
of the fact that magnetrons were a
decade away and the first Sputnik nearly 30 years off.

Today. now that an extraterrestrial
power station could in theory he built,
many researchers have re-examined the
economics, especially in the light of
dwindling fossil fuel reserves, 'green'
influences and nuclear safety. Optimists
like Professor J. O'Neill of Princeton
University (USA) believe that it would

-

TELL ME LEONI D PO YOIA REALLY
THINK THIS IS GDIN& TO WORK?
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he possible to put into orbit a pilot solar
station by 1990, based on existing tech-

nology. Others, like Leskov, think the
cost in environmental terms would be
much too great.
Leskov calculates that if space -borne
solar power were to meet even 20 per
cent of global energy demand by the
year 2020, then the amount of hardware
needed would imply launching a big
rocket every 20 minutes over a period of
20 years. The resulting pollution from
spent rocket fuel would, on this basis,
exceed the total airborne pollution from
all other sources. Leskov doesn't believe, though, that the prospect of orbiting solar power stations is a non-starter;
in fact quite the reverse. Each day, with
the arrival of new environmental issues
to blight conventional power generation
and with the steady progress of space
technology, the balance is tipping in
favour of solar microwave generators.
Leskov argues that the real breakthrough will come with the development of a new generation of ion motors
electric rockets - powered by integral
solar collectors. These would allow a
solar power station to he assembled in

-

near -Earth orbit and then selfpropelled to geostationary orbit. As for
getting the components into orbit in the
first place, Leskov believes that it may
eventually be possible to use laser heat exchange engines instead of today's
polluting rockets.
What then of the power station, once
completed? Leonid Leskov points out
that considerable progress has already
been made, both in the efficiency of
solar cells and in devices to convert the
resulting electrical power into a microwave beam. Efficiencies of up to 90 per
cent and power ratings of IkW/kg are
not beyond the bounds of possibility.
L.eskov's dream station would be a
massive construction. generating 5GW
from 50km2 of solar panels. The resulting downward -pointing microwave
beam, at a frequency of 10-12cm, would
then be collected by a receiving antenna
some 10km in diameter. Leskov claims
this would create no hazard outside the
protected zone of the antenna itself.
Reading this futuristic paper may, as
I hinted earlier, lead one to dismiss this
as yet another fanciful Soviet dream.
Yet, as Leskov himself points out, large
amounts of money are already being
poured into equally unproven technologies such as thermonuclear fuand, we might add, cold fusion

...

sion

..

Secretive algebra
As someone who struggled with
mathematics at university, I've always
taken for granted the assumption that
algebra is something of a black art, the
symbolic equivalent of officialese. Endless test questions beginning: 'Simplify
served only to emphasize my

...'

sneaking suspicion that someone was
making a deliberate attempt to upstage
the Official Secrets Act. After all, why
should anyone in real life ever need to
simplify an expression like:

Vv+2-

V1-2

Well, according to research at a variety of U.S. universities (Science vol.
245: 1190), it's not just luckless students
who have to try and discover the simple
quantities lurking deep within grotesquely nested expressions like the above.
Mathematical gobbledygook. it seems,
often arises accidentally from the
routine application of general-purpose
formulae for finding the roots of
polynomials. The results - a whole
collection of nested radicals - may, like
'equals

I

Stars in a spin
Pulsars must rank among the most intriguing of all astronomical bodies. When
they were first discovered at Cambridge,. their regular bursts of radio
emission led many serious researchers
to speculate about the possibility of
extra -terrestrial intelligence. The absolute precision of pulsar bursts is comparable with that of any atomic clock and
quite unlike the randomly irregular
emission of most radio stars.
Eventually, of course, these 'ticking
stars' were seen to have a perfectly
rational physical explanation, though
nonetheless bizarre. Pulsars are formed
when unstable stars explode as supernovae. After large amounts of matter
have been flung out into space, what's
left contracts under the force of gravity
to form a so-called neutron star. So
powerful is the inward force that the
electrons and protons of normal matter
are squeezed together to form a soup of
neutrons so dense that, on Earth, a

teaspoonful of it would weigh
thousand million tons.
The effect of all this compression

a

is

that a star, once bigger than our Sun, is
now only a few kilometres in diameter.
And just as a ballerina spins faster as she
draws her arms to her body, so a

.
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the above, he relatively easy to unscramble, or they may prove hideously

4

impenetrable.
Surprisingly, the de -nesting of complex expressions is no easier for computers than it ís for most ordinary mortals.
It appears that until recently no algorithms have existed to do other than
unravel simple expressions involving a
few square roots. Among those who
have now advanced the art of simplify-

ing algegraic gobbledygook, perhaps
the most successful is Susan Landau, a
computer scientist formerly at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.
Landau has come up with a theorem
which in turn has led to a generalpurpose algorithm capable of de nesting most highly nested radicals. It
guarantees the simplest version in the
end but still has one minor disadvantage: it requires huge amounts of computing power if the initial expression is
at all complex. But again, how much
grey matter does it need to convert the
Official Secrets Act into plain English?
Perhaps algebra wasn't such a had in-
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Major upgrades to the Kyle telescope now make it capable of microwave background
astronomy. The telescope - an interferometer consisting of eight antennae over a
Skin base line - will he used to plot the temperature of space so that astronomers can
study the early universe and the origin of structure itself. As researcher Stafford
Wit hington puts it, it will allow us to "look at where space itself came from".
vention after all.
The important difference between this and other telescopes is that it can detect
the microwave background of 20µK. Each of the eight
Research Notes are by John Wilson of minute fluctuations in
coded fets. It works with a new correlator
cryogenically
now
uses
telescopes
the BBC World Service science unit.
consisting of 1000 custom c-mos chips and ECL devices.

neutron star spins faster than its larger
progenitor. As it spins, it emits two
beams of radiation that sweep around it,
rather as if a torch were being whirled
round on a piece of string. Each time
one of these radio beams intercepts the
Earth, we perceive it as a pulse, hence
the regularity of what we now call

As with many other supernovae, the
famous SN1987A that blew up two
years ago in the skies above the southern hemisphere left behindla pulsar. But
sadly for radio astronomers, the pulsar
was only briefly observable early this
year because of obscuring dust clouds.
This was particularly unfortunate be-

cause SN1987A appeared, from the1
frequency of its pulses, to be spinning at'
an amazing 33 revolutions per second!

Try, when you've a moment, to work
out the forces operating on a body, say
10km diameter, and rotating at 2000
RPM and you'll become instantly aware
of why this observation was queried,
even though it came from a highly
pulsars.
reputable source. Other astronomers
Bridge,
at
Lords
of
antennae
this
crop
on
was
detected
The first pulsar ever found
instead of rotating,
near Cambridge. Cavendish Laboratory now uses the arrays for solar weather suggested that be
shaking with some
might
SN1987A
solar
effects
More
about
forecasting - plotting the movement of solar -wind clouds.
of
radial vibration.
sort
)
Laboratory
WithingtonCavendish
(Courtesy
on page 1200.
From then on the arguments became
complex, though the latest contribution
from Shapiro, Teukolsky and Wasserman of the Center for Radiophysics at
Cornell University [Nature vol. 340 No
62331 argues that the pulsar really is
rotating. But to spin at 2000 RPM, they
say that SN1987A must be made from a
special state of matter that is soft as well
as dense. A sort of quark soup is one
,'.
1
U'
thought ..
VI '4 __
Unfortunately until the mists of space
clear and we get another glimpse of this
`1
amazing pulsar, there's little more that
fl
a--..j.... G
astronomers can do but carry on with
Y
',
their sums and of course wonder at
, r
`kG
ó
some of the incredible phenomena out
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LIFE: WOULDN'T BE HALF SO TRICKY
IF YOU COMBINED. LOGIC

&LINEAR ON. -ONE CHIP

more of a performar ce having to cont-ol two things rather than one.
That's why we came up with a single chip that ccmb_nes bctn logic and linear functions.
What we have done is add.a library of linear functions to our existing
digital cells, so that users of our FALCON program can produce their owri
dual -function arrays.
What's more, this extra capability is now available on our
workstation software package. So you :an refine and verify your
own analogue/digital deesigns.for processing without further
commitment. In fact, the all -up pr'ce for a customised, dualfunction prototype chip is just £600.
So now there's ro need to get caught off-balárce
trying to co-ordinate two separate development
programmes with two different suppliers.
,
lust one phone call to Mike Goodwin will Jo
the trick_
It's always

-

Azi

..

_

ala
CID

MicqCrtcut Eny4r --rtni

Micro Circuit Engineering Limited,Alexandra Way. Ashchurch, Tewkesbury. Glos. GL20 8TB.
Phone Mike Goodwin on (06841297277.

(YK(IE\'O. ia6ONK

UPDATE SPECIAL

TI technology projection:
100Mbyte drams, 2000 mips processors
sporting more than a
hundred million transistors
will be in mass production by
the turn of the century.
Memory chip capacity will
exceed 100Mbit and processors will be
capable of delivering a staggering 200(1
million instructions per second, says TI
process chief Pallab Chatterjee.
Chips

"That trend has lasted a lot longer
than ever figured. I plotted the original
version in 1965. And we're still surprisingly close to Moore's law," he said,
rather modestly.
Dram memory chips will continue to
he the technology drivers, according to
TI's Chatterjee. He has plotted the
manufacturing technologies that will he
Furthermore, hundred -million - needed to make the next three generatransistor monsters will he able to en- tions of memory chips
beyond the
capsulate entire systems on single pieces 4M bit devices going into
production.
of silicon. Massive processing power
will be distributed among multiple execution units and special purpose proA finer picture
cessors. These processors will be able to Cramming ever more transistors
into
assess fast on -chip memory and talk to chips means the
semiconductor makers
other chips using built-in communica- have to find ways of carving more and
tions links.
more detail onto the surface of a piece
Dr Chatterjee expects the scaling of silicon. Most chips are made using a
down of features to continue for at least photographic -like process where an imthe next decade. "We believe that the age of the circuitry is projected
onto a
transistor structures we are making now light-sensitive layer on the silicon. So
at one -micron and 0.8 -micron will con- getting finer detail means going
to shortinue to be scalable," he said.
ter wavelengths of light.
Dr Gordon Moore, chairman and
Visible wavelengths are used at the
co-founder of Intel, thinks that silicon is moment. "And we will continue to use
here to stay. "Gallium arsenide and all optical lithography as we move into
the
those other things are for special pur- 16Mhit dram production," says
TI's
poses.
Chatterjee. "Then we will move to
"Silicon c-mos technology or some- 240nm Excimer laser litnography for
thing very like it will be around for a the 64Mbit chips."
long time. Maybe it'll he hic-mos but it
Chatterjee expects to see shorter
will still basically c-mos" he says.
wavelength (190nm) excimer lasers
It was Moore who predicted, hack in used to make later
generations of
the mid 1960s, that the power of silicon 64Mbit drams which will offer
faster
chips would grow exponentially. Ile access times. And after that chip
makers
speculated that the number of transis- will turn to X-ray lithography.
tors that could he put onto a single piece
Last year, scientists working for US
of silicon would double every 18 computer giant IBM showed
that it was
months. This became Moore's Law.
possible to make chips using X-rays.

'

1

Million -transistor micro-from Intel.
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The trouble is that the synchrotron used
to make the X-rays was too big and far
too expensive to he considered for commercial chip making.
So researchers at IBM and Japanese
telecommunications combine NTT are

developing prototypes of X-ray
lithography production equipment that

use smaller, more compact and cheaper

synchrotrons. Indeed, a synchrotron
capable of running 24 chip production
lines is being built for IBM by Oxford
Instruments of the UK.
A competing ultra sub -micron technique which uses beams of electrons to
etch out circuitry on chips (E -beam
lithography) is already in use with several chip makers. It is. however, more
suited to making specially tailored ap-

plication specific integrated circuits

(asics) than mass produced devices.
But making the chips of the future
will be the easy part, according to TI's
Chatterjee. It's all very well shrinking
the transistors and other circuit components down to sub -micron sizes, but
they need to be able to talk to each
other, so the conductive interconnections between them must also shrink;
and that's not easy.
"Interconnection is a real problem.
Already we are starting to use chemical
vapour deposition to deposit tungsten
to make better electrical contacts. And
as the power density goes up as we move
beyond 64Mbit drams then we will have
to begin depositing copper rather than

tungsten."
Testing 10s transistor chips is another
problem. Intel's Moore thinks that self
testing chips will be one solution. "If
you dedicate a million transistors to a
self tester then it will be a powerful test
machine and you will still have a lot of
transistors left to play with," he says.
And as transistors shrink, so clock
rates rise. Some very clever timers and
on -chip clocks will be needed to keep a
100 -million transistor chip ticking over
synchronously at 250MHz.
"The inductance of the leads is getting to be a problem already as we move
towards 40M1 lz," points out Moore. As
clock rates climb higher, lots of thought
will have to he given to packaging; one
solution is to put several chip dies in the
same package as part of what's called a
multi -chip module."
Leon Clifford

UPDATE

Workstation is a
GaAs
GaAs chips have found their way on to

the main processing board of a commercial workstation for the first time. Sol bourne Computer's Series 5 machines
use GaAs decoders and scratch pad
memory devices to speed up data transfers into memory. The GaAs chips
come from California start-up companies Gazelle and Vítesse.

Promising
components
"The electronics industry will continue
to be profitable despite a slowing down
in trading since the boom year of 1988".
This is one of the conclusions contained

in ICC's latest reports on the compo-

nent manufacturing and distribution industry.
It also states that the manufacturer's
profit margin will average over six per
cent. Distributors should see average
margins of 10.5 per cent in their

Bootlegger Megger
The Indian company Raidant Devices is producing "lethal" pirate
versions of Megger insulation and
earth testers, according to Megger
Instruments Ltd.
The genuine instruments are
housed in extremely tough plastic
cases, while the Indian copies have
"poor quality" metal boxes, which
would not pass a flash test between
case and terminals. Construction ín
general is of inferior standard and
the unstable test frequency renders
it impossible to obtain either accurate or stable readings.
Chris Burns, Megger's managing
director, says "We have uncovered
a catalogue of faults that is nothing
short of frightening and we intend
to make every effort to see that this
pirate trade is stamped out before
lives are lost and that includes a
direct approach to the Indian High
Commission".
So far, none of the copies has
made an appearance in the UK.

Real Meggers

1.

-

e4,

Fake Meggers

businesses.

objects
MacPortables, dos portables and movable
pointer appears on the display. Move
It has definitely been the month of the

portable, with just about everybody
having a go.
That everybody has included the
official appearance, after years of
speculation, of Apple's Macintosh
portable (which for some reason is not
known as the Pacamac). There is even
talk of that other lot, IBM or whatever
they're called, having yet another go
at producing a portable. This time it
will come, though has yet to appear,
from the company's Japanese
operation, which seems to have done
its own thing well enough to impress
the rest of the Big Blue empire.
The MacPortable is a snazzy, if
expensive beast. At just under £4000
for machine with only one floppy
disk drive it is not likely to be a snap
purchase, but for the dedicated
MacFreak, it will he hard to resist.
And it has some very good points to
it. Instead of havinga mouse trailing
about, Apple has opted for a tracker
ball solution. But to cope with both
left and right handed users, it can be
located on either side of the keyboard.
Perhaps the best feature is the
display. In a standard 'clamshell'

December 1989

housing it uses what is termed active
panel and the
matrix technology rather than an LCD your finger on the
pointer moves to follow. Pressing hard
approach. The effect is really rather
(well, harder than a touch) on the
good. The display can be easily read
panel is the equivalent of a click on a
in
a
and
angles
from a variety of
mouse button.
variety of lighting conditions. What is
The thing works, and so long as it's
more, it gives sufficient resolution not
it should make the Psion
reliable,
but
graphics
Mac
-standard
for
only
quite interesting to a lot of
machine
also for the tracker -ball driven cursor
people.
you
fast
how
matter
no
to be visible
Another portable that should
move it.
a good bit of attention is the
attract
snazzy
The problem of fitting of
Atari. This is TOS from
Stacy,
user
with
clever
computers
portable
than MS-DOS,
rather
compatible
interfaces has been solved in a
directly from the ST
lineage
its
making
of
makers
the
Psion,
way
by
different
lots of fans.
with
machine
line, a
the famous Organiser.
prize for
wins
a
small
also
Atari
Its new Mobile Computer-laptop
like
a rather boring
what
sounds
in
us-comes
rest
of
the
to
portable
machine. This is the PC4R, a Mnytethree varieties, one of which is a
memoried, 286 -powered dos machine.
£15001 MS-DOS compatible
Its difference, however, is the use of
machine. The other two, however, are
44Mbyte removable hard
Syquest
a
a
with
cheapo (circa £500+) machines
giving it what is,
disk
system,
the
to
market
similar target
storage
unlimited
effectively,
Cambridge Computers Z88.
is
more, at £ 1799
what
And
capacity.
larger
a
much
They have, however,
with
colour
system
VGA
a
for
machine.
Clive's
Sir
Uncle
than
screen
disk
with
additional
and
monitor,
They also have a rather clever rodent
like a
looks
this
£100,
under
at
platters
touch
is
a
This
in.
equivalent built
user.
PC
typical
the
for
good purchase
sensitive panel just above the
Banks
Martin
-head
arrow
keyboard. Touch it and an
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METEX & TEST LAB INSTRUMENTS

H

T

YOU PAY
TRAD P _ IC

E

INV

31/2 AND 41/2
ALL WITH CONTINUITY TEST

DIG Dmms
(* With Capacitance + With Hfe O With Freq.)
STANDARD SERIES

PRO SERIES METEX

31 DIGIT

3'h84%DIGIT
17mm Display 1380012mm)

0.5%H

361030 Range 0.3°/e

()

(

3630 30 Range 0.3%
.)
3650 30 Range 0.3% a)
36508 as 3650 with Bargraph
4830 41 Digit 30 Range Data

(

Hold

0.05%(.)

4650 as 4630 Plus 2 Freq. Ranges

£20.00
£23.72
£22.74
£30.42
£34.57
£37.25

()

All With Case. 20A AC/DC
3800 32 Range

12 mm DISPLAYS
23158 17 Range 10 ADC
23188 23 Range 1OADC
2335 31 Range 10A AC/DC (x)
2325 32 Range 10A AC/DC
2355 32 Range 10A AC/DC o)
236538 Range 10A AC/DC(x)
Plus Logic Probe

£31.50
£39.53
£47.57
£52.93
£58.96
£71.00
£76.38

()
(

METEX AUTORANGE
With Datahold & Freq Counter
M8021mmdisplay
£50.92
M81817mm display, true RMS
£56.28
M8186 with bargraph
£64.32

33/413101T

TEST INSTRUMENTS
3000 LCR AC Bridge
£102.30
M30024 AC Millivolt Meter 1MHZ
£85.30
21320 500 KHZ Function Generator
£96.50
416280 150 MHZ Fr Gen. Plus 6 Digit

TE22D 1 MHZ Audio Generator
3300 Autorange Digital Cap. Meter

Counter

£172.86

Counter

£166.16

OST5M 5 MHZ Bench Scope
243 0124V 0/3A Variable PSU
245 0/24V 0/5A Variable PSU

£80.00

1544/15V 0/4A Variable PSU

2603110

1

MHZ At Gen. plus 6 Digit

Counter
7E200 150 MHZ RI Gen.
(350 MHZ Harmonic)

£81.75
£64.00
£52.30

6100 Signal Tracer/Injector
5250 150 MHZ 7 Digit Frequency

£64.50
£168.00
£56.00
£69.55
£40.00

"POCKET" TEST INSTRUMENTS
Dual Scale Sound Level Meter
120dB
225V VHS Video Head Tester
1065 Digital Lux Meter -3 Ranges
07 Logic Probe
M625 Logic Probe/Pulser
YF2O

3900TO LCD Dmm With Dwell And

£32.85
£30.69
£46.83
£7.63
£14.74

300 AC Clamp Meter 600A/300V/

Resis

£33.50

M265 Add on AC Clamp Probe

for Dmm's
£16.48
501 Electronic Insulation Tester 500V £53.25
504 Electronic Insulation Tester 1000V£70.88
K0M6 TR Dip Meter 1.5 to 250 MHZ
£41.88
1062 LCD Temperature & data hold
£36.72
302K LCD Temperature Two 1/P
£32.00

Tach Ranges
£49.58
KT50 LCD 8 Range Capacitance Meter £36.20
6060 LCD Digital True Power Meter

6KW 19
2070 19 Range

£64.00

Multimeter IOADC

Buzz

£12.00

2030ET 27 Range 10A AC/DC. Cap.
Hfe Temp. Buzz
5050E 41 Range FET mm
0M5 Wallet Autorange Dmm
921 Pen Type Autorange Dmm
850 Mains Phase Tester
260 1000A AC Digital clamp meter
261 Add on insulation tester for 260

£35.30
£26.77
£17.35
£24.78
£21.20
£40.25
£29.35

1

I
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AUDIO -ELECTRONICS ARE ALSO
INSTRUMENT DISTRIBUTORS FOR
HAMEG
FLIGHT
BLACKSTAR
ALTAI
THURLBY
THANDAR
CROTECH
LEADER AND HITACHI

PHONE FOR BEST PRICES.
ADD 15% VAT
(UK ONLY)

(Prices correct at 17.10.0

TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER WITH VISA/ACCESS
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK FOR CALLERS

INSTRUMENT
CATALOGUE

AUDIO ELECTROf1IC5
301 Edgware Road, London W2 1 BN
Tel: 01-724 3564 Fax: 01-724 0322

Sales office 01-2581831
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new

logic analysers from
offer performance for
beyond their price; systems start from
under £1K
The

»..k

1.4.00

THURLBY

1

32 or 48 data channels, 8K deep
100MHz asynchronous operation
5ns glitch'capture capability
Multi -level trigger sequencing
Non-volatile dolo and set-up
memories
Disassembler options for popular uPs

Through the use of the latest technologies these LAs match or exceed

the specifications of instruments costing

many

thousands of pounds. Yet a

complete 32 channel system
including'combination data pod costs
only £997 plus%vat.
.

The special high -resolution screen

provides soh-key ae,cess,to a vast array
of features including: free-format state
listings, powerful scorch 6. compare,
context-sensitive help 'leridl interface,
printer output, and much more.

Contact Thurlby
technical details.

now

for

full

s

VOUCHERS
27.00end

A4 SAE

Thurlby

or,s Stamp UK
tor full MP
catalogue.

TRADE/EDUCATION ORDERS ACCEPTED
EDUCATION AND QUANTITY PRICES AVAILABLE
CIRCLE NO. 105 ON REPLY CARD

r

"3
,Su

Thurlby-Thandar Ltd. Glebe Road, Huntingdon, Combs. PE18 7DX

Telex:

32250 Fox: (0480) 450409 Telephone: (0480) 63570 or 412451

CIRCLE NO. 113 ON REPLY CARD
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UPDATE

HP goes 486/EISA
Hewlett-Packard looks like being the
first company to combine Intel's 486
macho dos processor with extended
industry standard architecture (EISA).
The HP Vectra 486 performs three
times better than previous personal
computers, says the company.
Linking the 486 with the 32 -bit EISA
bus allows the best possible performance from chip and bus. HP has gone
one step further than Intel envisaged by
pushing the memory burst mode
beyond its normal limits. This has been
achieved by pushing 128 bits of data at a
time on to the bus, which can then be
used by the processor in four 32 -bit

r

sectors.

While all this sounds very wonderful
in theory, it promises to be a long time
before the software houses can catch up
with the new hardware and make use of
the system performance.

Superconducting
patent
A patent has been granted to IBM for

a

world record high -temperature superconductor developed by scientists at the
company's Almaden Research Center.
The citation covers materials containing specific proportions of the e:ements
thallium, calcium, barium, copper and
oxygen, which lose all resistance to
electricity when cooled to temperatures
of 120K or higher.
The company says that the actual
record stands at I25K, the highest confirmed transition temperature reported
for any stable superconductor.

Scottish
supercomputer

With this technology - programmable hybrid substrate -you can have your
hybrid device within two weeks of finalizing your circuit diagram.
Called Polystrate, the technology involves a substrate with a criss-cross of
25µm -wide conductors. Each substrate isaround 2.Scm2and has 3600 cross
overs per square centimetre.
During programming, each cross -over is either left alone, in which case a
31.1.m air gap isolates the two conductors, or welded using a laser or ultrasonics.
Manufacturing costs have not yet been finalized but Contraves, producer of
Polystrate, says that the technologyshould work out cheaper than thin-film.

Psion organises computer
The British company Psion, of Organis- which use its prcprietary graphics user
er fame, has unveiled a range of A4 interface, a Windows -like environment.
sized portable computers including a These do not include the MSDOS rom
silicon based MSDOS version. This is dos. Around half the price of the dos
the first ever rom implementation of the product, these machines can work with
ubiquitous IBM PC operating system. It a speech file module which can record
uses flash eeprom cartridges in place of up to an hour of speech requiring just
the normal 31/2in drives normally found 300K of memory. The facility allows the
on portable computers. The machiee storage of speech files in the same way
weighs just over four pounds and costs as other computers handle text files.
£1500. Battery life is claimed to be 60 The GUI machines also include a touch pad cursor driver replacing the standard
hours.
mouse function.
machines.
of
Psion also has a pair
physically similar to the dos model,

The University of Glasgow and Motorola have joined forces in a supercomputer research project for weather forecasting, financial analysis and artificial
intelligence.
COBRA (connected bus research
architecture) aims to find methods of
designing computers with a peak pertera informance measured in tips
structions per second or megamips using several thousand bus -connected
microprocessors.
The project organizers are hoping to
design a general purpose machine for
parallel implementations of established
languages. It will also run the newer
oops based Al derivatives. It will use
Motorola's 88000 risc chip for the core
devices.

-
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OSCILLOSCOPES IN THE COUNTRY
24450 Four Trace 150MH, pul T6 As

TEKTRONIX

new

Marnrlactuters guar ante. 111 Feb 91
TEXTR00102225 Dual Trace 500W Delay Sweep

L1700

TEXTR0NIK 4750ua17 race 20000,

£650
1500
L400
L400
1500
.1550

TEKTRONIX

L575
1475

2215 Awl 7,400600W Delay Sweep DualTR

Del,

Sweep
TEKTRONIX 46517ualTrace 100014, Delay Sweep
IEXTRONIX 7403 Four Trace 50011/ Delay Sweep
TEKTRONIX 454 Dual Trace 1501411, Delay Sweep
TRIO C51100 Dual irate 10001.11 Delay Sweep

HFTACHIVIOriO4 Dual Trace 10000, Dean sweep
PHILIPS PM32620ual Trace 100011/Delay Sweep
TELEQpUUIPMENT D83 Dual irace50MH/Defy Sweep
TEL EOUIPMENI 0755 Dual Trace 5080, Delay Sweep
KI0U Ú1553W Dual Trace 351Á13,
GOULD 250A Wallace 10MH, TVIng
HP 17400 Dual Trace 10001.1ZDely Sesee ing
HP 12700 puai TracelSMHr
.
.
_
GOULD/ADVANCE 051100 Dual Thar e 30011,.
..

£475
1300
1275
.

.L250
.1140
1500
1200
... 1210
.

G0UL0/ADVANCEOS2550uaTraceISMH,

.

COSSORCD11150Owl Trace35MN, Delay
SE LABS SMI II Dual Trace 18014,..
TEKTRONIX 6470 Dual
IOOMH/ Delay Sweep

liar

-

Dual Trace 40071/Delay sweep

TR0CSI` 6Á6W Tr
OUR,
GOULD 054000 DIgdal Storage Dí,44 Trace [01.1H/
ink slust a sample- many Olhersm bb
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/180
L130

1250

/300

1250
£350

MARCONI Noble Redo Test Set TF2v U
RACAL DANA 6032
ocC

1650
M,cropr04 68441 Mul neat 6 R
a t
L850
BOONTON 230A Power Amp 10500011, Output 4 5W pes
L500
MARCONI/SANDERS SSM¢ Source 60589 812 51.111/
1650
MARCONI TF1008 AM/rM 1010.0-5101d1/ 56 Gen
_1375
MARCONI TF10)5 AIREO 1652000, S6 Gew wrtn Synchronser
142171
1550
MARCONI TF2015 wdnoul Syncwontser TF2171 _.
_ 1425
MARCONITF2016AM/FM 10KN/.120MH, withSMcmonse, £400
MARCONI TF2016wd1pulsyyncrchromser TF173
£300
MARCOS MOD MElER51F2303. TF230013.13230BIron
L100
.

DYMAR 1525110,71M 01184M11,S,gq Gen
L200
RACAL 90844 AM/FM I007/0104MHz Sw Gen Synlbessed
1600
HP 6208 SgnaIGeneralor 111GH/
L400
HP 618C Sgnal Generator 38.7.600,
L400
HP 6168 Sigrid Generator l 84160/
L400
LEADER LSG216 Srg Gen 80/FÁ0 01.3000,. 75.115MHz Buril n FM

Stereo Modulation
/575
WAVE1EK 157 Programmable Wavelo,m SMttesser 100 0010147

100/Sa'e/59/Tn0DIXAcc___

_

.

FEEDBACK F0601 Srg Geri 0001Hr IMH7 s,ne/59/Tn
MARCONI Automat< Dotaban Mere, TF2337A 40011/ or

Measures down I00Olt
PHILIPS 4MÁ5132 FIaohom Gen 010
AVO

.M0

£300
1150
IKH,
L100
SA50

MULTIMETERS(1p110.11 Und,

0.085.9s and M any Venom, V '
TEST LEADS la Aos Red & Brach

&
w Ih 2 eroc

131

Iron
L50
Ops & 71,011 (P&P
£5
L15

Blare EVER READY Case lot Avos Un used ll ,SP 141
BATTERIES 15Vols/3 each 101a 125 (P&P anal

TRANoSIISTOR ANALYSER 042 CT446 1010470 st
Wan
ructions
01119 115 IF&P1
MARCONI 07 Power Metter 148930 2082.350111 20mW 10W With

APO

Maud

ONLY L25 (P&P L7)

MARCONI RF Power Meter TF 1152A/ I DC 500M HZ 0 5 256,50 own
With Manual
ONLY 130 P&P17)
FARNELL °scaleup 171031841100112 Sure
RACAL
RACAL

9915 Fart
' ,01252301'
' 1 Oven
9900 Ser oS Un.versel Counter Tomas from
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Weighing in at 60g and only 100 x 72mm this card packs a
punch with 2 x RS232 and 35 parallel PO lines. Up to 16K
of compiled user program and 30K of data RAM gives it a
long reach. The on card Forth multitasking gives you
talkback even when the Hitachi processor has something
going on in background. Friendly, using +6 to +16V, the
watchdog timer won't let it go crazy and the standard
EEPROM means the TDS9090 need not forget those
important details.
1 off £194.95 including manual and non voltaile
RAM

Triangle Digital Services Ltd
100a Wood Street, London E17 3HX
Telephone 01-520 0442

Telex 262284 (quote M0775)
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Fax 01-509 3263
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NEW
with built -In mlerophones
CAROL HP -339M 01(10.00
FIELD TELEPHONE. CABLE TYPE DIO
Headphone onp 4.16 ohms. Microphone imp at 600 ohms
FIELD TELEPHONES TYPE '..1'. Tropical, in metal cases. E-80 at £15.00
10 -line MAGNETO SWITCH -BOARD. Can work with
Headphone Imp 4.16 ohms. Microphone Imp at 200
every type of magneto telephones.
ohms.
Surplus VIDICON P8211 and others 31 (18.00.
POSTAGE AND PACKING CHARGES: C1-C365p. £3. £585p. £5-(10 £1.07 £10-C15 C1,20 f15
-C20 f1.75.
Over £20 C2 30 bul below 2kg. Parcels over 2kg at Cost.

As manufacturers we are able to offer a range
of quality toroidal and laminated transformers
at highly competitive prices.

T'4
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61468
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12S07GT 2.20
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FIGHTING TALK...
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&
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61.94
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9 27
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6.71
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6.24
6.76
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13.32
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12.61
16.57
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38.99
45.42
55.52
72.57

33.46
36.92
43.01
52.58
68.72

14.98
15.19
16.98
21.71
24.84
30.25
33.38
38.88
47.53
62.13

13.92

27.05

9896

25 e

14.11

15.78

20.17
23.08
28.11

31.02
36.13
44.16
57.73

4.86

6A4
7.44
7.73
9.11
10.09

13.26
13.44
15.03
19.21

21.98
26.77
29.54
34.41

4206
54.98

Theme prices are Ior single primary with two equal seconderle With 8 colour coded fly leads.

Available from stock in the following voltages: 6-0-6, 9-0-9,12-0-12,15-0-15,

18-0-18, 22-0-22, 25-0-25, 30-0-30, 35-0-35, 40-0-40, 45-0-45, 50-0.50, 110, 220, 240.

Primary 240 volt.

AIR
LINK
Air Link Transformers
Unit 6, The Maltings, Station Road, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.
Tel: 0279 724425 Fax: 0279 726379
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SOFTWARE

igital signal processing is
Dnow finding application
throughout the whole spectrum of engineering and,
since the desk -top PC has
evolved as an essential engineering tool,
it is not surprising that several software
packages have appeared to help the
engineer to understand what DSP has to

offer.
When using

a

PC, it is relatively

DSP design

with DADiSP

straightforward to acquire signals
though an I/O expansion card and store
them in digital format on disc. From
here on, applications programs like
DADiSP can demonstrate the power of
DSP and give the opportunity to put the
formidable theory into practice. DADiSP, released by the DSP Development
Corporation of Cambridge, Massachusetts, is a powerful tool in the
processing and manipulation of digitized signals. Its screen layout is novel,
in that it presents a spreadsheet
approach to the processing of signals. A
number of graphical windows can be
created and the contents of any one may
depend on the contents of others. When
a change is made to one of the windows
its effect ripples through the remaining
dependent windows.
The installation of this software is

Allen Brown reviews
the digital signal
processing package
DADiSP, which
adopts the
spreadsheet
approach to the
manipulation of
captured digitized
signals

straightforward, provided particular
a °-ntion is paid to the instructions for
the appropriate graphics board resident
in the PC. Running the program for the
first time, the user is confronted with a

Labbook directory containing Tutor2,
which is a useful exercise and generally
demonstrates the overall operation of
DADiSP. Each Labbook can contain a
list of worksheets and data bases: a
worksheet is a layout of a graphical
spreadsheet and a data base will contain
input data files that can be accessed and
imported into a worksheet. Once the
user has created and developed a worksheet, it can be stored along with its data
contents in the current Labbook.
To add to its convenience, DADiSP is
driven by a highlighted menu option list
which is positioned at the base of the
screen. Like most application programs, the standard help facility is
evoked with the usual Fl key, but this
offers only a rudimentary assistance.
After opening a Labbook, the user is
faced with the current data sets, each of
which may contain several data files;

December 1989

the worksheets; and a number of menu
options (Fig. 1). By choosing the Input
option from the utilities menu the user
can select a data file from the current

directory.

Data files
One of the attractive features of DADiSP is its ability to import data files and
view them graphically with a minimum
amount of fuss. DADiSP uses data files
which are in a binary format, but will
also import ASCII, Lotus PRN, 8 -bit
byte, I6 -bit integer or IEEE floatingpoint (32 or 64bit) data files. Once the
required file has been selected, it may
he edited before conversion into the
DADiSP binary format. Figure 2 shows
the editing options available, which are
particularly useful for assigning the
appropriate units to the vertical and
horizontal axes and for adding comments to the data files. On completion
of the conversion, the file is added to a
data base of the user's choice.
DADiSP will also accommodate multichannel data files an obvious attraction if the PC has a multichannel
acquisition I/O expansion card. The
input file can have its data either interlaced or sequential, but multichannel
data files must have the appropriate
headers to inform DADiSP of their
format. Data files are exportable to
other directories in a number of formats, including Lotus PRN.

-

Operating envirbment
DADiSP can run on any IBM PC or compabble
equipped with a suitable graphics card, Hercules,
EGA or CGA and a hárd-disc drive. Its initial
drawback is the lack of recognition of the
higher -resolution VGA graphics which would significantly improve its display. However, during
this review DADiSP was man on a OPUS VII
386 -PC with a VGA monitor (operating in the EGA
mode) and a 80387 coprocessor. For all serious
engineering applications, the coprocessor is
highly recommended; for DADiSP, the presence
of the coprocessor optimizes the performance of
the PC. The latest version of DADiSP now
recognises expanded memory of the LIM standard which allows the package to handle much
larger data files.

ELECTRONICS WORLD + WIRELESS WORLD

Worksheet
data file has been imported into
a DADiSP data base, its contents are
viewed by entering the worksheet environment through the command line
menu option, using an existing worksheet or a new worksheet, created by
adding as many graphical windows as
Once

a
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Fig. I. Data files and worksheets in a DADiSP Labbook.
required via the Add option; each is
given a W index and new ones can be
inserted anywhere. Moving the cursor
highlights (he active graphics window,
which is edited from the edit line at the
base of the screen. Function F8 generates the directory of the available data
files in the current Labbook and the
required file is then loaded into the
active window.
The extensive list of worksheet functions is called on to process the input as
desired. As an example, Fig. 3 shows
the number of graphics windows, where
W1 is the input data: W2 performs a
power spectral density (PSD) on WI ,
W3 performs a moving average on WI
and W4 performs a PSD on W3. Modifying WI changes the other dependent
graphic windows accordingly. DADiSP
has a wealth of functions and manipulation operations for processing the data
in the graphic windows and generates
waveforms internally, including the
complete range of trigonometric functions.
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a

Formula or Press F8 to Load

a

Signal

-

Fig. 3. Typical
display of
graphics windows.

worksheet from any directory on the l'C
system. This is the simplest way of
importing a data file into the package,
but you have no editing control.
However, it is particularly useful when
used in conjunction with the RUN instruction. RUN, which is part of the
DADiSP DSP Pipeline, allows the user
to execute an external program from
within a DADiSP worksheet without
having to enter the DOS shell. The
program could he an operational program for an I/O expansion card reading
in data from peripheral source, for
example a data acquisition card or an
IEEE -488 interface connected to an
oscilloscope. The user therefore has
instant access to freshly acquired data.
For acquiring data from IEEE -488 instruments, the suppliers of DADiSP
provide an extra software package to
ease this task.

Functions
The extensive range of signal and data
processing functions that are available
in DADiSP can he divided into the
following groups,
scalar maths

Fourier transform functions

To call appropriate functions from with-

0.,0

Ver 1.95B

Type

DSP

process signal
peak analysis
signal display
DSP Pipeline
signal generation

..

.6
0

I KB
tARF

trigonometric
coordinate manipulation
window control

i

TTj11"°"

DADiSF/tal

plr1T

data type conversion
statistical

10.0

t!
-

LOAD

Fig. 2. Information relating to an input data tile.

format.
The processed data held within a
graphics window may be stored and
exported to other application programs
if require:. An appealing feature of
DADiSP is the ease of loading a data
file (binary or ASCII) directly into a

9-13-1999
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A set of graphics windows displaying
the required processed signals having
been constructed, the Zoom function
will enlarge any one; grids and cross wires generated on the graph (Fig. 4)
have their vertical and horizontal values
displayed at the bottom of the screen.
The Zoom mode will amplify the trace,
reduce it or adjust it in any direction to
show different degrees of detail. The
number of graphics windows can he
changed at any time during a working
session, but the more windows that are
added, the poorer the resolution of each
window. One of the problems of DADiSP is that you are unable to scroll
graphics windows off the screen to make
room for new ones. This is surprising,
since it was modelled on a spreadsheet

Signal

Worksheet

DADiSP

EMT

Import Data Using Current leader Values

<CR)

to Enter Window

:

1388 DSP

in these groups, one enters its name and
the relevant parameters on the command line.
The options from within the Fourier
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Fig. 5. Examples of the signal processing options on DADiSP.

Fig. 4. ZOOM facility enlarges one graphics window.
transform function list include discrete
FT, FFT, inverse FFT, windowing, convolution, spectrum and power spectral
density. A selection of these functions is
shown in Fig. 5. Other DSP functions,
such as cross spectral density and the
coherence function, can be created by
combining the primary functions and
this is among the advanced features of
DADiSP. A lot of attention has been
paid to the statistical processing functions in DADiSP and, since the range is
quite extensive, I feel there should be
more options for curve fitting. Only
having linear regression is rather restrictive, especially when you have the computational power to implement quadratic, polynomial, spline and other curvefitting methods.
Another interesting function group
of DADiSP is the waveform generating
options. A whole range of trigonometrical waveforms is generated and
is used with great effect to synthesize
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DODI9 Worksheet

# Define dB(s) 10*IoglO(PSD(s))

complex waveforms. To aid to the
realism, random noise, both flat -top
and normally distributed, may be added
to the waveform, as shown in Fig. 6. The
RUN function enables the synthesized
data to he used as an output waveform
for a I/O D -to -A expansion card. This
constitutes a fast and effective means
for generating real test signals for design

A set of macros allows a worksheet to be
customized to an individual's needs.
To take it one step further, a sequence of operations can be automated
by constructing a Command File, which
is created with a text editor and contains
a list of menu options and functions
which permit the user to enter, immediately, a desired worksheet with the
appropriate attached data files; screen
messages and pop-up boxes are included in a command file. Command
files are executable directly from a
worksheet, a facility which greatly helps
to automate data capture through I/O
expansion cards and to load the data
into a worksheet for display and further
processing.

purposes.

Advanced features
With an application program of this
kind, occasionally there will be a need
to perform repetitive tasks and DADiSP has a number of advanced features
which are helpful in this respect. When
there is a requirement to chain together
several DADiSP functions, then a macro can be created, which is in effect
several functions built into one. For
example, if you wanted dB-,,caled power spectral density, then dB could be
defined as the macro

Printing and plotting
DADiSP

is

configurable for

a

number

Fig. 6. Generating waveforms to synthesize a signal.

Operating enviroinent
DOD

DADiSP has a secure feel about it, its operation is smooth and it is
comfortable to work with. I have not experienced any system hang-ups and
generally the program is very well behaved. What could appear as an
annoying feature is the lack of short cuts to higher menu levels for the
experienced user. To exit the program, the user is expected to plod
through previous menus. Because it is a powerful package, It is very easy to
make heavy demands on it by having many graphics windows; the greater
the computational load of each window, the longer it takes to respond and
complete a screen refresh. The coding for the FFT function is not
particularly fast and the advantages offered by prime -number algorithms
should be adopted for future versions of DADiSP.
DADiSP is a very effective package for processing data files and
represents a product which can add to an engineer's productivity. A
number of proprietary I/O expansion cards is now directly compatible with
DADiSP and adds to its appeal. The user's manual is well written and is laid
out In a thoughtful manner and the early guided tour of the package serves
as painless introduction. The amount of learning required to get into the
program is minimal and DADiSP is a no -fuss package which is well
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SOFTWARE
Dataset Name:
Version Number:
Signal Name:
Date Acquired:
Time Acquired:
Uert Units:
Horiz Units:

PROBEI7

Sample Rate:
Maximum:
Minimum:

0.1

2.72408
-3.02631
Output from PROBEI7

1

SIGNAL _1
9-21-1989
20:42:32.89
Volts

Comments:
with noise input.

Fig. 7. Output to
printer, showing
waveform and in-

Sec

Hum Samples:

512

formation.
PROBE17.1.SIGNALI

2.0

1'

Ir

0.0
l;

-2.0
-4.0

100

0 0

2006.0

.0

of matrix printers and the I lewlett Packard LaserJet printer, allowing permanent records of waveforms to be made
with surprising ease. Several printer
instructions allow the graphics windows
to be printed in a variety of formats:
PRINTALL, for example, produces a
graphics dump of each window: alternatively, INFORPRINT produces a graphics
dump of a specified graphics window

3011-70

4000.0

and its corresponding information box, DADiSP is obtainable from
as shown in Fig. 7. Individual comments Adept Scientific Ltd,
may be added to each plot. For plot ring 3 Letchworth Business Centre,
on I IPGL plotters, the PLOT or PLOTALL Avenue One,
Letchworth,
instructions generate files for later pro- Hertfordshire SG6 2HB.
cessing by the supplied program - plot- Telephone: 0462 480055.
ter. exe
which drives the plotter.
Alternatively, the output from plotter.
exe can be loaded into a desk -top pub- The price is £550 + vat + £5 delivery
lishing package as an image file.
charge.

-

PROFESSIONAL CAD/CAE
FOR ELECTRONICS DESIGN
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With over 10,000 users worldwide, EE Designer is the
leading CAD/CAE system for PCB design. Compatible
with your PC, EE Designers extensive range of features
will increase your productivity at prices you won't believe!
You can choose from three easy to use.levels of EE
Designer, depending on the complexity of your task: To.
find out more,.circle the enquiry number below or call
Betronex NOW!
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WELLS YARD,.HIGH STREET, WARE, HERTFORDSHIRE, SG 12 9AS. TEL: WARE (0920) 469131.

EE DESIGNER: SCHEMATIC CAPTURE, CIRCUIT SIMULATION, PCB LAYOUT,
AUTO ROUTING, COMPONENT PLACEMENT, DESIGN RULE CHECKING, PHOTO/PEN PLOTTING.
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RF EQUIPMENT
PHASE LOCKED SIGNAL SOURCES
Very high stability phase-locked oscillators operating directly on the
signal Irequency using a low frequency reference crystal. Phase
noise is typically equal to or better than synthesized signal
generators. Output will drive the Types 9247 and 9051 wideband
linear power amplifiers and the Types 9252 and 9105 tuned power
amplifiers.
TYPE 8034. Frequency as specified in the range 20-250MHz. Output
£140
10mW
TYPE 8036. Frequency as specified in the range 250-1000MHz.
£195
Ouput 10mW
TYPE 9182. FM or FSK modulation. 20-1000MHz. Output 10mW
£248

LOW NOISE GASFET PREAMPLIFERS
Aligned to your specified frequency in the range 30-1000MHz.
Masthead or local use.
TYPE 9006. NF 0.6dB. Gain 10-40dB variable. In the range
£85
30-250MHz
£85
TYPE 9006FM. As above. Band II 88-108MHz
TYPE 9002. Two stage Gasfet preamplifier. NF 0.7dB. Gain 25dB
adjustable. High O filter. Tuned to your specified channels in bands
£112
IV or V
TYPE 9004. UHF two stage Gasfet preamplifier. NF 0.7dB. Gain
25dB adjustable. High O filter. Aligned to your specified frequency in
£112
the range 250-1000MHz
£43
TYPE 9035. Mains power supply for above amplifiers
£13
TYPE 9010. Masthead weatherproof unit for above amplifiers

1_.
..'-- -

UHF LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIERS
Tuned to your specified frequency in the range of 250-470MHz.
24V.+ DC supply
£289
TYPE 9123 250mW input, 5 watts output
£335
TYPE 9124 2-3 watts input, 25 watts output

¡V

1411-

TYPE 9006

TYPE 9002

WIDEBAND AMPLIFIERS
Monolithic microwave integrated circuits in a fully packaged
microstrip module format. Full -wave shottky diode protected inputs.
Temperature compensated bias circuitry. Voltage regulated local or
remote operation.
£150
TYPE 9007. 1-900MHz. NF 2.3dB at 500MHz. Gain 20dB
TYPE 9008 Gasfet. 100MHz-2GHz. NF 2.5dB at 1GHz. Gain 10dB.
£150
Power output +18dBm, 65mW
TYPE 9009 Gasfet. 10MHz-2GHz. NF 3.8dB at 1GHz. Gain 20dB.
£150
Power output +20dBm, 100mW
TYPE 9253. 40-860MHz. NF 6dB. Gain 30dB. Voltage output
100mV, 100dBuV, -10dBm

¡
.-..
;41... , '

Y« `

os

:r4"H5t1

FM TRANSMITTERS 88-103MHz. 50 watts RF output
TYPE 9086. 24V + DC supply
TYPE 9087. Includes integral mains power supply
TYPE 9182FM exciter ±75KHz deviation. Output 10mW

.I.

r

Get

¿

TYPE 9113

TYPE 9259

TELEVISION LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIERS
Tuned to your specified channels in bands IV or V. 24V + DC supply.
£218
TYPE 9261. 100mV input, 10mW output
£280
TYPE 9252. 10mW input, 500mW output
£320
TYPE 9259. 500mW input, 3 watts output
£580
TYPE 9262 500mW input, 10 watts output
£440
TYPE 9263.2-3 watts input, 15 watts output
£1,745
TYPE 9266 10 watts input, 50 watts output
See below for Television Amplifiers in bands & III.

TYPE 9252

PHASE LOCKED LOOP FREQUENCY CONVERTERS
TYPE 9113 Transmitting. Converts your specified input channels in
the range 20-1000MHz to your specified output channels in the
range 20-1000MHz. 1mV input, 10mW output (+10dBm). AGC
controlled. Gain 60dB adjustable -30dB. Will drive transmitting
£396
amplifiers directly
TYPE 9114 Receiving. Low noise Gasfet front-end. NF 0.7dB Gain
£396
25 dB variable.
TMOS WIDEBAND LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIERS
TYPE 9246.1 watt output 100KHz-175MHz 13dB gain

TYPE 9263

'

£248

,1`1.N,

y.Ñ

£94

£1,040
£1,220

I

£135

3

TYPE 9105

,t,_

TYPE 9176

TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE

TYPE 9271

9247.4 watts output 1-50MHz 13dB gain
9051. 4 watts output 20-200MHz 13dB gain
9176.4 watts output 1-50MHz 26dB gain
9177.4 watts output 20-200MHz 26dB gain
9173. 20 watts output 1-50MHz 10dB gain
9174. 20 watts output 20-200MHz 10dB gain
9271.40 watts output 1-50MHz 10dB gain
9172. 40 watts output 20-200MHz 10dB gain
9235. Mains power supply unit for above amplifiers

£135
£135
£285
£285
£340
£340
£680
£680
£180

TYPE 9158/9235

TMOS RF LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIERS
Tuned to your specified frequency in the range 20-250MHz, or your
specified channels in bands I or III. 24V +DC supply.
£250
TYPE 9105. 10mW input, 1 watt output
£310
TYPE 9106 500mW input, 10 watts output
£360
TYPE 9155.1 watt input, 30 watts output
£490
TYPE 9158.5 watts input, 70 watts output

COMPLETE TELEVISION RETRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

AVAILABLE
All prices exclude p&p and VAT.

RESEARCH COMMUNICATIONS LTD
Unit 1, Aerodrome Industrial Complex, Aerodrome Road, Hawkinge, Folkestone, Kent CT18 7AG.
Tel: 0303 893631. Fax: 0303 893838
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Economical disk interface
A disk interface usually requires a
floppy -disk controller, PIA (for inter-

face signals), interface -to -

microprocessor logic (occasionally

82[55

DMA), data separator (cheaper FDCs)
and a crystal. This can be quite expensive especially for small runs.
For a microprocessor, the plain problem is getting data to and from disk
quickly enough
hence the need for an
FDC. The simplest way to get a pulse to
drive the write -data line is to use the
Z80 k RITE signal. This saves writing to
an I/O port twice to toggle the write
data. The clever part is to devise a
signalling method using only ones and
zeros to give the three required levels
for reception of data from the disk.
Level 0 gives a data bit of 0 when
received. This is achieved by toggling
write data at 21 Z80 cycles. Level I gives
a data hit of I when received. This is
achieved by toggling write data at 25
Z80 cycles. Level 2 is an idle state. This
gives the Z80 time to process the received data and put it into memory. This
is achieved by toggling write data at 17
cycles or less continuously.
When writing data to disk, the index
pulse leading edge is waited for, then a
run-in period is required to get over
index pulse variation which is less than
2nls. The run-in period consists of level
two which stops any reception of data:
we used a 4ms run-in period. Now the
data is read from memory and depending on or O. a pulse is written to disk
either 21 of 25 cycles then the next pulse
is sent
At the end of the byte, level two is
sent out to allow time for storage of the
received byte. As it stands the software
does one sector to one track but this can

MOTOR ON

PA4

07
STEP
DRIVE SELECT 0

SIDE SELECT
7

HC14

PA0

WRITE GATE

-

1

07

PA3

DIRECTION

PA7

RD

RD

WR

PIACS

CS

RESET

211O

A1

A1

Z80 A0

A0

HC14

o<0

Z80 RESET

d0

GND

280

Z80WR

PC7

Z80 DATA BUS

PC4

HC164 DATA

d7

PC0

+5V

Vcc

+5V

PB7
150

150

READY

150

PC3

150

PBO
WRITE PROTECT

IV:TUC
1

PB2

TRACK 00

PB3

RAW

READ

17cyctes

25 cycles

21cycles

.

be altered in software quite easily.

At

the end of the data a sector number and
CRC are put onto disk for security.
For reading data from disk. the index
leading edge is waited fort hen a delay of
2ms is used to synchronize with the
run-in signal. The HC 161 is reset and Q3
is monitored on the 161 till it goes high
then low, indicating that a byte has been
received. The byte is read from the 164
via I'IA port C. written into memory
and the address pointer incremented,
and then the software loops round until
the data, sector number and CRC have

HC123

O

HC164 CLOCK

LEVEL

2

o

been received. The CRC is calculated
and compared with the received CRC.
If an error has occurred the sector can
he re -read.
The PIA has the usual interface to the
Z80 and interfaces most of the signals to
the floppy -disk drive. It receives KI:ADV.
INRkX. TRACK ZERo and WW1 PROTECT and
LE

outputs N RITIuGATE. SIDE SELLC I.STEP.

DIREC-

TION. NO OR ON a ltd DRIVE SELECT.
I

It more drives are to be connected.
the drive selects can be separated from
the MOIORON signal. Output wRl rl: DATA is
the buffered Z80 write signal which is
only allowed to the disk when wRnEGATE
is low.
continued on page 1158.
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PROTEL PCB CAD SYSTEMS

Professional high quality PCB CAD SYSTEMS at a Price you can afford.
Conventional and SMD on both sides of the board.
d,

PROTELAUTOTRAX*a1 £999.00 is an
affordable, precision design tool that
improves productivity for occasional
and expert users alike. It streamlines

-°:'

the PCB layout processes while
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providing powerful interactive design

automation,

and

generates

professionally accurate PCB artwork.
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PROTEL SCHEMATIC*at £498.75**

streamlines drafting operations,
improving productivity, design practice
and documentation. It forms the front
end of a powerful PCB CAD system
when used together with Autotrax.

PROTEL EASYTRAX*at £299.00 is a
low cost entry level easy to use

precision tool that generates

professionally accurate PCB artwork,
with support for a wide range of
photoplotters, pen plotters,
°
;
b I e-1, : : 1
'-'---Ó-displays,
-o- laser and dot matrix printers all as
° s oo
°°
0
d o
standard. NOT EXPENSIVE OPTIONS.
* moo
et
PROTEL TRAXVIEW* at £430.00 is a
RANGE NOW INCLUDES
new utility program for viewing and
editing Gerber files.
COSTED RIP -UP AND RE -ROUTER

PROTEL TRAXSTAR* at £807.50* * is
a grid based, costed maze autorouter
with full rip -up and re-route capability.

e

o

The router incorporates a
user -definable cost structure and

o

route, rip -up and smoothing passes.
Works with Protel Autotrax files.

J-A.V. Electronics Limited, Unit

;

`-0-

:,------,o; ¢

`

allows separate cost structures for the

ó

12a Heaton Street, Denton, Manchester, M34 3RG

Tel : 061 320 7210

Fax : 061 335 0119

The UK Distributer fo the'ROTEL CAD Software. Main Dealers for ROLAND Plotters. Dealers for Sage, Brother, OKI, Amstrad & Epson.
Evaluation Disc Available on Request. All Prices Exclude VAT.

Price Includes 5% Discount if Bought With Autotrax.
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Versatower:

277

'

A range of telescopic towers in static
and mobile models from 1.5 to 36

metres with tilt-twer facility enabling
all maintenance to be at ground level.
Designed in accordarce with CP3 Chapter V; pan 2
minimum wind speed of -40 kph in
1972 for
conditions of maximum exposjre and specified by
professionals world-wide whe:e hostile
environments demand the ultinate n design, quality

r1
QTT

and reliability.

.

Suitable for mounting equipment in the fields of:
Communications
CCTV
Security surveillance
Meteorology
Environmental monitcring
Geographical survey
Defence range -finding
Marine and aero navigation
Floodlighting
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*1.5MHz-2GHz
AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY OPERATION
IEEE BUS INTERFACE
THIGH ACCURACY
THIGH DYNAMIC RANGE

Airport approach lighting
Further.details availa3le on reque

ONE OF A NEW RANGE OF TEST
EQUIPMENT FROM THE R.F.
COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALISTS

STRUMECH ENGINEERING LIMITED
Portland House. Coppice Side Brovnhills
Walsall. West Midlands WS8 7EX. England
Telephone: Brownhdls (0543) '-52321
Telex: 335243 SEL.(sFax :0543 361050

SIMPLY

- ACCURATE TESTING

R.T.T. Systems Ltcñ. Enterprise House, Central
Way, North Feltham Trading Estate,
Feltham, Middlesex TW14 ORX
Tel; 01-8441811

C
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continued from page 1156

Signal, RAW READ from the disk is first
stretched by the first IIC123 section.
Level -two signals
17 cycles) are
filtered out by the second IIC123 section. The 11C08 and the two HC 14s are
a non-retriggerable monostable which
separates level 0 and level
into data
and clock for driving the IICl61 and
HC I64. The I 1C164 is a shift register for
clocking in the 8 hits. On counting eight
bits, the 161's 03 goes high then low,
indicating that a byte has been received.
The disk operating system has to cope
with not only reading and writing to disk
but with all the interface signals too.
Care has to be taken with signal tinting,
i.e. step times, direction changing, waiting for ready to go low after motor on
and seeking to the required track.
Formatting of a disk with sector numbers for seek verification and organization of a directory and sector allocation
tables also need attention.
With just a few cheap gates and a PIA
a reasonable floppy -disk interface can
be designed. In practice we found that
disk capacity depending on programmer ingenuity which varied from a few
hundred bytes to more than 3000 bytes/
1

+5V
HC123a

HC123b

RAW READ

5

L

+5V

Ilk

T

+5V

B

B

CLR

LCLR

C

C

2n2

HC14

designed this circuit to separate transmit and receive speech components of a
telephone -line signal. This allows unidirectional circuitry to operate on the
bidirectional speech signal.
Two transistors form a constant current generator which provides
approximately 40mA line current to
energise the telephone. Superimposed
on this line current are speech signals to
and from the telephone, isolated by a
capacitor.
Bidirectional speech signals are applied to a subtracting amplifier arrangement which removes all the returning
speech signals from the GO channel.
This prevents RETURN signals from
being retransmitted, which could give
rise to oscillation.
In series, a 5600 and 3951 resistors
simulate the 60012 telephone impedance
required to "balance the bridge''.
Routine circuit analysis shows that
the telephone -to -GO path gain is 2V/V,
while the RETURN -path -to -telephone
gain is 0.5V/V. Output voltage of the
GO path is approximately ±0.6V for
normal speech.
The circuit possesses excellent transmission quality and works well with 131
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+5V
.

+5V

HC164

CK

B

1k

IA

CLR

A

1k5

BCDEFGH

READ DATA BYTE

PIA DC

Full byte received

O

+5V

HC161

LOAD
P

161 CLR

WRITE DATA

oC

_

CLR A

B

C

,-.--i

D

zao WR

track. The most time was taken to write projects with no problems at all.
the software which has a lot more to do N P Wright
than the normal DOS encountered on Bandley Chipware
FDC systems. The circuit has been in Appleby
use for many months on at least two Cumbria

Two -to -four -wire converter
I

HC14

R/C

R/C

Binary switch encoder

746 or 8002R (Statesman) type telephones. It is not of course approved for

connection to the public telephone network.
P.S. Rose and J.M. Oakley
High Wycombe
Buckinghamshire

In Miners' circuit on page 1101 of the
November issue, the thick line at the bottom
of the circuit implies ground. This is not the
case: it is simply a connection between the
push buttons, the resistor (47k11) and the

Nand gate inputs. The 37(15 emitter is

grounded.

To 8T
approved
telephone
A

Return

--
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Put our test set to the test.
Can you find anything it can't test?

;I

Cordless
telephone

DTMF System

Pager

Base station

P.M.R

the time it takes to read this, the Stabilock 4031 could test any of the devices pictured above - with one minor exception. Quite a performance given the dramatic
evolution in radiocommunications techniques and standards.
To meet the challenge, we packed more than 25 years of experience into a single,
highly versatile unit. You won't need an operating manual to use it: time -saving features include automatic measurement functions and brilliant graphics, with both
numeric display and simulated analogue meters.
The Stabilock 4031 comes with all test devices integrated, while its modular design
and flexible software system can adapt to all testing demands, both present and
future. The exceptions are hardly worth mentioning.
In

i
'

o

Cone

Stabilock 4031: Portable Communication Test Set

r; -...._
75z5.

Cellular
mobile

4-

-

Born to set tomorrow's standards in measurement reliability.

Schlumberger
Instruments
Schlumberger

Technologies
Instruments Division
Schlumberger Instruments
20 North Avenue
Burlington. MA 01803. U.S A
Tel.: (617) 229-2548
Fax: (617) 229-4885

Schlumberger Instruments
Victoria Road
Farnborough. Hampshire
GÚ14 7PW. England
Tel (0252) 544433
Fax 40252) 543854
CIRCLE NO. 128 ON REPL

Schlumberger Technologies GmbH
Instruments Division
Ingolstadter SlraBe 67a
D-8000 Munich 46, Germany
Tel.: (089) 318 89-0
Fax (089) 318 89 160
Y

CARD

Schlumberger Instruments
50. avenue Jean-Jaurés
BP 620-06
92542 Montrouge. France
Tel

(1)

47 46 67 00

Fax (1) 47 46 67 27

CIRCUIT IDEAS

Variable duty -cycle
frequency doubler
Only one IC is used in this frequency
doubler. The monostable multivibrator
can he triggered directly by a low -to high or a high -to -low going signal.
Two RC integrators detect the leading and trailing edges of the digital input
signal. Transition spikes of the integrators are used to trigger the monostable
at both edges, effectively doubling the
input signal frequency as shown in the
timing diagram.
A potentiometer varies the duty cycle of the output pulse train by up to
100%.

V Lakshminarayanan
Centre for Development of Telematics
Bangalore
India

Schmitt trigger with independently -programmable thresholds
Standard Schmitt -trigger comparators
suffer from interdependency of upper
and lower switching thresholds and out-

put voltage levels. Also feedback is
applied to the non -inverting input, so
the source impedance of the voltage on
V«

,1k

Vth

upper

Vin

Vth
lower

Vth
upper

Vin
Vth

tower

Output

1k

this point (whether signal or reference
voltage) needs to he kept low, or well
defined, to preserve hysteresis as intended.
My circuit uses a single quad comparator such as the LM339. It features
independent high -impedance inputs for
upper and lower threshold references,
and complementary outputs compatible
with any standard logic family.
Two of the comparators detect the
signal crossing the upper and lower
thresholds, and the other two form an
SR histahle multivibrator, using the
open -collector comparator outputs for
wired -AND functions. Hysteresis is unnecessary for the input comparators
because of the latching action of the
!listable device and consequently the
threshold levels can he set accurately,
the only errors being the comparator
offset voltages.
Threshold voltages can be taken, for
example, from op -amps or from D -to-A
converters, opening up the possibilities
of adaptive signal -level detection and
dynamically tracking thresholds.
B V W Isaacs

Plymouth

Output
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TELECOMMUNICATION
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For more information contact:
LAB -VOLT (UK) LTD.
4A Harding Way,
St. Ives Industrial Estate
Huntingdon,

Cambridgeshire
PE17 4WR
Tel: (0480) 300695. Fax: 0480 61654
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SGSHOT
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a°°M"
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IAN

MEMORIES PROVIDE
HIGHER ANALOG BANDWIDTH

Oscilloscope
performance charts
fr.

Two full -colour charts. one indicating
analogue bandwidth versus time base
setting and the other Nyquist frequency
versus time base, are available from Le
Croy. In each, two Le Croy oscilloscopes are compared with four others of
unspecified origin. And both charts
have applications information on the
reverse. Le Croy, 28 Blacklands Way,
Abingdon Business Park, Abingdon.,
Oxon 0X1411) Y. 0234-33114.
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Ii
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a set of application ideas
for monolithic silicon pressure sensors
is this altitude meter. The KP101A
measures from 0 to O.12MPa; this circuit is suitable for 0 to 2000m altitude.

Of four monolithic pressure transducers in Philips' range, two have signal
conditioning and are calibrated, and
two are uncalibrated; the IOTA is un calibrated.
9V
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Temperature sensors
with high linearity
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temperature coefficient but when
doped with an n -type inpurity its
temperature coefficient over the lower
part of its range becomes positive. This
change is caused by the initial fall in
charge -carrier mobility with rising
temperature. At higher temperature.
the number of free charge carriers, n,
increases because of the number of
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spontaneously -generated charge carriers, n;, and the intrinsic semiconductor properties of silicon predominate.
In the Philips KTY temperature sensors brochure, there are further details
of the KTY sensor's structure together
with specifications and applications circuits (a KTY sensor is used for temperature compensation in the magnetoresistive sensor signal conditioner on the
right).

513031-30015/15
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Hall -effect
alternatives
Compared with Hall -effect devices,
magnetoresistive sensors are more
sensitive and can operate over wider
temperature and frequency ranges.
This magnetoresistive-sensor conditioner provides gain adjustment,
offset -voltage compensation and
temperature stabilization. Its operation
is described in Philips Technical publication 268 along with further applications information and an interesting
electronic compass. The brochure is
free to OEM designers.

External magnetic fields change the
resistance of a conductor. In the KMZ10
sensor shown here, the conductor
sensing the magnetic field is in the form
of four Permalloy strips arranged in a
meander pattern on a silicon substrate.
Each of the strips forms an arm of a

supply (eve)
signal (-ve)

Wheatstone bridge.

,-

,

_

..

-supply
-'

I

(-ve)

signal (+ve)

Philips Electronic Components, Mullard House, Torrington Place, London
WCI E 711 E. Tel: 01-580 6633.
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EVOLUTIONARY AUDIO

In the first part of this article,
covered some of the developments in the design of transistor
audio power amplifiers from the
commercial introduction of transistors to about 1975, by which date
some competently engineered designs
had been produced.
A fair proportion of the designs produced at the end of this period were
capable of a performance which would,
to the ear of an unprejudiced listener, at
least equal most of the previous generation of valve operated equipments and
were also more compact, cooler running
and of substantially greater potential
output power.
However, design mistakes had been
made and some units having a relatively
poor acoustic performance had been.
produced, particularly during the earlier years of this period. Although there
was a better understanding of the requirements for audio power amplifiers,
some relatively indifferent designs were
still being offered. Even in the case of
the good designs, some residual intrinsic problems remained.
There was the need to ensure that the
quiescent current of the output transistors, in the typical class AB output
mode, was correctly set on manufacture
and remained correct during the life of
the equipment. There was also the
problem of time lag in the thermal
compensation circuitry, which could
mean that the quiescent current setting
could be in error at the onset of a burst
of high output power or in the period
immediately following it.
In addition, the relatively high
amounts of negative feedback normally
employed in these designs could cause
sporadic malfunction when used with
loudspeakers which had awkward impedance characteristics, making the
amplifiers prone to "hard" clipping on
signal overload. This effect would effectively require a larger transistor amplifier to deliver the same amount of
apparently undistorted output power to
the speaker than would have been the
case with a valve design.

Design trends
At this time, three separate design
trends began to emerge, of which the
most explicable, from the engineering
point of view, was that of removing or

1164

SOLI D -STATE

AUDIO
POWER
John Linsley Hood
continues his

examination of the
evolution of transistor
audio power
amplifiers with a look
at methods of
reducing
residual defects

lessening the residual effects of transistor designs, such as the non -linearity of
the class AB push-pull output stage; the
variability of. or the need to pre-set
some chosen value for, the output stage
quiescent current; and, in earlier designs, the need to use high levels of
negative feedback to achieve acceptably
low levels of harmonic distort ion.
The second line of development, pursued with great vigour in Japan, was
that of seeking needlessly high levels of
steady/state linearity and, in the USA,
equally unnecessary in normal domestic use - levels of output power and

-

bandwidth.

This technical development was
mainly spurred on by the belief of the
'man in the street' that he needed high
output powers and that large bandwidths and very low THD levels were
synonymous with perceived sound quality. The same reasoning would lead to
the argument that it was the difference
in engine capacity which made a
220BHP Mercedes a quieter and more
comfortable car than a Citroen 2CV.
Few lay enthusiasts would accept that
they could not hear any difference between two units whose only dissimilarity
was that between 0.005% THD and
0.05% THD at any point within the
audio pass -band; or that, in the majority
of cases, their needs could probably be
comfortably met by 5W of peak audio
output power.
The third design trend was a wholehearted, and perhaps cynical adoption
of pseudo -scientific ideas offered by
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eccentric innovators on the fringes of
the 'audiophile' fraternity, particularly
when these ideas were applauded by the
quasi -technical 'hi-fi' press. The hope
was, one supposes, that equipment designed in accordance with these ideas
might be applauded by the pundits and
so become the acoustic criterion by
which all other equipment would be

judged.
As an engineer, I am more in sympathy with the first of these design
trends because their targets are clear
and their aims are explicable.

Circuit developments
Blomley. One of the first serious
attempts to overcome the difficulties of
defining and maintaining the correct
quiescent current setting for the output
transistors was that due to Blomley',
who proposed that crossover distortion
should he avoided by arranging that the
output transistors were biased permanently to a point at the beginning of
the linear part of their V,,/1, characteristics. The preceding part of the circuit, of
which the whole is shown in schematic
form in Fig. 1, is then designed to
present the output stage with an input
signal divided into two halves by means
of a preceding switching stage, so that
the output devices are only required to
provide an output current which increases from the pre-set quiescent level.
This is effectively a class B driver
stage. but the small -signal switching
stage can do this job much more accurately and cleanly than the potter output
devices could ever do and the small signal switching stage is unlikely to
suffer from thermal drift as a result of
the total power output of the amplifier.
Although the idea is sensible and
practical, no commercial unit based on
this system has been offered.

1. Simplified Blomley 30W amplifier, with a small -signal switching stage
doing thejob of a class B output stage.

Fig.
Eln

Fig. 2. Distortion correction by error
take-off, due to Sandman.

1

Fig. 3. Iterative feed -forward is theoretically able to reduce distortion as much as
required by the use of more feed -

forward stages.

Etn

Error feedforward. This method of reducing system distortion was envisaged
by Black2. the inventor of the negative feedback technique, though at the time
of its invention adequate components
were not available and it was neglected.
The method was resurrected by
Sandman' in an interesting contribution
in which he showed two practical examples of amplifiers in which distortion
was reduced by feeding forward an
error signal to the loudspeaker; these
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are shown schematically in Figs. 2 and 3.
In the case of the iterative feedforward
system of Fig. 3, the distortion could in
theory be reduced to as low a value as
required by the use of extra feed forward stages.
The other approach, applying the
error signal to the 'earthy' end of the
load, is theoretically capable of completely removing all signal errors, including all forms of noise and waveform
distortion introduced by the main
amplifier, but will require some set-up
adjustment as well as a floating speaker

v«

-Eln Cl

Rt

-----//-

NFB IDC)

return terminal.

Current dumping. This rather inelegantly named circuit arrangement, introduced by Albinson and Walker4 of
the Acoustical Manufacturing Company and shown in outline form in Fig.
4, appears superficially similar to Sandman's feed -forward circuit of Fig. 2,

2

Fig. 4. Acoustical Quad current -dumping amplifier, similar to the Fig. 2 Sandman
circuit except that it needs no presets or floating load.

except that it requires neither preset
adjustments nor a floating 'earthy' load
return point, although this similarity
was disputed in a subsequent letter from

R2

Sandman'.

Of all the circuit designs so far
offered, this one seemed to come
closest to the ideal transistor layout in
that the power transistors could operate
without any forward bias whatever and
yet allow the low -distortion, low -power
amplifier to fill in the residual discon-

tinuities.
Certainly this design has excited an
enormous amount of interest from
other design engineers, if the number of
published letters and articles seeking to
explain or deny its operation is any
indication. For me, the most intellectually satisfying explanation of its
method of operation is that due to
l3axandall6 and is as follows.
Consider a simple amplifier arrangement of the kind shown in Fig. 5(a),
consisting of a high -gain linear amplifier
Al driving an unbiased pair of power
transistors Tr, and Tr2 and feeding a
load ZL. Without any feedback, the
input/output transfer curve of this circuit would have the shape shown by line
(a) in Fig. 6, in which the slope would he
steep from M' to N' while Tr2 was
conducting, much flatter between N'
and N while only amplifier Al was
contributing through R3 to the load
current. and then steeper again from N
to M. while Tr, was conducting.
If overall negative feedback is applied
via R1, the kink in the transfer curve can
be reduced, especially

if the gain of A,

is

very high, giving a more linear characteristic of the type shown by line (b) in
Fig. 6. However, it would still he unsatisfactory.

1

166

It))

(a)

Fig. 5. Operation of the Quad circuit. Basic arrangement of unbiased transistors at
(a) is improved by addition of resistor R4, which allows almost total elimination of

output transistor distortion.

What is required is some method of
increasing the amount of feedback
while Tr, and Tr2 are conducting to
reduce the overall gain so that the slope
of the transfer characteristic M'-N' and
N-M is identical to that N'-N.
This can he achieved, as shown in Fig.
5(b), by inserting a small resistor R4
between points F and G in the output
feed from Tr,.2 and then deriving additional feedback from point F. If the
values of R1.2 are correctly chosen in
relation to the open -loop gain of Al,
and the output transistors Tr,,2 have
identical characteristics, the distortion
due to the unbiased output transistors
vanishes.

Unfortunately, resistor R4 would be
wasteful of power, so Walker and
Albinson replace it with a small inductor and substitute a small capacitor for
R2 to compensate for the frequency -

dependent impedance of the inductor.
While this substitution delivers a performance within the range expected
from the component tolerances, it complicates the theoretical analysis of the
circuit and has led to a lot of subsequent
debate, in which the most detailed examination is that due to McLoughlin'.
He makes a number of valid objections:
that it is unlikely that the circuit will
completely remove distortion, since no
feedback amplifier can ever do this; that
the distortion 'cancellation' depends
heavily on the precision of the components in the 'bridge' network; and that it
presumes that the output slope from M'
to N' in Fig. 6 will be identical to that
from N to M.
Nevertheless, the circuit works and
gives a performance comparable to that
obtainable by more conventional
means, but without the need to set the
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Fig. 6. Transfer characteristic of Fig.
5(a) circuit, with (b) and without (a)
feedback.

output transistor quiescent currents
which was the initial objective.

-

Power mosfets. Junction transistors suffer from a number of inherent problems; such as hole storage and proneness to secondary breakdown and thermal runaway. which becomes more conspicious when they are used as output
devices. With a view to avoiding these
problems. Sony introduced high -power
junction fets. suitable for use as audio
amplifier output devices, in the early
1970s and an amplifier using these was
marketed.
However, the parallel development
of the insulated -gate power mosfet
overtook that of the power fet and, by
the late 1970s, there was a range of
robust devices with greatly superior
characteristics to that of the bipolar
junction transistor. Not only are they
very fast hut, if good chip geometry is
employed, the relationship between
gate voltage and drain current within
the conducting region can be very linear
indeed, which facilitates low -distortion
push-pull operation. Their very high
operating speed allows a substantial
improvement to he made in the performance of a quite straightforward
audio amplifier by the mere substitution
of power mosfets for bipolar power
devices, as for example in two designs of

mode) is shown in schematic form in
Fig. 7.
This employs a high -gain error amplifier A2 to sense the difference between
the output of the small -signal driver
amplifier A, and that from the unbiased
output devices Tr,., to drive these so
that Al sees a very high impedance
load, under which condition its performance approaches the ideal. As in
the current -dumping circuit, the input
amplifier provides a drive voltage to the
load when the power output devices are
non -conducting.
This idea has been adopted in several
Japanese power amplifiers and a simplified version of the output stage of the
Technics SE -A100 power amplifier which is representative of all their current range-is shown in Fig. 8.
With reference to my earlier comments on the preoccupation of some
manufacturers with what appear to be
needlessly high specifications, this design is a typical example, in that it offers
a very low steady-state THD figure
(0.0002% THD at 1kHz), a very large
bandwidth (11.81-Iz- 150kHz) and a high

Fig.

7.

power output (240W into a 49 load),
though with the penalty of a circuit of
considerable complexity.
Pseudo class A systems. Various other
circuit arrangements have been explored with the aim of avoiding the need
for a pre-set. and perhaps critical value
of output -stage quiescent current, without the thermal and other penalties
incurred by a pure class A output stage,
such as sliding bias or other non -cut-off
layouts. Various names have been invented for these, such as "class AA" or

"super A".

Of these, one of the more superficially appealing is the floating power supply
arrangement in Fig. 9. In this layout, the
output devices Tr,,- are operated in
class A, with a collector current which is
high enough to meet all the anticipated
output current demands of the design,
but with a supply voltage which is low
enough that the total output stage thermal dissipation is within acceptable

limits.
The output -stage low -voltage power
supply is arranged to 'float', with its

Sandman's class S amplifier.

my owns.
With some exceptions, circuit designers have been slow to adopt these
devices. in spite of their attractive features.

Sandman's class S system. A very interesting idea, introduced by Sandman"
and somewhat confusingly labelled
"class S" (this definition had been used
before to refer to a valve grid -bias
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Fig. 8. Technics power amplifier output stage, using the circuit due to Sandman.
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centre tap connected to the output of a
high -power, unity -gain, class B power
amplifier. There will, of course, be
crossover -type discontinuities in the
way in which this centre -tap voltage
follows the input signal, hut this will
only appear as a modulation of the
supply voltage applied to the output
transistors, and it is presumed that the
effect on the amplifier output will he
negligibly small.
However, there is an inherent problem, which is that the load is connected
to the OV line, but the floating power
supply is not. Since this is only returned
to this line through the class B amplifier,
it follows that this latter amplifier is in
series with the load at all times.
The system therefore relies, in practice, on the ability of the negative feedback loop signal to cause the preceding amplifier stages to supply a correcting signal to the class A output
devices to remedy the deficiencies introduced by the class B supply -line driver,
and these will only be remediable if the
class B power supply driver stage is
operated in class AB with some remedial quiescent current, which must he
preset.
Also, while this system can give a
good steady-state performance, it has
problems, as have many other exotic
designs, in handling steeply rising signals, which make up so much of programme material.

U

>C:>

Tr2

+3V

CT

NFB

0

L

Vbins

e

-3V

Class
power amp.

Tr3

Trt
Ein

f-Vdd

Fig. 9. Floating poµ er-supply pseudo class A system.

Another scheme which aims to provide the advantages of class A operation
but with the economy of class AB is the
so-called 'non -switching' layout due to
Pioneer, used in their M-90 power
amplifier, for example.
The layout used is shown in Fig. 10, in
which a purpose -designed IC is used to
monitor the quiescent current of each
group of output transistors and ensure
that it remains at the correct level, never
approaching cut-off. This also avoids
the need for internal pre-set adjustments.
I will examine some of the remaining
aspects of this development in the concluding part of this article.
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Fig. 10. Output transistor quiescent -current control in Pioneer M-90 (NO amplifier.
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TRAINING SYSTEMS
LJ Technical Systems offer a comprehensive range of modern
communications equipment specifically designed for
training and education.
Our modular systems cover the basic
principles of AM, FM and digital
communications and fibre optic technology.
Complete courseware packages are available for
the systems we offer. These provide structured
courses that can be used for both traditional
classroom based study and open -access learning.

For further information on the LJ range
of Telecommunications trainers contact:-

LJ Technical Systems Ltd.
Francis Way, Bowthorpe Industrial Estate
Norwich. NR5 9JA. England
Tel (0603) 748001. Fax (0603) 746340
CIRCLE NO. 121 ON REPLY CARD

IN VIEW OF THE EXTREMELY

RAPID CHANGE TAKING PLACE
IN THE ELECTRONICS
INDUSTRY, LARGE QUANTITIES
OF COMPONENTS BECOME
REDUNDANT. WE ARE CASH
PURCHASERS OF SUCH
MATERIALS AND WOULD
APPRECIATE A TELEPHONE
CALL OR A LIST IF AVAILABLE.
WE PAY TOP PRICES AND
COLLECT.

R. Henson Ltd.
21 Lodge Lane, N. Finchley,
London, N12 8JG.
5 mins. from Tally Ho Corner

Telephone:
01-445 2713/0749
CIRCLE NO. 130 ON REPLY CARD
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EPROM PROGRAMMER

100 (E)EPROM and MICRO -CONTROLLER types...
I

2
3
4

72 GR27513

27513/0P

27011/0P

51

27513

251650ms

6 253225 ns
7 2564/10ms

2564/50ms
2758

10 2716
11

2732

12

2732A10ms

13 27321e50ms
14
15
16

70 GR27256

49 8755
50 87554

24 27512

2516104s

5 2532110ms

8
9

47 87256
48 87C257

2508.10ms
2508'50rns

2764150ms
2764
2764A

27648/OP
27128
19 27128A
20 27128A0P
21 27256
22 27256'0P
23 27256
17

18

25
26
27
28
29

27512/0P

27010/0P

30 HN27C101G
31 N4.'C27C1023
32 uP027C100113
33 TC571000D
34 TMS27C010
35 H1,27C301P
36 M5M27C100x
37 uP027C10000
38 TC5710010
39 HN27C1024G
40 N14C27C1024
41 uPD27C10240
42 27210
43 714027210
44 M5M27C1028
45 7C5710240
46 87064

71

8355'
52 637010
53 637018
54 63705V
55 637052
56 63701V
57 75P54
58 75P64
59 2816A
60 2817A
61 2864A
62 EMULATOR 2716
63 EMULATOR2732
64 EMULATOR 2764
65 EMULATOR 27128
66 EMULATOR 27256
67 EMULATOR 27512
68 082764
69 0027128
,

,

.

73
74
75
76
77
78

0027512
8748

93 80051'
94 8052'

95 8044'
96 NMC27C16e

97 NMC27C326
98 NMC27C64
99 NMC27CP128

8749
8750
874864

87499

100 NMC27CP256181

875064

101

NMC27C512

79 8741

New
Devices

80 8742
81

8041'

82 8042'

83 8048'
84 8049'

continually
being
introduced

85 8050'
86
87
88
89
90
91
92

0751
8752
87C51

87C51FA
8752
8744

read
OP

8051'

Only

Quick Pulse

what more could you ask!

THE MODEL 13 PROM PROGRAMMER
All Mblt EPROMS, Greenwich Instruments Emulators,
Still only
27C parts and EEPROMs now programmable!
Upgradable for future types.
£189.95
Designed, manufactured and supported by MOP in England.
VAT
Comprehensive User Manual
32 and 40 pin devices require low cost socket adapter.
Supports our new EPROM Enulator as 2716 to 27512 EPROM
Mains powered unit external to your computer, without speed penalty.
Fast interactive algorithms auomatically selected as appropriate.
Two independent communications protocols built in. Use with:
any host compute' with RS232 port and terminal emulator.
- our PROMDRIVER Advanced Features User Interface Package available for all
MS-DOS and PC -DOS computers. NEW FAST COMMs - Mbit PROMs programmed
in about 21 mins.
Quick Pulse programming now available for suitable EPROMS- e.g. 2764s in 10 secs!
Limited version also available for CP/M computers.
Hundreds of satisfied customers. As supplied to: BT Mercury, UKAEA, British Aerospace,
Thorn EMI, Mitel, Cosworth Engineering- British Gas. Kodak, Lucas. Ferranti, Smiths
Industries, Telecom Technology and ma!or Universities and Colleges of Further Education.
1

-

1

Please enquire about our other products:

CROSS ASSEMBLERS
EPROM EMULATOR
B POLAR PROM PROGRAMMER
EPROM ERASER
GANG EPROM PROGRAMMER
PAL PROGRAMMER
E0ROM B PAL DESIGN 8 PROGRAMMING SERVICE
EPLD PROGRAMMER
Telephone ACCESS orders welcome.
Phone for free information pack and price list 0666 825146
ELECTRONICS, UNIT 2, PARK ROAD CENTRE, MALMESBURY,
! f
WILTSHIRE, ENGLAND SN16 OBX.
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NEW PRODUCTS CLASSIFIED
Micro controllers
Programmable controller. Multiprocessor

ACTIVE
Data converters
14-bit sampling A -to -D converters. Two
14 -bit monolithic sampling A -to -D
converters, AD1679 and AD 1779, use
recursive-subranging architecture to give
10µs total conversion time and a 100
ksample/s throughput rate. Both combine a
sample -and-hold amplifier, ADC, reference,
clock and processor interface, all integrated.
Analog Devices, 0932 253320.

7-bit resolution D -to -A converter. The
M B87085 has a limiter circuit suppressing

frequency deviation, filters, digitally
controlled volume gain and outputs for
compander. Pronto Electronic Systems.
01-554 6222.
12 -bit A -to -D converter. Manufactured by
Micro Power Systems and designated the
MP574A, this 25µs converter has the linear
performance and low power Consumption of
BiCMOS technology. No special selection is
needed for ± 12V or ± 15VDC supply and the
digital I/O interfaces are true TTL for good
noise immunity. A 10V, 5mA output provides
systems reference and there is an on -chip
clock reference. The MP574A also features a
three -state output buffer. HB Electronics,

0204 25544.
A -to -D

converter. Trident Microsystems

offers two Teledyne complete integrating
A-to -D converters with triplex LCD bar graph
drive. A 101 -segment LCD bar graph
connects directly to the device and provides
1% resolution. The converters operate with
0.1% (TSC825) and 1% (TCS827) resolution
and the TCS827 also provides serial data
output and duel set points. Trident
Microsystems, 0737 765900.
41/2 digit BCD A -to -D

converter.

Pin -

compatible with, and including all features of
the TSC7135 and TCL735, the low -power,
low-cost TSC835 with multiplexed BCD data
output has been designed for interfacing to
personal computers. The device has been
characterized for 200kHz clock operation;
conversion rate is 5/s. Greater than 14 bit
resolution and 100µV sensitivity are quoted.
Trident Microsystems, 0737765900.

Discrete active devices
1.25A switching regulator. The LTI 172
100kHz device can be synchronized with a
system clock in the range 120- 160kHz; it
operates in the range 3 - 60V and includes
the 1.25A switch on chip. Multiple devices
can be synchronized for higher outputs. All
standard switching configurations are
accommodated and packages are 8-pin DIL,
5-lead TO -3 metal can or T0220 plastic.
Linear Technology (UK), 0932 765688.

Device selection database. Motorola

is

distributing, for $2, its second IBM-PC
database - one 5.25in disc covering its
entire line of bipolar power transistors,
power mosfets, small -signal devices, RI
devices, optoelectronic devices, rectifiers,
zeners, thyristors and sensors. Selection is
by part number and parametric searches.
Motorola, 0296 395252.

555 timer improved. Two c-mos timers, the
74HC5555 (normal c-mos voltage) and the
74HCT5555 (TTL voltage level inputs), offer
improvements in precision and component

economy over the bipolar 555 timer. They
are comparable to, but improvements upon
the 10343. In the new types, a frequency
divider is driven by the oscillator, virtually
eliminating timing variations due to
threshold voltage variations. Philips
Components, 01.580 6633.

Generalised VCA The SSM-2014 voltage
controlled amplifier can substitute for any

-

VCA circuit currently available, in most cases
also replacing two or more operational

amplifiers. It provides true gain to over 50dB.
It can operate as a voltage -controlled
preamplifier for both high -impedance and
balanced low-impedance inputs
simultaneously. Class A or AB are selectable.
Precision Monolithics, 0276 692392.

technology in the Simatic SS -155U
programmable controller makes it the "cell
controller" among Siemens PLCs. Up to four
CPUs can be used in parallel, enhancing the
S5- I 55U's performance to include
multiprocessing, such as time -optimal
processing of each part of a process, thanks
to parallel processing. The right processor
can be selected for a particular task. All
processors have their owr memory.
Siemens, 0932 752323.

Programmable logic arrays
Double -capacity programmable gate
array. The Xilinx XC4000 delivers more than
twice the density of the XC3000 family to
offer 20 000 gates and is up to twice as fast,
following c-mos process advances and
architectural improvements. The 4000
series also has on -chip s -ram. Mirco Call. 084
4215405.

Task -oriented microprocessors
Telecom prototyping kits. Eight telecom

Interfaces
Data acquisition. A user-programmable
interlace between analogue sensors and
RS -232 or RS -485 data communications is
provided by the DGH 2000 modular data acquisition and control systems. It has a
programmable transfer function which
allows the input/output characteristicsto be
adjusted to fit a particular set of
requirements. A family of small data
acquisition modules has its own internal
microcomputer and non-volatile memory in
which set-up information is held that defines
scaling, linearization and calibration.
Rhopoint, 0883 722222.

prototyping kits are intended for use with
Mitel ST -BUS range as wel as the ISDN
Express card board -level products. The first
two comprise a speakerphone and handset
respectively. There are two magnetics kits
with input and output transformers and

Tuner chip -set Five chips from Philips
cover all the options for a complete AM/FM
tuner. The FM chip set achieves noise -limited
sensitivity with a S/N ratio of 26dB at an RF
signal input of 2.6µV, better than 60dB at
I mV, harmonic distortion less than 0.3% and
AM suppression better than 55dB. Surfacemounted or dil versions are available in
quantity prices of $4.40. Philips
Components, 01-580 6633.

Pulse -width modulator. An improved
version of the industry standard c-mos
current -mode pulse-width modulator IC, the
TSC170. is now constructed on an epitaxial
layer to prevent latch -up when driving an
inductive load. Teledyne Semiconductor, 01
571 9596.

Wider varistor range. The 2322 range of

Overvoltage-protected multiplexers.
Both the eight -channel single -ended MAX378
and the four -channel MAX379 differential
multiplexers are protected to±60V when
powered from ±75V if power fails. They use a
special series transistor structure,
incorporating extra diodes in series with the

tel substrates to block destructive current
flows. The three -transistor series switches off
when input/output exceeds 2V less than the
supply rails. All channels go high impedance
when power is lost, so inputs do not load the
signal line. Kudos Thame, 0734 351010.

180V, 20A amplifier. Based on a mosfet
output stage, the Apex Microtechnolgy PA04
will deliver 20A continuously at an internal
dissipation of 200W. From supplies of
±100V, output is 180V peak -to -peak.
bandwidth is more than 90kHz at full power;
slew rate is typically 50V/ms; THD is 0.01%.
Boost voltage pins at input give more drive to
the output stage, reducing output saturation
voltage -at 20A, it drops from 10V to less
than 5V. "Sleep" mode economizes on
power. Microelectronics Technology, 0844
278781.

sealing. The conformally coated SIP range
has 3, 5, 6 and
-lead options. Rhopoint,
0883 722222.

metal -oxide varistors catalogued by Philips
has been widened to cover 14 to 550V RMS
and a lacquer insulation now provides 2.5kV
isolation. Philips Components, 01-580 6633.

1

1

Toroidal transformer. Power ratings from
15 to 1000VA.120/240V 50/60Hz, 55°C
maximum operating temperature and
diameters of 60 to 164mm covers the
standard range of toroids from TTL, with
optional foil screen between windings.
Toroid Technology, 01-689 8002.

Non -inductive HV resistors. Metallux type
966 cermet resistors from Refac operate
non -inductively at up to 20RV DC. Rated at
2W, there are both axial and radial -leaded
versions with resistance from 5k11 to
200G11. Tolerances are from ±20 to ±0.5%.
Temperature coefficient is 25 ppm/°C and
voltage coefficients are down to 1 ppm/V.
Refac Electronics, 0962 63141.

Connectors and cabling
PGA sockets. A modified range of pin -grid
array sockets simplifies the insertion and

Precision resistors. Metal -can, dip and sip
packaging options have been added to the
Alpha range of metal -foil precision resistor
networks. Metal -can versions include T018,
T05 and T08 types and these, along with the
8, 14 and 18 pin dip versions offer hermetic

withdrawal of PGAs; they are fitted with
six -finger beryllium -copper contacts. The
contacts accept and retain short IC leads,

tapered entry preventing the leads from
breaking. Standard sizes cover from 64 to
124 -way models; contact resistance is a

Hitachi's V525 oscilloscope has direct read out of time and voltage differences

Op -amps. Two op -amps intended for use in
portable equipment, TLC 1078 (dual) and
TLC1079 (quad), have been optimized for low
power consumption in precise applications.
Both devices operate with supply voltages of
1.4V and supply current down to 3001/A.
Despite this low power consumption, the
TLC 1078 and TLC 1079 are able to drive load
currents of ±20mA. Texas Instruments,
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Memory chips
Flash eeprom. Low-cost programming and
data storage with a minimum endurance of
100 cycles and optional screening for 1000 cycle endurance are offered on the 481010
(128Kbyte)and 481512 (64Kbyte) c-mos
flash eeproms from Seeq Technology. Read
times are 200, 250 or 350ns. Both use input
latches and a single high voltage for writing
and erasing. Pronto Electronic Systems.
01.554 6222.
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Multiplexers

PASSIVE

-

Linear integrated circuits

turnable inductors: two crystal kits: and a
DSLIC accessory kit with a transformer and
crystal. Mitel Semiconductor, 0291 430000.

NEW PRODUCTS CLASSIFIED

maximum of 10m11 and the current rating is
2A at 20°C. Harwin, 0705 370451.

Displays
Rugged monitor. Compatibility with
standard graphics adaptors, including the
IBM VGA - from automatic adjustment to
graphics board frequencies between 15.5
and 35kHz - is packaged in a rugged steel
enclosure, with NEMA 4/12 options on the
VU-PAK high -resolution industrial colour
monitor. Action Instruments, 0709 820823.

Fixed -frequency monitor. Dynamic focus
and astigmatism correction are provided by
Hitachi's Hi -Focus 20 in colour monitor.
Conventional fixed -focus guns cannot ensure
image clarity over the entire screen.
Likewise, the conventional circular beam
displays an ellipse, the Hi -Focus adjusting
this to a circular dot for optimum spot shape
over the entire screen. Resolution is 1024 x
768, frequencies 58 - 62Hz. Hitachi, 01-848
8787.
LCD driver. A c-mos circuit that drives LCD

displays with direct drive voltage levels, the
M6003 from EM Microelectronics Marin
accepts serial input data and therefore
requires only additional clock and strobe
lines. 32 segments may be driven by one
M6003 in direct -drive (versions 01/02) whilst
the N -way multiplex version(03/04) may
drive 32N segments. MCP Electronics, 0734
772345.

Measurement oscilloscope. The 50MHz
Hitachi V525 oscilloscope has pushbutton
cursor control allowing direct CRT readout of
time and voltage difference between the two
cursor points. Channel 1 sensitivity and
timebase setting are also displayed. Front panel external voltmeter output allows
control of ± 100V of DC offset. Vertical
sensitivity is variable in ranges 5mV to 5V,
and I mV to V. Sweep time is from 0.2µs to
0.2s/div and maximum sweep rate is 2Ons.
Reltech Instruments, 0480 63570.
1

measurement systems language firmware
and ITG interactive test generator software.
The B series products are for low cost
computer -added test applications and are
compatible with the high-performance
downsized Series C mainframe. HewlettPackard, 0344 424898.

COMPUTER
Vision systems

Instrumentation
Card -programmable DPM. The MC 200
series digital panel meter is a 4.5 digit led or
LCD metal or plastic housed 1/8 DIN style
unit. Plug-in cards accommodate
measurementsof resistance, mean or true
I

RMS voltage, flow rate, strain, temperature,

frequency, and converts to autoranging
voltmeter, 0- 100kHz peak detector and an
AC wattmeter. Base Ten Systems, 0252

811010.
Sound level meter. The Castle GA104
satisfies the requirements of BS. IEC and
ANSI standards and measures 33-140dB in
five overlapping ranges, display ng by led.
Both A and LIN weighting netwo'ks are
provided, with fast, slow and peak meter
responses, and there is a peak -hold facility.
Castle Associates, 0723 584250.
HF measuring receiver to defence
standard. The Chase LHR7000 radio noise

measuring receiver range is extended to
cover British Defence Standard 59-41 by the
addition of the defined measurement
bandwidths and an external preamplifier. The
LHR7002 Covers 9kHz 30M Hz, with
automatic calibration and a dynamic
measurement range of 163dB. Chase
Electronics, 01-878 7747.

-

Accurate load cell. Accuracy of ±0.15%
full-scale terminal (0.8% best -fit straight line)
with a repeatability of 0.05% is quoted for the
JP load cell, which measures up to 909kg in
eight calibrated ranges. Full load deflection
of only 25 microns gives a high frequency
response. Control Transducers, 0234 63909.

PC frame

grabber. The quick capture range

of real-time frame grabber boards and
software includes a new IBM PC AT compatible model. QuickCapture captures,
stores and displays live images from video
cameras, VCRs and still -video devices. -he
PC AT model (DT2855) is software-identical
to QuickCapture on the PS/2, so that
applications developed for one run without
alteration on the other. Data Translation,
0734 793838.

Computer board level products
AT -PS/2 compatible with STEbus. The
£695 SCPC286 is a single Eurocard
mounting a 12MHz 80286, a VLSI
implementation of the AT -PS/2's logic,
sockets for eprom and a 80287 coprocessor,
AT -PS/2 compatible disc and keyboard/
mouse interfaces, a loudspeaker and a
battery-backed real time clock. The interface
to the STEbus is via the two-part DIN41512
connector and includes full multi -arbitration.

Arcom Control Systems, 0223 411200

2Kbyte sram, while still retaining access to
the full Mbyte STE memory space. GMT
Electronics System, 0372 373603.
1

Computer systems
Improved HP workstation. The HewlettPackard HP332 workstation replaces the
HP310 and, using the latest Motorola
I 6.7MHz MC68030 processor, costs less
while improving performance by three to
four times. Prices start at £3969, or £ 2283
for the motherboard which is customer
fittable to existing 310 machines. Standard
memory is M B, expandable to 8M B, and a
68882 floating-point coprocessor can be
fitted. It supports HP Basic, HP Pascal and
HP-UX. Protek. 0 I -245 6844.
1

Programming hardware
Speech processing. The AMT speech
development system compresses speech to
1% of conventional digitally processed
memory space, through special software
techniques. Data rate is 2kbits/s. Applied
Microsystems, 01-450 3222.

Software

68008 STEbus

CPU. The 1005 processor
card from GMT uses the Motorola 68008
CPU as the heart of a system which can be
used as an STE slave or master, and as a
single -board computer. The GMT -1005

provides the most functional OS/9 engne
currently available on the STEous. The
overall design is such that the GMT -10(15 is
equally suited to use as a development or
target system. Because of the address ng
capabilities of the 68008, the GMT -1005 can
support up to 1 Mbyte on -board d -ram, up to
IM byte of single-chip eprom, and an optional

Neural network development Networks
of arbitrary size and complexity can be

generated, and industry standard interfaces
allow the user of this PC -based system to
import training data and export results easily,
for application as a development tool or as
an evaluation aid. Input data can be included
in the source file or loaded from Lotus 123.
Dedicated co -processor boards are in
development; current requirements are PC
compatible, CGA/EGA/VGA or Hercules
graphics cards and Dod 3.0 or greater.
Neural Computer Systems, 0234 713298.

HP 310 computers can be updated with 68030 board to improve performance

Tailor-made LCDs. No minimum cost addon is Norbain's promise for its design and

application service for reflective,
transreflective and high-contrast
transmissive devices. Norbain Technology,
0734 864411.

Filters
CD filter. The SM5804 series is a c-mos
4 -times oversampling digital filter with high
stop -band attenuation and low pass-band
ripple for CD player applications. The dual channel 16 bit structure has the input signal
two times oversampled in the first -stage
80 -tap FIR filter and a further two times
sampled in the second -stage 15 -tap filter such that the last stage low-pass filter can be
simplified Microelectronics Technology,
0844 278781.

Hardware
Development workstation. The MAT
Microcomputer Applications Trainer links
into any IBM PC via a single buffer card and
provides hardware subsystems in modular
form that can be patched together to create
large system functions. It is supported by
interface modules to motors, sensors and
keyboard/display units. E and L Instruments,
0978 833920.

VXlbus family. HP's committment to VXlbus
for reducing test -system development time
extends to a family of B and C -size
mainframes, switches, instrumentation and
embedded computers in the 75000 series,
supported by HP's TMSL test and

December 1989

High-speed DSO. Digitizing at
800Msamples/s. for under £10 000 on a
four -channel oscilloscope, sets a new price/
performance standard, says Gould. The
4080 Series instrument offers a store length
of 2kwords/channel, capturing signals which
are 2.5µ long at a resolution of 1.25ns. It
provides dual-timebase operation, a range of
signal triggering functions including A divided
by N, a handheld waveform processor, and
an automatic setup control (which evaluates
incoming signals and optimizes controls).
Gould Electronics, 01-500 1000.

Asics test enhancement Release 2.0
Intelligen-a system for automatically
generating test vectors for asics-conforms
to the JTAG standard. In addition, a
hierarchical capability allows higher-level
models to be used during the test analysis
and generation process, and enhances user f riendliness. H H B Europe, 06284 75374,

Portable logic analyser. Data kword deep
1

across 32 channels at up to 25MHz can be
captured by the Thandar TA 1000 and
displayed in both timing and list formats on
its 7in CRT screen. It features multi -level
triggering with restart plus event and delay
count. There are three external clocks with a r
total of five qualifiers. All acquisition
parameters are set up using only two menus.
Full IEEE-488, RS232 and Centronics
interfaces are standard. IR Group, 0753
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Building
blocks for

The all -digital

Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)
has been much talked about in
the last five years but it is only
now that suitable integrated
circuits have become available for
equipment manufacturers to use.
Largely this is because of problems
which have arisen in trying to achieve
worldwide standards for the network.
Setting the standards is the responsibility of CCI1T. Its recommendations
are published as I.XXX numbers, which
refer to various bus and line structures

ISDN

within ISDN. Semiconductor manufacturers have had to wait until such important details as line codes, overhead
capability and maintenance operations
have been defined.

However, things are now rapidly
changing. Standards are being finalized,
giving manufacturers the confidence to
invest the large sums of money needed
to introduce LSI circuits for use in a
global ISDN.
Figure 1 shows the model used to
define the various interfaces and buses
within ISDN. Information to be conveyed from one consumer to another,
whether voice or data, is digitized to a
rate of 64kbit/s in what is known as a B
channel, while the signalling necessary
for identification and control is transmitted on a D channel. This D channel
is extremely important, since it can
convey not only signalling but also simple data or telemetry information,
simultaneously with the B channels.
The CCITT has defined a four -wire,
2B + D structure known as the "S'' bus,
for use inside customers' premises. It
will conform to 1.430.
Basic data access from the subscriber's network termination unit (NT) to
ISDN will use the existing pair of copper
wires in the subscriber loop to the local
exchange. To achieve full -duplex transmission of the 2B and D channels,
digital echo-cancelling will be used over
this, the U interface, which will be the
last part of ISDN to be implemented.
However, the USA has already decided
to use a 2 -binary, -quaternary (2B I Q)
line-code to achieve the transmission
length required to satisfy all subscribe's
to a local telephone exchange. This is of
the order of 6km minimum. Over such a
distance a simple binary code would
suffer too much attenuation and so a
bandwidth compression scheme is
needed.

With the introduction of ISDNs,
business and consumer users
worldwide will soon enjoy the benefits
of all -digital telephone and data
transmission. John Gingell of Mitel
describes some of the semiconductor
devices which will make this possible.
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Fig. 1. ISDN user access reference model.
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Figure 2 shows how the overall bandwidth needed is reduced by a factor of
two with 2B1Q: pairs of binary digits
are reduced to a single quaternary level
- hence the term 2 -binary, quaternary.
To satisfy larger users of communications networks, the high-level multiplexed primary rate access uses 30 B
channels. Together with the signalling
channels, this gives a bus data bit rate of
2Mbit/s. Readers familiar with British
Telecom's digital leased line known as
Megastream will already be familiar
with this format.
Finally, there is a tremendous market
for adapting to ISDN existing data
communications equipment which uses
RS -232 or V.24 highways. A terminal
adaptor will be required, either as a
stand-alone box, or for OEM design.

Every day, the trade press shows yet
more ISDN chips being released: so, for
the engineer new to this application,
there is a lot of information to be
gathered. An easy method of evaluating
systems is required. The ISDN Express
Card, from Mitel Semiconductor, is one
such tool. Designed to plug into an IBM
PC's backplane, the board is fully complemented with basic rate and primary
rate access devices. Most importantly,
all the necessary line transformers and
crystal oscillators are also included. The
design engineer can see on the PC
display details of all internal registers in
the semiconductors, making it possible
to exercise various options and monitor
the subsequent performance without
picking up a soldering iron or wire -wrap
gun!
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Fig.3. Chip set for an ISDN telephone:
hands -free operation and the integration
of voice and data transmission are easy
to arrange.

To simulate an ISDN connection, two
Express Cards can he interlinked via
telephone sockets to provide basic rate
or primary rate connections. Since an
all -digital telephone chip is included on
the card the user can actually hear the
performance of the ISDN system. All
connections are set up by simple keying
on the PC, which uses a digital "time space" switch on the card to connect
various interface chips to each other and
to the ISDN network.

Component requirements
Line -powering will he an essential feature of an ISDN system. C-mos integrated circuits will therefore be mandatory. The need for mixed analogue and
digital circuitry in the same chip will
favour semiconductor manufacturers
experienced in that area, rather than the
typical "state of the art" 1µm -or -less
pure digital suppliers. Those processes
include double -poly and double -metal
applications whose ability to include
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Display

circuitry

Speaker Mot

DSP elements for sophisticated signal
handling will be paramount.
To simplify interconnection of all the
circuit elements a standardized back plane bus is needed. But here we run
into problems, because leading semiconductor manufacturers such as Mitel,

AMD, National Semiconductor, Philips
and Siemens have adopted different
interconnect schemes.
However, there are ways round this
for the experienced designer. Manufacturers are providing chips such as
Mitel's MT8920, which offers a serial to -parallel interface with an access time

of

100ns.

ISDN telephone sets
An integrated codec filter within the set
plus an S interface is the basic requirement for this application. But unless the
set can offer additional features, why
should the subscriber change?
It is very easy to offer "hands -free"
operation and the integration of voice
and data at the set (Fig. 3). The MT8995
offers a single -rail codec plus a DSP
element which controls the hands -free
mode and provides generators to give
DTMF tones and drive a warbler. The
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MH89500 is an R interface module
which adapts standard RS -232 data to
64kbit/s and the MT8930 is a c-mos
S -network interface chip (SNIC) for
simple internal bus running at 2Mbit/s.

+5Vt
MT8930

LTx

DST¡

DST¡

DSTo

Network terminating units
This is where the transfer from echo cancelling two -wire operation to four wire subscriber distribution occurs.
Figure 4 shows a typical set-up. The S
interface chip is back-to -backed with an
echo -cancelling U interface 2B1Q device, the MT8910. A microprocessor is
necessary to monitor the maintenance
channel, which places an additional
48khit/s overhead on the 2B+D rate.
Although other codes exist for the U
interface such as 4B3T and 3B2T, most

semiconductor manufacturers have
plumped for the 2BIQ and plan to
release devices shortly. The race is on to
dominate the market place quickly, and
once again the Japanese semiconductor
industry isconspicious by its absence.

Primary rate access
As well as a line interface unit and a
code converter, the interface to an
ISDN primary access must contain buffer circuitry to counteract long-term
wander and jitter. The MI189790 is a
thick -film hybrid microcircuit which

FC b

5V

Lout

Lin

FOb

--vvvii-^

-VV-

(1

RST

Reset

y

Microprocessor

contains all of these functions. Figure 5
shows this hybrid combined with a digital phase -locked loop (MT8940) and a
serial/parallel access chip (MT8920) for
connecting a digital 64kbit/s system to a
2Mbit/s line.

Semiconductor manufacturers are in-

a
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a
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Fig.4. Network terminating unit for
ISDN, providing a transition from echo cancelling two-wire operation to fourwire subscriber distribution.
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vesting heavily for the future needs of
ISDN users, whether they are existing
telecomms equipment manufacturers
who are changing from analogue to
digital, or the massive range of datacomms users who will want access to
this simple standard communications
network.
Telecom ms semiconductor companies will also find themselves offering
software for the higher levels of protocol to be used on the ISDN D channel. Signalling will conform to the OSI
seven -layer model, with layer
being
the interchange level and higher layers
linking the application to the interchange.
1

Fig.5. ISDN primary access interface.
The MH89790 device is a thick -film
hybrid.
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SMD reworking
Assembling surface -mount components is only part of the
story. When a board fails, you need to repair it.
Barry Morris outlines how.

B

ecause surface -mounted devices have no leads to go

required for these new components?
Can you make use of any existing

through the printed -circuit

soldering/desoldering equipment? That
depends on various factors such as:
- The type and size of components
being used.
- Density of components on the PCB.
- Components on both sides of the
hoard.
- The type and style of the printed
circuit hoard: whether it is single or
double sided, what the PCE3 material
is made of, whether it is a mixed
technology board.
- Skill of the personnel expected to
carry out the rework.

hoard you do not have to
worry about getting solder
out of plated -through holes. Does this
mean that you can throw away your
vacuum desoldering machines? Unfortunately not, because you will still have
a fair number of conventional leaded
components around for some time, as
most manufacturers are still making so
called 'mixed -technology' hoards, i.e.,
boards containing a mixture of surface mounted and leaded devices.
What techniques and equipments are

- Is

the rework carried out on the
shoptloor, in the laboratory or maybe
in the field?

Rework techniques
When dealing with conventional leaded
components, a vacuum operated de soldering machine, with a selection of
different sized nozzles to cater for different lead and pad diameters, is generally all that is required for removal.
But unfortunately there isn't one
machine or one technique that can be
used for all SMDs. The rework procedure is fundamentally different in that
instead of removing the solder from

Micromachining
Back in 1954, Bell Laboratories etched microminiature
structures on silicon, but it is only in the past couple of years
that micromachining as a method of making sensors has

been taken seriously.
Silicon has near perfect elasticity,
strength comparable to steel and a density similar to aluminium. It conducts
heat at a uniform and easily measurable
rate, making it an ideal material for
sensors.

There are already commercial applications of micromachined silicon;
you can find it in disposable blood pressure sensors, tyre leakage detectors
and gravity -force meters in jet fighters.
Micromachining has opened up new
application areas for pressure and
vibration sensing, but it is the new
potential applications that could have
the most profound effect in the manu-

facturing world.
Capacitive tactile arrays for robots,
for example, have already been produced. Cameras guide a robot arm to an
object, but when it comes to telling
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whether or not the object has been
successfully grasped. touch sensors give
much more useful information.
Numerous applications like touch
sensing are at various stages of development - acceleration measurement, flow
sensing, motion detection. etc. - but
new devices have been made that as yet
have no clear applications. Take the
motor with the cross section the size of a
human hair, for example. and the gear
wheels with teeth the size of blood cells.
Could they lead to submarines that
travel down blood vessels and carry out
microsurgery, or to tape recorders that
could he slipped into your pocket without you knowing?
These photographs of work done at
Novasensors in Freemont, California
will give you some idea of the capabilities of micromachining.

00"

Catheter sensor chips in relation to the
hollows on a golf ball.
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joint and then removing the component, with SMDs we do the opposite,
you need to simultaneously reflow all
the solder connections, remove the
component and then remove excess
solder.
Care is needed when handling SMD
components as they are very fragile.
Either use tweezers or a vacuum pencil
- not fingers. If a vacuum pencil is not
available then tweezers with an angled
flat end are preferable to the pointed
variety. The tweezers should lightly grip
across the body of the component. not
the metallising, as this can cause
each

damage.
If you need to check component
values, rather than use test probes, it is
safer to use specially designed probe/
tweezers.
If the assembly to he reworked was
wave soldered the components would
have been bonded with an adhesive.
This will present no problem if you are

aware of its presence. Surface mounting adhesives are designed to
soften easily when heated and they have
a low shear strength.

Above: This Imm-by-Imm pressure sensor chip is used in a consumer application.

r

Placing with a vacuum pencil. Surface mount components require special handling
techniques due to their small physical size.
There is no need to re -apply adhesive should be re -applied.
With many of the larger packages that
when replacing a component. Occasionally, however, thermally conduc- are designed to sit flat on the PCB, such
as flat packs and leaded chip carriers,
tive adhesives are used for heat dissipation; if this is the case then adhesive flux applied during initial assembly may

fHE MICROMACHINIST',S DIMENSIONAL UNIVERSE

ó
U

Upper right: Part of the sensor design
work, this finite -element analysis shows
stresses that occur when the pressure
sensor is subjected to vertical load.
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have been drawn under the package by

capillary action and this can act as an
adhesive. Application of heat to the
bottom of the PCI3 will help to soften
any adhesive or flux present. Underside
heating of the substrate is normally
recommended for larger components
especially when mounted on ceramic
substrates, as localized heating can
cause stress fractures. Ceramic can also
absorb a large amount of heat, causing
the reflow operation to be extended

unnecessarily.

A range of hot -plates is available and
many of the larger hot air machines
have an underside heating facility.
f leatsinks on components and other
obstructions should, if possible, he removed before rework. If the heatsink
cannot be removed, in the case of heat
ladders bonded to the substrate, or on
copper-invar substrate, then it will he
helpful to place the complete assembly

SMD REMOVAL EQUIPMENT
A temperature

controlled soldering iron at 260°C
can be used to remove simple components, such
as chip and MELF devices.
The procedure is to fit a tip to the soldering
iron of a size that is just large enough to bridge
both ends of the component. Apply a little liquid

flux to the connections. Place the soldering iron
tip so that its flat face is in contact with both ends
of the component connections. When the solder
melts remove the component with tweezers,
twisting gently, if necessary, to break any adhesive bond. Allow the PCB to cool for a few
minutes and remove any excess solder with
desoldering braid.
Replacement is a simple method of applying a
little flux to the connections and placing the new
component into position. The soldering iron
should be fitted with a small tip which is liberally
tinned. It Is then placed into position to come into
contact with the copper pad and gently brought
near to the end of the component until the solder
flows. To minimise any damage make sure that
the tip does not come into direct contact with the
component.
There are numerous alternatives to the soldering iron.

in an oven at 60-80°C for 30 minutes.
Some larger rework machines have hotplates capable of pre -heating the overall
area of the substrate.
Mild flux should normally he applied
to the joint areas before removal even
if using nitrogen. The flux helps the

-

thermal transfer as well as stopping
solder spikes (icicles) occurring.
Temperatures of the desoldering operation should he kept as low as possible, 260°C. Most SMDs are capable of
withstanding 260°C. for between 5 and
10

seconds.

Components with silver/palladium
ntetallising require soldering with a tin/
lead/silver solder. This has a lower melting point than 60/40 tin/lead, of 179°C
instead of 88°C. It makes sense to use
this solder for all rework operations.
Tin/lead/silver. so called LMP solder, is
available in wire form - 26 SWG is
recommended - as well as in paste form.
I

available in the workshop. A cheap simple
technique for removing SOICs and flat packs.
Some machines can blow hot air for use as a
hot-air pencil, described later.
Disadvantages: needs a degree of operator skill.
As with the previous technique this cannot be

Solder paste should he applied from a
pressure dispenser with duration and
flow controls so t hat the correct amount
of solder is applied to each and every
pad. Paste should not he used with
direct contact heating methods, as there
is a danger that solder that may he
between the pins of the component may
not he melted. After using solder paste
ensure that no solder balling has occurred around the component.

Recent components
Some of the components coming into
use such as very -small -outline VSOPs,
tape -automated bonding TAR, and
Jedec outline tlatpacks have fine leads
radiating out on a very small pitch of less
than 0.025in. This means that manual
fitting and removal, while not impossible, will be extremely difficult.

Burry Morris is course director wilt Adeunced Rework Technology of Colclrerer.

used to replace a component.
Components removed: SOIC, quad flat packs.

Heated tweezers
Two types are available, one providing pulse heat
and the other continuous.

I

Soldering irons with special tips
Advantage: can be used to remove a variety of
components as long as a tip of the correct size
and shape Is available, making them suitable for
field use.
Disadvantages: cannot be used for the larger
ICs, especially flat packs, chip carriers and tape
automated bonding components. Replacement
is carried out with a soldering iron fitted with a
small tip, but unless great care is taken, there is a
possibility of short circuits occurring.
Components that can be removed with this
technique are cubic -chip, MELF, SOT, SOIC and
smaller PLCCs of up to 44 pins.

Vacuum-desoldering machine
With special reflow heads, a vacuum desoldering
machine can be used.
Advantages: This type of machine may already be
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From left to right, top to bottom, a
hot -gas manual pick -and -place machine
for small-volume users (Weller), tweezers modified for probing surface -mount
devices, a vacuum pencil and specially
formed tweezers for surface-mount component handling, a solder -paste dispenser (dispensing paste manually is difficult) and a hot-air pencil for manual
soldering.
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SMI dream or reali
Some would disagree with Andrew Turner's comment
about washing machines but on the whole, he makes some
pertinent points about surface mount technology.
urface-mount components and
the technology to place them
on to the PCB and solder them
into position have been around
for some years. Looking to the
future, equipment manufacturers have
instigated development programmes to
ensure that their companies are in a
strong position to meet a growing trend.
And component manufacturers and
suppliers have predicted dramatic

growth for surface -mounted components of all types and are daily adding to
their list of component types.
These factors would seem to suggest
that unless your products are designed
for surface -mount or you are in the
process of changing over then you will
he out on a limb, clinging to the oldfashioned technology of wire -leaded
components. But until prices fall, the
only advantage for most potential SMD

li

Advantages: relatively cheap, fast, portable.
Disadvantages: cannot be used for replacement,
care needed to ensure that the tips do not mark
the board.
Components removed: cubic and MELF components, SOTs.

Hot-gas pencil
These devices include portable gas -operated
tools.
Advantages: relatively cheap, portable, noncontact method, can be used for a range of
components and can be used to replace some
components.
Disadvantages: low thermal transfer, heats whole
component, needs some skill.
Components removed: cubic and MELF components, SOTs and SOICs with up to 16 connections.

Thermal/hot-bar soldering
Advantage: contact heating, heats only component connections, ideal for flat pack removal and
replacement, most machines have vacuum pick
up and allow precise alignment of component;
fast, 3-4 seconds for reflow.
Disadvantages: limited, cannot be used for field
work. Expensive.
Components removed: quad flat -packs, TAB.

Hot air machine
Advantages: can be used for a large range of
components, the only technique that can be
used for large PLCCs and LCCCs, heat focus
heads give localised heating, many machines
have either a built in hot plate or a bottom
mounted hot air jet, most machines have vacuum
pick up for the component. Some have timers to
semi -automate the gas flow.
Disadvantages: expensive, long time for reflow
(typically 30 seconds), not recommended for
TAB, quite large (bench mounting) therefore they
cannot be used in the field, specific heads
required for each component.
Components removed: will remove and refit
most components, but it is not ideal for the
smaller cubic, MELF and SOT packages.
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Focused infra -red
Advantages: can be used for a large range of
components, no need for separate heads for
different components (adjustable iris), non contact heating, faster than hot air, built in hot
plate.
Disadvantages: care needed in use to avoid
overheating component body.

Angled side cutters
These can be used for the removal of SOICs,
PLCCs and most leaded components.
Advantages: small, cheap, portable.
Disadvantages: damages the component. Care
needed to ensure that the PCB is not damaged.
Replacement is with a soldering iron (difficult to
realign).

Heat gun
Most components can be removed by directing
the hot air stream at the component to be
removed.
Advantages: easily portable, most workshops
already have them.
Disadvantages: difficult to control the temperature, the hot air can spread to adjacent components as well as the PCB, danger of damage to
the assembly, although the area can be masked
by using either temporary solder mask or
polyimide tape over adjacent areas. To help to
overcome any overheating problem, a temperature sensitive lacquer can be applied to the
component corners to indicate when the reflow
temperature has been reached.
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users is reduced board size; the ability
to pack ever more sophisticated circuitry into a smaller space is fine if you
are manufacturing hand-held radios,
but it is not exactly useful if your
product is a washing machine.
For some companies surface -mount
technology was a necessity and they are
heavily committed. However, examination of component supplier figures.
while showing substantial growth in
SMDs, also shows growth in leaded
components.
As an equipment manufacturer we
have a range that encompasses both

leaded components (component preforming equipment) and SMD technology, (pick -and -place machines, infrared reflow and twin -wave solderers)
and yet while being encouraged by the
numbers of companies talking about
SMD technology we are discouraged by
the lack of action.
When we developed component preforming equipment we were one of a
small number of companies world wide
struggling to keep pace with the demand: with SMD technology we are one

of

a

rapidly growing number of

manufacturers/suppliers chasing a market yet to convince itself that its moving
in the right direction. The choice of
equipment is large and growing, most of
it being imported. with many different
suppliers offering manual, semiautomatic and fully automatic machines
and systems.
There are of course still major problems with SMD, not the least of which is
heat dissipation. We have seen a large
increase in demand for thick -lead preforming equipment, much of which is
caused by growth in switch -mode
power -supply business. Demand is particularly high for equipment that can
handle power diodes with 1.5mm leads;
a minute surface -mount component
capable of dissipating the power of such
large leaded diodes is impracticable.
Eventually I have no doubt that SMD
technology will be used by everyone,
but that time seems to get further away
as

time passes.

Andrew Turner is Sales Manager with
Elite Engineering of Fareham.
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Disappearing robots
Britain's labour costs are slowing down the introduction of
robots in the electronics industry; are we in danger of falling
behind our competitors? John Dwyer, editor of the FT's
Advanced Manufacturing newsletter, reports.
British industrial robot industry is a hazardous area that
ranks with any of those ships
full of dioxins that keep turning up in Wales. In the early
1980s the robot was seen as the symbol
of UK industrial regeneration. British
industry, perhaps to its credit, didn't
take much notice. The list of liquidations and receiverships lengthened.
At the UK robot industry's once every -two-year exhibition earlier this
year it seemed the picture was changing.
Even UK -based robot -systems sellers
were talking about expanding markets.
The main reason is the lack of myriad
tiny competitors willing to quote silly
low prices for industrial robot installations.
Most of the survivors still think
there's a killing to be made in the UK
automated -assembly market. The main
target is the electronics industry. In
particular, they are looking at the market for the automatic insertion of odd form components into printed circuit
boards (PCBs), though other possibilities include assembly systems for electromechanical components such as
switches and for domestic -appliance
companies such as Black & Decker.

Makers of high -accuracy assembly
robots have long predicted big sales
from such applications. These have
materialised in Germany and Japan but

throughput using dedicated machines
that can mount standard components at
a rate of eight to 12 thousand an hour.
Not robots. A robot can manage about
not in the UK.
three a minute, so its use is confined to
All types of assembly accounted for inserting large, odd -form components.
87 of the 62(1 robots installed in the UK
Multi -head grippers improve a
in 1987. In 1988 the number of robots robot's work rate. But heavier compoinstalled in the electrical and electronics nents, such as transformers, plus the
industries dropped 63 per cent to 32, weight of the gripper itself, begin to
despite an 18 per cent rise in the total affect the speed of the robot. And if a
robot market. UK manufacturers head heavy with gripper and compobought 731 robots last year (well below nents presses an SMD too hard on to the
the 1984 peak), taking the total to 5034. hoard, solder is squeezed out from
That's how many the depressed US under it and, when the board is heated
market buys in a year.
to make the solder melt, spreads to
Ironically, the British Robot Associa- adjacent circuit tracks.
tion has a theory that UK manufacturOne big barrier to assembly automaers are now buying robots to replace tion is that products are not designed for
labour which is in short supply rather it. But the inherent problem in the UK
than, as happened in the early 1980s, market is that, by the time a company
labour which is over -abundant. BRA has redesigned a product to make it
chairman David Teale of IBM says simple enough even for a robot to
humans find "board -stuffing" too re- assemble, humans make an even better
petitive and a machine can do it more (and cheaper) job of it. A CBI report a
quickly and reliably.
year ago showed that UK total unit costs
This is not the whole story. The latest are the same as those of the UK's best
PCBs hold surface-mounted devices competitors, even though UK labour
(SMDs). These have to be placed more costs are about two-thirds of those in
accurately than humans can manage. competitor countries. Philip Binding,
Surface -mount economics require high UK sales manager of Swiss robot maker

The

UK ROBOT INSTALLATIONS

PCB PRODUCTION
WORLD MARKET (1990)
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Staubli Unimation, acknowledges that
'the only people with lower labour rates
than the UK are the Spanish."
The result of all this is a lot of inward
investment in the UK by electronics
companies like Korean TV maker
Tatung. Its factory in Telford is an
organisational showpiece but uses very
little automation - just rows of women
stuffing PCBs. Two years ago, Unimat ion's sales and support business moved
to West Germany and the future of its
Telford operation was in doubt. Now its
successor, Staubli Unimation, expects
to be selling WOO machines a year by
1992 against a current rate of 450 a year.
Ironically. the low UK labour rates that
have stifled the UK robot business have
made the UK an ideal place to make the
robots for export to places where rewards on the shop floor are treated as
seriously as those in the boardroom.
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Is SMT for you?
There are no short cuts to surface -mount technology,
argues Martin Wickham, but starting small is the safest option.
take-up of surface mount
technology (SMT) has certainly not been at the optimistic
rate which pundits predicted
in the early eighties, but it
continues to make substantial inroads
into many sectors of the electronics
industry. Indeed there are few voices, if
any, who would disagree with the
synopsis that SMT will become the
primary method of assembling electronic circuits.
Current estimates of its penetration
into the UK electronics assembly
market run at about 12-15%. The majority of this usage is in mixed technology:
the use of both surface mount and
conventional leaded components on the
same printed circuit board. Estimates
for world-wide production are higher,
with some reports already putting Far
East usage of surface mount over the
50% mark. There's no doubt, surface
mount has come to stay.
The three main reasons for this slower than expected take-up of the technology relate to the perceived costs of
SMT.
The

Capital Investment. Most of the design,

assembly, inspection and test equipment needed on an SMT production
line are new or improved items. Even
wave soldering machines may need to
he upgraded to get the best from SMT.
Although boards can be and in many
cases are assembled manually, implementation budgets of less than £30 000
will certainly not cover quality automated pick and place equipment.

Component Costs. The increased costs
of some SM components deters many
potential users. A quick totting up of
the catalogue prices of SM equivalents
of the components on an existing board
suggests a 50% increase in the bill and
the investigation stops there. But some
SM components already cost less than
their conventional equivalents. When
SMT becomes the dominant technology, OEMs will find themselves paying a
premium on conventional components.

Devaluation of Investments. Many companies have already made extensive
investments in automated assembly
equipment for conventional components and extremely persuasive arguments are required to justify additional
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investment on equipment which may
prematurely he devalued by this new
spending.
Despite these problems SMT has
been implemented successfully in many
sectors of electronics. It is misleading to
quote specific examples as nearly every
user has its own "application specific"
reasons for working with the technology. However, a number of common
themes can be drawn;

Smaller Size. It is probably the greater
component densities achievable with
SMT that has been the most common
reason for the take-up of the technology
in the UK. The lead certainly came from
the defence and telecoms sectors of
industry and has more recently expanded into other areas. Many products
such as pocket telephones, radio pagers
and high density computer drives would
not be feasible without SMT.
Less Weight. Reduced size often means
reduced weight and for many applications, particularly aerospace, this has
been a major influence. A pocket phone
would weigh over 2' kg if built with
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conventional electronics; some pocket
phones currently weigh less than 1/2kg.

Greater Speed. The much closer spacing
of components assembled with SMT
means that circuits have shorter signal
paths and less parasitic reactances (lead
inductance and capacitance), giving
better high frequency performance.

Improved Costs. Many users do pay a
price premium for their denser circuits,
but others have used SMT to lower
manufacturing costs. Those OEMs who
don't need the sophisticated high density approach, can opt to lay out
their designs in as much space as possible. This makes assembly easier and
post -soldering yields much higher.
Because the placement of an SM
device does not require manipulation of
its leads as its conventional equivalent
does, SMT lends itself to low cost,
automated assembly. This is the main
reason for its popularity in the Far East.
In the UK, at least one manufacturer
has lowered costs as a result of SMT. By
redesigning its PCBs for SMT, the company has increased the number of functional modules on the board in the same
physical area. Although this results in

redundancy, it has meant that one
board covers a variety of applications
that previously needed a range of
boards.
Manufacturing a smaller variety of
hoards has meant a 20% increase in
yield, less work -in -progress, less rework, shorter lead times and less
scrap*. Not only did this improve manufacturing costs, but it also led to a better
quality product.

Keeping Up With The Jones's. For many
OEMs, the decision to opt for SMT is
taken for them by their competitors.
When their market rivals introduce a
product into the marketplace which
incorporates SMT, unless their own
products follow suit, they can lose a
significant market share. In many cases
there has been no reason for using SMT
other than as a marketing tool.'
No Other Choice. Unfortunately some
companies have been forced to use the
technology because components are only available in SM format. High pin
count devices such as memory and dis-

play drivers fall into this category.
Other Issues. The decision on whether
or not to introduce SMT is certainly not
one to be taken lightly. If an existing

design is fulfilling its specification adequately, it probably wouldn't be sensible to redesign it for SMT as the costs
would be prohibitive. But for new designs, the choice is not so easy. At
present there may be no driving force at
all to use SMT, but in the future there
may well be cost, technological or
marketing benefits. There are no short
cuts in the implementation process.
There is a learning curve to be climbed
and the earlier a company can scale the
curve, the quicker they will be able to
profit from the benefits of surface

mount.
Those companies who start at the

"low tech" end of surface mount, just
assembling a few devices at a time, and
then build up to more complex boards,
usually achieve a successful and relatively inexpensive introduction of SMT.
The real recipe for disaster is the 100%
surface mount board first time. It may
not break a company but it will also
certainly cost them a great deal.
*Proceedings of the "Surface Mount in

Context" Seminar,. London, March
16th '88.

Martin Wickham is Secretary and Technical Officer of the NPL's Surface
Mount Club.

Make a start with SMDs
There are numerous ways of getting into surface -mount
technology, and plenty of things to watch out for. Terry
Pruce discusses entry options and pitfalls.

urface-mount technology is a
method of production that capitalizes on advances in component design and production
techniques. Components are
smaller, more robust and show a better
resistance to heat than conventional
leaded parts. Because they do not have

r
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leads, they depend upon the solder joint
for their mechanical fixing.
The placement of surface -mount devices is relational, as opposed to the
go/no-go process of trying to stuff
leaded components through holes. Easing this critical process has enabled
assembly equipment manufacturers to
build 'pick -and -place' machines for less
cost than their equivalent automatic insertion machines. For example, a
fully -automatic PC controller to place
2000 components per hour can he
purchased for around £ I 1000.
A manufacturer using surface -mount
technology benefits in lower costs and
improved reliability. As well as lower
capital cost to achieve the same output

With leds this size -3 by 1.3 by 0.9mm you could easily make your own displays.
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with leaded components; there is also
lower board material cost: small SMDs
need less space, which leads to higher
component density. Lower production
costs, greater flexibility and smaller
work space, result in lower running
costs and more efficient use of manpower.
Surface -mount devices use less materials and modern production technology
gives greater yields. At the moment,
some SMDs command small premiums
since their usage volumes are lower
than their leaded equivalents, but this
should soon disappear. Surface -mount
devices do not require drilled holes, so
that only electrical vias are necessary.
This makes it practicable to use both
sides of a PCB with SMDs, each side
being a separate circuit; the lack of
holes also aids layout. The most obvious
advantages are with mull ilayer hoards,
where one or two layers could he saved
as
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to give a significant reduction in PCB
cost. Since the components have no
leads. there are no lead failures, so
rework and maintenance are reduced.

Prototyping with SMDs
Prototypi rig with SMDs is fun: once you
get over the shock of seeing such small
parts you realise that the components
are rugged. the finished circuits are
elegant and, because surface -mount
components are so small, you can afford
to be generous in your layout.
Making a good SMT circuit is easy -

no need to drill holes and no mirror image tracking, since the SMDs sit on
the copper. Removing components is
easy too, since you are working on the
component side of the board. There are
no wires to pull through holes, and parts
such as chip resistors and capacitors are
simple to heat and lift off. Integrated
circuits can be lifted by heating each pin
and slipping a feeler gauge between pin
and track.
Technically, shorter leads give better
I IF performance, with reduced parasitic
capacitance and inductance. Closer
grouping also allows faster processing

speeds.

reverse side of the board is cleaned and
the process is repeated.
Hand soldering SMDs with an iron is
the cheapest way to make prototypes.
suggest that pre -tinning the pads avoids
shorting problems with fine -pitch ICs;
tinned pads then contain sufficient solder to ensure a reliable joint which only
needs a mildly activated flux and heat to
complete the reflow process.
Chip capacitors and resistors, being
made of ceramic, conduct heat very
quickly, so do not linger or you may find
that you are desoldering one end while
trying to solder the other. Transistors
are so small that nerves can get in the
way; try tacking one pin down and then
going round all the pins producing nice
bright joints. Do not use excessive solder; it issimply not needed.
Integrated circuits can he tacked on in
the same way, or you can use a piece of
Blue Tack to one side or underneath to
hold the part in place. Pretinned pads
should provide sufficient solder.

For surface -mount assembly, you need
tweezers, a reflow oven and solder
cream or a small soldering iron with a
fine tip and fine solder, and a vision aid.
You do not need expensive placement machines. SMDs can he hand
placed; most hybrid manufacturers
have been hand placing for years on
low -volume products.
If you are using a reflow oven, solder
cream is applied to the PCB footprints
either by silk screening/stencilling or by
a dispenser. The devices are hand placed and the board is placed in the oven
and watched until reflow is complete.
Double -sided prototypes use solder
creams with two different melting
points. The higher temperature paste is
used first, the oven temperature is then
reduced to the lower melting point, the
Further reading
Surface Mount Technology - The future of
electronics assembly, by C. H. Mangin and
S. McClelland, is a comprehensive manual
covering every aspect of SMT from economics and circuit design to soldering and
testing. The publishers are IFS.
Soldering Handbook, by Ray Skipp, publishers BSP, contains a chapter dedicated to
surface mount.
Terry Prose is Marketing Director of Flint
Distribution, which concentrates .solely on
surface -mount technology.
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Surface -mount start-up kit, consisting of
an infra -red reflow oven, a vacuum
pick-up pencil, anti-static handling
equipment and a screen printer.

DISTRIBUTOR
There

some very good, inceed excellent
am very mindful of that fact, but
all of teem are hindered by their lack of
appreciation of the process sensitivity of
SMDs. Tarnishing is a very major problem; poor
component solderability is the najor cause of
unreliab e joints.
Remember that small solderable areas and
gentle f uxes cannot overcome even slightly
reduced solderability.
The way a distributor hand es even topquality components can severely affect their
solderability. Sweat deposits, coughing/
sneezing, damp storage condit ons and long
shelf life in a dusty or static -prone environment
can cause the hardiest of parts to fail. Even
loose components in plastic Dags pick up
contamination from the bag and each other.
When do you detect a problem? Is it in goods
inwards, or on the rework bench: Both are very
costly
the latter extremely sc. Finding that
you have a problem is where the fun begins is
a -e

dispibutors.

How to do it

t.

NA'

I

-

-

it the process,

is it the part, is it the tempera-

ture profile, the board, the flux, the cleaning?
There are so many variables.
Insist on the following: only buy parts still
sealed in their taped packaging: this does not
mean a full reel, just get your distributor to cut
off the tape at the quantity you require.
Protected by the tape the SMDs are less likely
to tarnish from touch.
Buy from British Standards approved distributors and insist on a certificate of conformance, giving maker, batch number and date
code. Remember that BS conformance does
not cover ageing.
Give all incoming SMDs a visual inspection
and check their tape -peel strength. Take particular care over parts more than six months
old and maintain good hygiene through to
production. Continue batch traceability to final
test. It also helps to visit your suppliers once a
year or so.

AVAILABILITY OF SURFACE -MOUNT COMPONENTS
Best availability. Resistors o' 2% tolerance,
0.125W and 0.1W. MLC capacitors at 50V
10pF-1COnF, both in 0805/120E sizes. Tantalum
1OnFto 100µF.
Good availability. Popular SGT23s, HC/HCT,
4000B logic, popular linears, memories, microprocessors, rectifier diodes, resistors 1% E24,
MLC capacitors sizes 1210 and 1812, 10079F47079F.

Problen areas. E96 1% resisters, 0.25W resistors and less than 100 ppm stability, S0T89
packages, LS TTL, inductors, mini -melt zeners,
mini-mel resistors and capacitors, and capacitors over 100V.
Keep to leaded. Anything high power (over 1W),
capacitcrs over 1001xF, and anytiing overpriced.
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Why is availability so important?
There is a weakness in SMT. It Is at the start of the
pocess prior to reflow or component placement.
Solder creams and glues are applied by nonintelligent means, i.e. screen printing, so all
component sites receive their application at the
same time. These creams/glues contain solvents
which evaporate within hours of application.
Fence this method demands that all components are there ready to be used at the same
tone.
To have manual operatives chipping off glue
blobs or hand placing and then reflowing is not on
so, if one component is missing. no boards will be
poduced. The line stops, output is curtailed and

pofits plummet.
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Rutherford Appleton Laboratory

'

Martin Eccles
The Science and Research Council's largest

research establishment is Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory in Didcot It provides a wide range of
experimental and support facilities to scientists
and engineers both here and overseas.
Most of RAL's work is carried out for educational establishments but a small yet increasing
proportion is done in conjunction with industry.
Rutherford Appleton's major research areas are
space, particle physics, neutron scattering and
computing. The laboratory's other research
programmes include lasers, climatology, radio
propagation, image processing. microelectronics, wind energy and superconductivity.
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Rutherford Appleton is heavily involved with
CERN's LEP project described in last month's
Research Notes.
One of the LEP collider's detectors is DELPHI.
Its microvertex detector is located at the centre
of the giant 6.2m diameter solenoid and consists of 55000 silicon strip detectors in a small
30x30cm barrel. It detect the position of
elementary particle tracks passing radially
through the barrel with an accuracy of 3µm.
Energy deposited by each particle is measured by integrating the charge deposited on
each strip with an accuracy of 1000 electrons.
These analogue signals are read out by 55 000
preamplifiers connected to the detectors and
located inside the barrel. One of the 128
channel low power (0.5mW/channel) readout
chips designed at RAL is shown wire bonded to a
silicon strip detector.
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Wind Scatterometer

Antenna

Solar Array

PRARE Antenna

SAR-Antenna
Along Track
Scanning Radiometer

Laser Retroreflector

Monitoring of global warming is vital but it is
not a job that can be done in a short time scale.
This apparatus called Along Track Scanning
Radiometer, or ATSR is an infra -red scanner
that will measure sea-surface temperature to
within a half kelvin but it will not be operational
until 1990.
European Space Agency's first remote sensing satellite, ERS-1, will carry the radiometer. In order to correct the effects of the
atmosphere, ATSR actually has two scanning
paths, one looking directly down at the sea and

-
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one looking at an angle. The difference between
the two scans is used to calculate what effect the
atmosphere is having.

Satellite equipment doesn't usually contain
state-of-the-art electronics in the interests of
reliability it is better to use tried and tested
apparatus. The most innovative device on the
radiometer is the cooler for the infra -red detector. It is the first long-life helium pump specified
for space use. The pump was developed jointly
by RAL and Oxford University, and B Ae now has
a licence to produce it commercially.

-

The Commission of the European Communities
jointly awarded RAL a contract to form the
service organisation to support the European
VLSI Design Action recently launched as part of
the ESPRIT programme. Objectives of the action
are to provide on a European scale access for
academic institutions to industrial processing
facilities and training in VLSI design for about
3000 additional engineers per year. A total of
118 European universities and polytechnics
including 38 from the UK have been selected to
take part RAL will provide direct support to the
UK participants. An example of the first GaAs
MMIC multi -project chip coodinated by RAL for
UK universities under an existing national
scheme is shown.
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AWhen masks for chip manufacture are made
they are rarely perfect first time and need to be
trimmed. Existing repair systems use a laser to
zap unwanted areas with a resolution of 1.21.tm.
Equipment implementing the new ion -beam
technique depicted here has just been installed
in RAL's electron -beam lithography facility. Not
only can it remove opaque sections with a
resolution of 0.1µm but, by the introduction of
carbon into the focussed galium ion beam, it
can build up opaque sections.
Much of the development work for the Oxford
Instruments ion -beam machine was done at
RAL.
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A Current

weather radar systems can map out
water concentrations in the atmosphere but
give no information about whether the water
droplets are ice or not As a result of recent
dual -polarization radar developments at RAL,
meterorologists can now determine at what
height water droplets are freezing.
You can see from these photographs that
conventional techniques, top, only indicate
where the water droplets are in the atmosphere

whereas dual-polarization radar, bottom, allows
you to see at what height the water droplets
become ice; with frozen water there is little
difference between radar returns from horizontal or vertically -polarized beams, hence the
predominantly blue area higher up.
Researches are currently investigating differential and cross -polar returns with a v-iew to
examining droplet orientation as well as size,
distribution and type.

With the ultimate aim of reducing cell size in
cellular radio, RAL's Radio Propagation Studies
division has been evaluating models for predict -

ing propagation. This photo shows predictions
for seven cells on terrain around Dorking.
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NDERLANDU
FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
BARGAINS GALORE !

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL!
Very high resolution, fully cased 14' green or amber screen
monitor with non -glare screen and svavelítilt base. The very
latest technology at the very lowest pricel Fully compatible and
plug compatible with all IBM PCs and clones fitted with a high
res Hercules or equivalent cardl Enables superb graphics and
resolution, all at a give away price. Has many extra features
including aux +5 & 12v DC outputs to power at least 2 disk drives,
if your PC power supply Is getting hotl Supplied BRAND NEW
and boxed. Stale whether amber or green screen required.

Amber

£69

Green

(E)

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

NEW

51/4

t.

Inch from £29.951

Massive purchases of standard 5V4' drives enables us to
present prime produd at Industry beating low prices' Ail units
(unless stated) are removed from often brand new equipment
and are fully tested,aligned and shipped to you with a 90 day
guarantee and operate from +5 &*' ¿V°C am of land-ant size
and ac
the standard 34 wayconnector.
SHUGARTSA405. BRAND
TANDON 1141100-2A IBM compatible DS
£3995
TANDON TIA101-4 80 Track DS
f.49.95
£75.00
CANON,TEC etc.DS hail height.State 40 or 80T
TEAC FD -55-F.40-80 DS half height. BRAND NEW IIM.00(B
392 INCH BRAND NEW AT £19.951!
Never before seen price for a 31/2" drive. Standard size believed
to be by Canon. Brand new and packaged - mint conditioni 40
track SS, run from +5 & +12vdc with standard power connec£19.95 or 2 for £34.50(13)
tor Only

NEW£2895

TATUNG PC2000. Bs brother of the famous Einstein. The
TPC2000 Professional piece system comprises: aurally high
resolution Green 12' monitor. Sculptured 92 key keyboard and
plinth
containing Z80A CPU and all control drcuits. PLUS 2
TEAC 5.25 80 track double sided disk drives. Generous
other features Include dual 8' IBM format disk drive suPOoftSerial and parallel outputs, full expansion port, 64K ram and
CHOOSE YOUR 8 INCHI
ss refurbished
ready to run software. Supplied complete with CP/M, Wordstar
£125.00(E)
and Basic. Brand new and covered by our famous 90 day bnugart 951 double sided refurbished & tested
£195.00(E)
guarantee and backup. Normal price of this unit Is over £1400 888eutriebt 882884.83 double sided swtfchab40
Our price
only ...--£299 (E)
hard or soft sectors- BRAND NEW
£250.00(E)
PC-AT 286 CLONE Lowest ever priced 8 mhz PC -AT done
SPECIAL OFFERS!!
640k
of
drive,
a
525"
360k
floppy,
complete with a 20mhz hard
Dual 8" drives with 2 megabyte capadty housed In a smart case
RAM plus Hercules card compatablllty. The keyboard Is NCR with built In
Only £499.00 (F)
with 85 keys In an attractive beige, grey and cream finish to Ideal as exterior drives'
match the computer. The monitor Is very high resolution 14' End of line purchase scoop' Brand
NEC B2288 8. 85
non -glare, with your choice of amber or green screen. A very megabyte of hard disk storagel Full CPU control and industry
rice package at a super pricel
standard WAD Interlace. Ultra N speed transfer and access lime
(E)
Our price..., only
leaves the good old 5T506 interface standing. In mint condition
£399(E)
and comes complete with manual. Only
unitintegral

Controls

--,1

MAINS SUPPRESSORS & FILTERS

We got a tremendous buy on further stocks of this popular
Master Systems 2/12 microprocessor controlled V22 full duplex
1200 baud modem - we can now bring them to you at half last
advertised prical Fully BT approved unit, provides standard
V22 high speed data comm, which at 120 cps, can save your
phone bill and connect time by a staggering 75%1 Ultra slim 45
mm high. Full featured with LED status indicators and remote
error diagnostics. Sync or Async use; speech or data switching;
built In 240v mains supply and 2 wire connection to BT. Units
are In used but good concltion. Fully tested prior despatch, with
data and a full 90 day guarantee. What more can you ask for and at this price')
ONLY £69 (D)

Write to us today and get your name on our mailing I
Ilst for our FREE eight weekly bargain flyer Ir. Dul,"
with thousands of unadvertised specie/ offers.

MONITORS

The "Haan' from Crotan Is a British made high current mains
spike suppressor and RF filter In one, capable of handling up
to 10 ampsi The attractive case has an Integral 13 amp socket
for your equipment plug and allying lead terminates In a quality
plug (to BS 1363A standard) to go to the mains socket. There
Is an Internal fuse plus one In the plug. Two LED indicators, one
forpower on and the other lights lithe internal fuse falls. Dirns:6"
a
x 2'. Brand new. Normal distributor's price Is £65.001
cur price only
£15.95 each or 2 for £29.95 (B)
ling -Lee type L2127 mains REI filters rated at 250 volts 3
amps maximum. Comes complete with a built In mains cable
(Englishcoding), and a three pin miniature non -reversible socket and a mating plug, to go to the equipment. Ideal for those
who are bugged by RF Interference. Very compact. Dims 3-1/8'
£3.95 each Of 3 for £10 (A)
x 2c,, 1.5"

r

£295

Limited quantity - don't miss out this time!!!
May

.

nquIr.

Ilarnow lot UK

kJ.

POWER SUPPLIES
Al PSU. 220.240vac Input

and are BRAND NEW unless
stated. Many types ranging from 3v to 10kv always In dock_
Byte BD301 5vdc @ 1.6a. 12vdc
1.5a.Perfect for clsk drives;
with Molex sockets.Very attractvely cased.illum. sw. £19.50(B)
Greeodale 19AB0E 60 watts switch mode.+5v
Cia,J.12v
1a,11 5v @ la_ RFE and fully tested.11 x 20 x5.5crns. £24.95(C)
Coriver AC130. 130 watt hi -grade VDE spec.Siettch mode.+5v
15a, -5v
la412v 6a.27 x 12.5 x 6.5cms
£49.95(C)

Boehert 13090 Switch modeideal for drives & system. +5v@
6a, +12v 0 2.5a. -12v 0 0.5a, -5v 0 0.5a.
£29.95(B)
Parnell G6/40A_ Switch mode. 5v @ 40a Encased £95.00(C)
Farnell G24/5S. As above but 24v @ 5a.
£65.00(C)

IBM KEYBOARD DEAL
A replacement or backup keyboard, switchable for IBM PC,

PC -XT or PC -AT. LED's for Caps,Scroll & Num Locks. Standard
85 keyboard layout. Made by NCR for the English 8 US markets.
Absolutely standard. Brand new & boxed with manual and key

template for user slogans on the function keys. Attractive
belge,grey and cream finish, with the usual retractable legs
underneath. A generous length of curly cord, terminating In the
standard 5 pin DIN plug. A beautiful clean piece of manufacturers surplus. What a dealt
BRAND NEW AND BOXED ONLY..
£49 (B)

THE AMAZING TELEBOX!
Converts your colour monitor Into

Please specify 110 or 240 voile for AC tans.
£ 8.50(B)
AC. 11/2" thick
COLOUR MONITORS
AC ETRI slimilne.Only 1' thick.
£ 9.95(B)
Deco* 16" 80 series budget range colour monitors. Features 31 2 Inch
AC
11/
0
v
11/2"240 thi ck.
4
Inch
Include PL tube, housed In a beautiful teak style case
£ 9.9
AC
1W
thick
4
Inch
guaranteed 80 column resolution, features which are only northick. Rotron 110v
£10.95
10
h
Round.
madly seen on colour monitors costing 3 times our pricel It Is
No.812
for
6/12v.814
24v.
£15.95 A
82
mm
DC
1'
thick.
absolutely ready to connect to a host of computer or video
19 mm thick.
£10.95 A
mm
DC
12v.
fullytested
us,
sold
In
little
or
hardy92
su
outputs. Manufacturers
£12.50
" thick
12v.
guarantee.
used cordtion with 90 day full R
£14.50
8w.
thick.
DC
24v
1'
COMPO 75 ohm composite video Input with Integral audio amp 4 Inch
& speaker. Ideal for use with video recorder or our Telebox ST,
BATTERIES
RECHARGEABLE
or any other audio visual use.
Only £99.00 (E)

,

(111

Only
per pair (E)
Optional 12v integral nicad peck
(3 hours approximate duration)
£22

COOLING FANS

,.

....... ..............
Controls

Made forth° US military to the highest possible spec, these units
were originally designed as a highly rugged portable point to
point distance measuring set. Inbuilt In the unit Is a full duplex
speech link which may be used as Is, or adapted for use as a
data link. Many features include 50 km point to point range,
approx 10.5 GHz operation for max security low power consumption (typ. 2 amps at 12 vdc), and small physical size 14*,15h
a 13d including built In dish, fully portable weatherproof
case. Supplied In used but tested condition complete with in structIons and accessories.

--

----MD
SPECIAL PURCHASE
V22 1200 baud modems

Microwave
Speech / Data
Links

a

/DUALITY COLOUR TV!!

and£10.95(B)
Inc31,2
3 Inch

TV SOUND
& VIDEO

TUNER!

Brand new high quality, fully cased, 7 channel UHF PALTV tune
system. Unit simply connects to your TV aerial socket and colour
video monitor fuming same Into a fabulous colour TV. Dont worry
if your monitor does'nt have sound, the TELEBOX even has an
integral audio amp for driving a speaker plus an auxiliary output:
for Headphones or HI Fl system etc. Many other featu r e s LED
Status Indicator, Smart moulded case, Mains powered, Built to
LEAD ACID
BS safety specs. Many other uses for TV sound or video etc.
Maintenance free sealed long life. Type A300.
Supplied BRAND NEW with full 1 year guarantee.
12 volts 3 am
urn
12 volts
rs
£ 9.95(1 Telebox ST for composite video Input monitors.........£29.95(B)
6 volts
6 volts3 am
£34.95(B)
£ 5.95(A Telebox Sit as ST but with Integral speaker
6-0-6 volts Centre tapped 1.8 amp hours
£59.95(B)
£29.00(B Telebox RGB for analogue RGB monitors
12 volts
12 volts 24 amp hours. A200. RFE.
NOT suitable for IBM or Clone type colour monitors.
SPECIAL OFFER!
100 amp/hour* at 6 volt! Brand new Chloride Powersaie
BRAND NEW PRINTERS
3VB11. Leakproof with additional snap -on security lid. Perfect
for uninterruptable power supplies, portable power source, Epson MX-80 F/T One of the most popular printers aroundl
£39 (E)
B.1 -directional printing with full logic seeking. 9 x 9 dot matrix for
caravans etc. Normally costs £801
eniarged,boid,condensed etc. Standard parallel interface. Brand
NICKEL CADMIUM
Quality 12v 4ah cell pack. Originally made forth° Technicololor label removed from front. Handles tractor,fant old and Individual
video company. Contains 10 GE top quality D nicad cells In a paper. OK with IBM PC and most others. A tremendous buy'
£129.00 (
smart robust case with a DC output connector. Ideal for portable
9.95(B) Hazeltine Esprint small desktop900 cps with RS232 and
equipment. Brandnew.
addressable and 6 user selectable
standard
parallel.
Full
pin
Ex equipment NICAD cells by GE. Removed from equipment
£149.00(E)
4 for £5(B) fonts. Up to 9.5" paper. Sheet & tractor feed.
and In good, used condition: D size 4ah
Always
known for their rellabilty In conCentronics
150
series.
8 tor £8(B)
F size 7ah
tinuous use - real workhorses In any environment. Fast 150 cps
SPECIAL INTEREST
with 4 fonts and choice of interfaces.
£155.00(E)
Racal-Redec real lime colour drafting PCB layout system. In- 150-SN up 10 9.5" paper
£199.00(E)
dudes furniture and huge monitor.Cornplete ready to gol £3950 150-SW up to 14.5' paper
DEC VAX11/750 Inc. 2 Meg Ram DZ and hill documentation, In
Specify whether serial or parallel required.
£3900
brand new condition'
CALL FOR THE MANY OTHERS IN STOCK
£ 650
Large CaloFralotter
INCLUDING DAISY WHEELS.
£ 300
Waveform Monitor
Tektronix
£ 950
1.5kw1 15v 60hz power source.
ca e p ways on and
Wayne Kerr RAWO audio real lime I req.res.analyser. £3000
plus many un -advertised specials. You can buy a
£3750
VG Electronics 1033 Teletext Bridge
£ 875
Tektronica R140 NTSC TV test signal standard.
colour television for as little as £29! Come and
£ 790
Sony KTX 1000 Videotex system - brand new
loin the gang at 215 Whitehorse Lane!
£ 150
DEC LS11/02 CPU board
£ 225
ADDS 2020 VDU terminals - brand new

Dacca4DC

HI-DEFINMON COLOUR MONITORS
Brand new Centroric 14" monitor for IBM PC and compatibles
at a lower than ever prloel Completely CGA equivalent. II -res
Mitsubushl 0.42 dot pitch giving 669 x 507 pixels. Big 28 Mhz
bandwidth. A super monitor in attractive style moulded case.Full
Only
90 day guarantee.
£149 (E)

20",22" and 26" AV SPECIALS
Superbly made UK manufacture. PL all solid state colour
monitors, complete with composite video & sound Inputs. Attracthe teak style case. Perfect for Schools,Shops,DIsco. Clubs,
In EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guarantee.

20"....£155 22"....£170 26"....£185
MONOCHROME MONITORS

(F)

Wang green screen 12' chassis monitor with composite video
Input. Adjustabie for tIlt. Requires 12 vdc. Brand new and boxed
Only £39 each or 2 for £75 (F)
In parted condition.
Motorola M1000-100 5' black & white compact chassis measuring only 11.6H a 12W x 22D. Ideal for CCTV or computer
applications. Accepts standard composite or Individual H & V
syncs. Needs 12vdc at only 0.8a. Some units may have minor
screen blemishes. Fully tested with 30 day guarantee and full
£28.00(C)
data
Fully cased as above In attractive moulded desk standing
C39.00(11
swivel. Olm 12 x 14.5 x 26cm.
JVC 751 ultra compact chassis monitor for 12vdc 0.7a. Dim 1
a 14 x 18cm. Simple DIY data included to convert to composite
£65.00(B)
video Input full data. BRAND NEW
20" Bieck & white monitors by Aztek, Cotron & Nationa1. All
solid state, fully cased monitors Ideal for all types of AV or CCTV
applications. Standard composite video Inputs with Integral
audio amp and speaker. Sold In good used condition - fully tested
£85.00(F)
with 90 day guarantee.

*".ritirMilorTgatirrirrrmilmarrrvec

LARGE OUPNTITES OF OSCILLOSCOPES AND TEST GEAR

111 I

LAY

-Electronics-

MAIL ORDER & OFFICES
Open Mon -Fri 9.00-5.30
Dept WW. 32 Biggin Way.
.
Upper Norwood,
London SE19 3XF.

LONDON SHOP
100's of bargains'
Open Mon -Sat 9-5.30
215 Whitehorse Lane,
South Norwood,
London, SE25 6RB.

Always

AVAILABLE -

bISTEL © The Original
Free dial -up database!

' ALL

col

NOWT

ENQUIRIES

01-679-4414

1000's of lie ms+info On Line
300 bd 01-679-1888.
raunwaee
Fax- 01-679-1927
Visa
1200/75 bd 01-679-6183.
Telex- 894502
1200(1200 bd 01-679-676°
ha pima for UK Mainlend. UK customers ADD 111. VAT to total order amount. Minimurn order fie. PO driers from Government ,Unwerstbss .Sclools a Local
welcomeminsinten account order £25. Carnage charges (A).£ 2.00. (B)-£4.50.(C)s£8.50.(D)w£10 00. (E)s£12.00 (FS£1 7.00 (G)CJ. AI goods supplied subject to our
standard Condtions of Sale and uriests otherwise stated guararteed for 90 days. AN guarantees given on a nevi, to base basleVie reserve the right to change prices a
repecdications ~lout prior mace. Ceders incepted subject to dcek_Chntebons wngly given for higher quartet.. than (how stated.
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HYPOTHESIS

Relative frequency
shift keying
Extremely low bit -error rate, approaching Shannon's limit
for an ideal system, is achieved in a new digital
communication system described by F.R. Connor by using
the relative frequency and phase information between two
signals to separate signal power and noise power.
Information transmission

in the gain negative feedback loop.
transmitting a second carrier signal. The
Shannon sense can be regarded as
In a digital communication system, it two carrier signals are shifted in freabsolute because it refers essen- is well known that the optimum system quency by the digital information to he
tially to the use of a single com- for transmitting digital data is coherent transmitted.
munication channel, defined by a phase -shift keying` which requires a
At the receiver, the carrier signals are
bandwidth W, a signal power S and a 9dB signal-to-noise ratio at the detector separated and correlated to produce
noise power N. The signal power and for an error probability of 10-'. Howev- sum and difference signals, the differnoise power are inextricably mixed er, one disadvantage of the system is the ence signal yielding the digital informatogether and ultimately the S/N ratio requirement of a good phase reference tion and the sum signal containing no
largely determines the quality of trans- at the receiver. This is difficult to digital information, but only noise. The
mission.
achieve in practice and so some de- noise voltage is extracted and applied to
Since noise has the greatest disturb- gradation is obtained by extracting a the input of the final IF stage via a
ing effect on the quality of transmission, phase reference from the transmitted high -gain negative -feedback loop, reit appeared to the author that one signal or by using differential phase ducing the input noise and producing a
possible way of increasing the S/N ratio shift keying. A close alternative to cohe- considerable improvement in the signalwas to reduce N independently of S by rent PSK is coherent FSK, which is to-noise ratio at the final detector.
using negative feedback, because there inferior in performance to coherent Furthermore, due to this, an extremely
is a practical limit on the amount S can
PSK by about 3dB.
low bit -error rate can be achieved for
be increased.
In this new system, which is called the system.
In the world of communication, noise relative frequency -shift keying', two
represents the physical background in novel techniques are used to improve
System description
which information is received. Thus, by the performance of a coherent FSK In Fig. I, we is a carrier frequency and
applying the notion of relativity to in- system. The first technique employs w,, is the bit -rate frequency of the digital
formation theory, it might he possible precise a priori information at the trans- data. The carrier signal and the data
to receive information with an extreme- mitter by means of an accurately known signal are fed into the data modulator,
ly small error rate or virtually error- offset frequency w0, while the second which shifts the frequency of the carrier.
free, regardless of the noise background technique employs redundancy by During the transmission of logic I, the
present in the Universe, in much the
same way as the Special Theory of
Relativity allows the physical laws of
nature to be determined correctly and
independently of the physical backData
ground or frame of reference used.
Data F_
Balanced
Power
To apply the ideas of relativity to
modulator
modLlator
amplifier
wb
information (see panel) it is necessary to
I
I
transmit information by means of two
channels; information can then be extracted at the receiver in a relative
sense;. Sum and difference signals are
wc
coo
produced. the difference containing the
signal information while the sum contains noise only. The noise is fed hack Fig. I. Transmitter of the RFSk system. Output is two offset carriers, frequencies of
to cancel the input noise using a high
which depend on data being transmitted.

I
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yCOt

Detector

win

VC

F-

Data

-

02

Fig. 2. RFSti receiver, which separates data and noise, the noise being fed hack.

carrier frequency is shifted by w, and
during the transmission of logic 0 the
carrier frequency is unaffected.
Outputs from the data modulator and
from a very stable frequency source at a
frequency w are fed into a balanced
modulator. Its output consists of two

offset carriers at upper and lower frequencies w and w, respectively, where
w = (wr+w+w,) and w, = (wc-w+
w,) during the transmission of logic or
w = (wc+w) and w, _ (w, w) during
the transmission of logic O. The two
offset carriers are subsequently ampliI

-

Relativity and information
IIt is well-known that mechanical
problems can he solved by using
electrical analogues and circuit

theory. For example, a vibrating
mechanical system can be reduced
to a study of electrical oscillations;
the electrical solution is then used
ro design the mechanical system.
Again, there is a close link between
the state of molecules in a gas as
determined by statistical mechanics
and the concept of entropy. Similar
ideas were put forward by Shannon
and form the basis of entropy in

information theory'. Likewise.
some of the ideas of Newtonian
mechanics such as action at a distance and the inverse square law
have been applied directly to the
field of electromagnetism.
It is therefore interesting to see
whether it is possible to solve other

observations are made relative to
the observer's frame of reference.
So that the physical laws of nature
are the same for all observers,
whether stationary or moving with
uniform motion, it is necessary to
formulate a four-dimensional system of space-time defined by
and c is
(x,y,z,jct) where j =
the velocity of light, for describing
motion in the physical world in
which all velocities are considered
to be relative to the frame of reference used, with the exception of the
velocity of light which is assumed a

V-

I

1188

of wh.
At the detector stage shown

in Fig. 3.
the two downconverted offset carriers

priori to he constant and independent of the frame of reference used.
The physical world is illustrated
geometrically by the three space
co-ordinates (x,y,z) which define
the horizontal and vertical orthogonal planes. The imaginary
dimension (jct) is shown as a 'point
in time' and it can move in any
arbitary direction such as PO during clock time. In such a system, it
can he shown that the quantity Q
defined by

Q=x z +y z +z--c-tinvariant under
formation.

Physical

world

a

Lorentz trans-

Information theory

Relativity theory

tive space and time exists in which

.

is

electrical or electromagnetic problems by using well-known ideas
established for the physical world.
For example. the well established
Special Theory of Relativity' might
he of value in solving the important
problem of receiving error -tree information in the world of communication.

According to the Special Theory of
relativity as postulated by Einstein.
Minkowski and others, only rela-

fied in a linear power amplifier prior to
radiation from the antenna.
In Fig. 2, the receiver consists of an
RF stage, two IF stages and a detector
stage. The offset carriers, after RF
amplification, are downconverted in
the first IF stage, using an IF of w; and a
local oscillator frequency cow where cu;
We) and w<w.c,>w,. At the
= (w,-°
second IF stage, the two offset carriers
are downconverted to the main offset
frequency w by the two VCOs, which
are both set at w.
At the detector stage, sum and difference signals are produced. The sum
signal frequency is only perturbed by
noise and it is used to drive the two
VCOs in push-pull by negative feedback to cancel the input noise at the
second IF stage and to set the two VCOs
at the precise initial value of w The
corresponding difference signal yields
the digital data at the bit -rate frequency

The three coordinates and time reference

point of the physical world.

The concepts of entropy, coding
and information rate in communication systems which are due
to Shannon form the basis of information theory. The transmission of information has been quantified by Shannon and the most
important feature of his theory is its
definition of the maximum rate of
information transmission R in
terms of a channel capacity C.
Shannon observed that for the
transmission of information at a
rate R < C, an arbitrarily small
bit -error probability may he
achieved by adopting a sufficiently
complex coding scheme. However,

ELECTRONICS WORLD + WIRELESS WORLD
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Upper

carrier

Difference signal

i ti

ti

2

wo

I

ti
nv
Lower

carrier

PSD

ti

Amp

Phase

Fig. 3. RFSK detector. Amplitude noise removed by liniting, phase noise by feedback.

a rate R > C, this is not
possible. The most important relationship derived by Shannon is the
communication capacity C defined

for

by

C-Welog,(I +S/N)hit/s
where W(. is the channel bandwidth, S is the signal power and N is
the noise power in the system.
Most communication systems designed so far are concerned with
maximizing the value of C for a
given W, S and N. Shannon further
stated that the parameters W, S and
N set a limit on the transmission
rate but not on its accuracy, provided the S/N ratio is large enough.
Hence. considerable work has been

detector which converts the frequency
shift of 2w, or zero into digital data. At
the same time, the sum signal. after
hand -pass filtering. is fed into a phase sensitive detector, together with the
output from the stable source at a
frequency of 2w. The phase -noise out-

movement of an object in space can
be associated with a frequency
shift. Equally well. it might be
argued that the frequency shift of
an electromagnetic wave due to
signal modulation can also be
associated with a physical entity
such as information. Just as a
theory exists for the movement of
physical objects which is known as
the Special Theory of Relativity, an
analogous theory exists for the
movement of information which
the author proposes to call Relative
Information Theory. The basic fea -

Wireless world

undertaken to devise coding
schemes to achieve a higher degree
of accuracy in transmission.
Signal
plane

Relative information

theory
Since information is essentially a
physical quantity associated with
energy, the movement of information from one point in space to
another point in space can he

likened to the movement of a
physical object from one point to
another in space. An important link
between the physical world and the
communication world is the Doppler effect. whereby the physical

December 1989

Three signal and noise coordinates and point
in phase of the "r{ fireless world.
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Results

splutter

Surisignal

are separated by filters and multiplied in
a product detector to yield sum and
difference signals. The difference signal. after band-pass filtering, is upconverted in a mixer by a stable source at a
frequency of 2w. It is then filtered by a
band-pass filter and fed into a ratio

put voltage is smoothed by a low-pass
filter and amplified by a high -gain
amplifier, whose output signal is fed to a
phase-splitter which yields two equal
outputs in antiphase to drive the VCOs
in push-pull. cancelling the input phase
noise at the second IF stage. Thus,
amplitude noise is removed from the
digital data by amplitude limiting and
phase noise is greatly reduced by negative feedback.
It is shown in Appendix A that the
effect of negative feedback is to reduce
the received phase noise by the factor
K2,. where KE >
is the feedback
voltage gain. As the signal power is
unaffected by the feedback loop, this
increases the signal-to-noise ratio at the
detector by the same factor K',.. So
Shannon's famous equation' can be
modified to yield
I

C

W,,log,

where W,,

is

[

1

+K',-(S/N)J hit/s

the base bandwidth of the

tures of this new hypothesis are
described hereafter.

Postulates

There

similarity between the
physical world of relative motion
and the wireless world of relative
is a

information.

Relative information can he
obtained from two signals with frequency and phase information.
Signal power and noise power can
he effectively separated by using
sum and difference signals.

Geometrical model
The 'wireless world' of communication is illustrated geometrically as a
four-dimensional frequency/phase
system defined by (wi,w,,,w,,, jc[3)
where w,,w are the lower and upper carrier frequencies, w,, is the hit
rate frequency, (3 = w/c is the
phase -change coefficient of free
space and w is the offset frequency
assumed a priori to he constant.
The three orthogonal frequencies
(w, wU,wh) define the signal and
noise planes which are considered
to be orthogonal because signal
power can be separated from noise
power by using relative frequency
and phase information. The imaginary fourth dimension (jc(3) is
shown as a 'point in phase' which
can change in any arbitrary direction such as RS between transmitter and receiver.
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F.R., Noise, Edward Arnold,

Appendix

Appendix A
Any random noise voltage can be considered in
terms of an amplitude component and a phase

component, relative to an accompanying carrier
signal. In the relative frequency-shift keying (RFSK)
system, the amplitude component is removed by

,

B

Each offset carrier in the RFSK system can be
regarded as part of a non-coherent FSK system with
an error probability Pe = 1/2 exp E/2N, where E is ;the energy per bit and No is the noise power spectral
density. As the frequency errors in the two offset,
carriers are uncorrelated, especially if the two offset '
carriers are well separated, the joint error probability
is given by Pe.Pe = P2e. Thus, we obtain bit -error rate
which is plotted below.

-

-

Combined feedback loops reduce phase-noise
voltage by K,.
16r_

amplitude limiting, while the phase component gives
rise to phase noise, which is important because it
produces digital errors in the system.
In the RFSK system, noise, voltages in the two
channels are correlated prior to the detector. Hence,
by the superposition theorem, the two channels can
be combined and treated as a single -loop feedback
system if the noise voltages shown have their
combined RMS values.
Referring to the diagram let v, be input phase noise
voltage; v,, feedback phase noise voltage; ve, phase
noise error voltage; v., output phase noise voltage;
K,, forward voltage gain; and Kr feedback voltage

-4

0

4
(E

pared.
Furthermore, let (S/N), be the signal-to-noise ratio
(open -loop), (S/N)0 the signal-to-noise ratio (closed
loop) and Kr the feedback voltage gain. Now, we have

(S/N), = E/T

E.R

NoB

N,B

where T Is the bit duration, R is the bit rate and
the noise bandwidth. Hence

ve=v,-v,
v, =

=

V,

or

v,

1

+

1

+ K,Kr
(since Kr

v,

Kr + 1/K,

>

1/K,)

The output phase -noise voltage has been reduced
by the factor Kr relative to the input phase-noise
voltage due to negative feedback. l he corresponding
output phase noise power is therefore reduced by

the factor K2F.

1

190

=

1/4

exp (B/R)(S/N).

K,Kr

K,v,

- Kr

BER

and

As the signal power is unaffected by the feedback loop, from Appendix A we obtain

1

v,

v, =

B is

E/N, = (B/R)(S/N),

Ve

with

_

KFVo

v,=ve+V,=ve(1 +K,Kr)

or
and

16

Bit -error rates for RFSK and FSK com-

gain.
Now

12

8

/ Np) dB

(S/N)c

= K2r(S/N),

and on closed -loop we have
BER

=
=

1/4
1/4

exp-(B/R)(S/N)0
exp-(B/R) K2r(S/N).

Typically, if B/R = 4, Kr = 8 and (S/N), = 1 (at the
Input to the detector), we obtain by calculation
BER

= 10-1°°

which is extremely small.

European Scrambling Systems, circuits,
tactics and techniques. by J. W.A.
McCormac. Guidebook to the world of
satellite and cable television encryption,
giving detailed insight into the methods used
by the professional pirate- i.e. the designer
of unauthorized descramblers for sale to the
public. The author's principal message is
that those who design scrambling systems for
the likes of Sky Television, Filmnet and the
rest tend to produce schemes which look
highly secure on paper but have weak points
which can he exploited by the
knowledgeable and determined pirate.
Invariably this is due to a failure to consider
the system from the pirate's point of view.
Techniques described in the hook include
both electronic ones (don't bother to protect
your system with a ram hack -up battery
which disconnects when someone removes
the lid -real hackers regard that as kids'
stuff) and the human variety (you can extract
a surprising amount of information from
willing sources in cable companies by
cultivating the right telephone manner- but
don't bother trying it in an Irish accent).
Unfortunately the hook is much let down
by poor presentation and poor organization
of its material. The author revisits topics
again and again; yet since he allows us no
index, no page numbering and few sect ion
headings (pages are reproduced from his
laser -printed original), it is difficult for the
reader to ret urn to earlier points which have
stuck in the mind. Anecdotes and references
are tantalizingly difficult to follow up
because they are frequently unattributed
even when there can have been no possibility
of incriminating anyone: one paragraph
refers, for example, to "a design for a
MAAST descrambler... published in a wellknown English language magazine" without
saying which one or when -can it have been
E& WW? Circuit diagrams, where given, are
incomplete or in block form only; indeed,
there are few illustrations except in achapter
devoted to techniques for receiving the new
Irish multi -point video distribution systems
on 2.5-2.68G1 Iz.
Quite a lot of space is wasted on computer -

generated tables which sprawl diffusely over
page after page, and on frequent episodes of
sniping at "amateur" hackers and system
designers. Thomson, the French consumer
electronics company, is spelt with an

intrusive p throughout. At £29. even
including postage, the price seems very high.
"European Scrambling Systems" is
published by FM Media Services, VSL
I louse. Cookstown Industrial Estate.
Tallaght. Co. Dublin, Republic of Ireland
(280 pages. A5, soft covers) and is available
by post from J. Vincent Technical Books, 24
River Gardens, Purley, Reading RG8 813X.
tel. 0734-414468, at £29 (payable by Access,
Mastercard. UK cheque etc.); airmail costs
£I extra within Europe. £3 outside. The
same supplier offers a range Mother
publicar ions on this and related topics.
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HATELY ANTENNA

/1\
1

SKYWARE°

TECHNOLOGY

Kenfield Place, ABERDEEN AB1 7UW, Scotland, U.K.

Phone Orders 6.30-9.30 evenings only to (0224) 316004.

Access and RSGB cards

CROSSED-FIELD ANTENNA GROUND PLANE KIT
JOIN THE ELECTROMAGNETIC REVOLUTION

BE A PIONEER ALONG WITI I I S

Enjoy demonstrating the amazing new Crossed Field Antenna which synthesizes radio waves of any band on HF
(Top Band to Ten Metres) using the diminutive GP3 which is less than 40 centimetres high (total volume 16 litres)
fed by two RG58/U cables, resting on a plain metal ground plane 1 metre square (sent by post as two halves so
you can assemble it up in your loft after getting it up through the hatch). Complete with Phasing Unit for up to
400W RF output. Suitable for amateurs, & commercial evaluation tests.
it will radiate from a Dormer roof, an attic, a balcony, or a caravan. In fact anywhere you can live you can radiate
any band from 160m to 10m. The neighbours won't notice it, the planners can't Dbject. It folds away for transport
so you can take it away with you and radiate from your room. It's efficient and broadband, easy to operate.
FULL TECHNICAL DETAILS send 4 First Class Stamps (or 3 (RC's). Price of the GP3 complete kit including
Postage and VAT £400. Europe Air Mail £450. USA £500.

Reíer Electronics World + Wireless World March 1989 216-218 & Nov. 1989 pp 1109-1111
P.S. For

stations with plenty of space, HAT also produces a range of very
CAPACITOR BALUN's known as the DD antennas. Write for details to.

efficient wire antennas with

Proprietor: Maurice C. Hately, M Sc FIEE Chartered Electrical Engineer (GM3HAT)
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COMMERCIAL QUALITY

COOKE INTERNATIONAL
SERVICES
The International Source of Second User Test
Instruments
All visitors are welcome at our well stocked showroom.
Detailed lists available with realistic prices
Also good quality used equipment purchased
Overseas and Trade enquiries welcome

Unit 4, Fordingbridge Site, Main Road Barnhám,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex P022 OEB.
Tel: 0243 545111 Fax: 0243 542457
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The IC -R7000, advancedtechnology, continous coverage communications ecerver
r

has 99 programmable memoies covering aircraft, man me, FM broadcast,

Amateur radio, television and weather satellite bonds For simplified operation
and quick tuning the IC -R7000 features direct keyboard entry Precise frequencies
can be selected by pushing the d gut keys in sequence of the frequency of by turning
the main tuning knob FM wide/FM not ow/AM upper and lower SSB modes with
6 tuning speeds: 0.1, 1.0, 5, 10, 12 5 and 25kHz A sophisticated scanning system
provides instant access to the most used frequencies. By depressing the Auto -M
switch the IC -R7000 automatically memo. uses frequencies that ore in use whilst it
is in the scan mode, this allows you to recall fr equencues that wer e un use Readout
is clearly shown on a dual -colour fluorescent display Options include the
OPC12rnfraredremotecantrolleu,voicesynthesizerandHP.1headphones
Icon

..IL....
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SCANNING RECEIVER

Authorised Welsh distribution by:
M.R.S. Communications ltd. Cardiff. Tel 0222 224167

Please send information on Icom products & my nearest Icom dealer

(Name/address/postcode:

(Status:
LPostto:Icom (UK)

Tel:

lb. Dept. WW, FREEPOST, Herne Bay, Kent CT68BR1
CIRCLE NO. 119 ON REPLY CARD
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PIONEERS
Photo Counesy of DEC

he used to

give away

nanoseconds but with the advance of technology they have
been replaced by picoseconds,
packaged for her by DEC. She

holds strong opinions, regarding "we've
always done it this way," and "it can't he
done" as a bull regards a red rag. She
even has a clock that runs anticlockwise to show that conventions can
he broken, and she is the darling of the

1

American programming fraternity.
Though she has received numerous
medals and awards and honorary degrees (eight in 1984 alone) she regards
her greatest honour as having served in
the United States Navy from which she
retired as a rear -admiral. And you have
probably never heard of her.
If you love programming in machine
code, read no further. If you don't, and
if you think computer languages should
look like English instead of hieroglyphics, then you have good reason to
he thankful to Grace I topper. Almost
from the day the first one was built she
has held that computers should help
people get answers instead of making
life more difficult. She wrote the first
compiler, the first program to look like
English, and it became the basis of
Cobol, one of the most popular computer languages of all time.
When, at the age of 79, she began a
new career with the Digital Equipment

PIONEERS

Corporation, its vice president
observed: "she has accomplished and
experienced so much that younger people who associate with her will have the
opportunity to learn at a rapid pace,
whether they want to or not."
She was born Grace Brewster Murray
on the 9th December, 1906 in New York
City, the oldest of three children. ler
father was a insurance broker and the
family had a summer home in New
Hampshire where they spent their holidays. She attended private school in
New York City before graduating with a
BA from Vassar College in New York
State in 1928, having studied mathematics. physics and engineering. This was
followed by an MA in 1930 and a PhD in
mathematics in 1934, both from Yale. A
PhD in mathematics was a rarity then
(Yale awarded about two a year) and
for a woman to get one was remarkable.
But Grace Hopper is a remarkable
woman.
After marrying Vincent Foster Hopper in 1930 (they divorced in 1945) she
began a career teaching mathematics at
Vassar where she climbed the ladder
until taking leave of absence to join the
US Naval Reserve in December 1943.
That was to he the major turning point
in her life. The Navy, and sorting out
I

Grace M. Hopper:

originator of the first
compiler and
computer language
to use English
statements.

Naval computer programs, were to become the dominant features of her life
and the foundations on which her renown rests.
After the compulsory period of training and commissioning as a junior grade Lieutenant she was drafted to the
bureau of Ordance Computation Project at Harvard, home of the electromechanical I larvard Mk I or ASCC

computer. It was a monster of a
machine and for a long time was thought
MAKE A NANOSECOND

-

One of the charming things about
Grace Hopper is her custom of giving
away nanoseconds. You can make
one yourself, it's simply a piece of
wire 11.78 inches long
the maximum distance light or electricity can
travel in one nanosecond. With the
advance of technology she had to.
change her gifts to picoseconds, one
thousandth of a nanosecond. That

-

presented a problem until she
thought of grains of pepper. DEC
had some packets made up for her
said to hold 1000 grains, "but don't
think they ever counted 'em".
1

to he the first general-purpose computer to have been built. When she even-

tually found it, in a laboratory basement, she met the Commander - the
now famous Howard Aiken. The Navy
had ignored his plea that I lopper should
not waste time on Naval training when
he had work for her to do. "Where the
hell have you been?" were his welcoming words.
Aiken was a tough taskmaster, she
recalls, and immediately gave her a
problem to solve on the computer -by
next Thursday." Fortunately she was
rescued by two young ensigns who were
already coding the machine and today
she is still proud to have been "the third
Continued over page
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UNAOHM EP741FMS
FIELD STRENGTH METER/SPECTRUM ANALYZER

.

0
l+.i'

"" `r_

TV Bands - 4

Function:

NORMAL
ZOOM

digit counter with 109KHz resolution
FM Band - 5 digit :ounter with 10KHz resolution
Reading Accuracy reference xtal ./digit
1

1

TV

Monitor

picture only
2 to horizontal magnification of picture
1

.

.

1

. .

38 9MHz to 860MHz. continuously adjustable via a geared -down vernier

Frequency Reading:

--I.~1-

r.fel,'',

«Ir,

Frequency Range:

1g"

-

r--

m.

picture line sync pulse (with chromaburst if TV signal is coded
for colour
I

-

Panorama:

Panoramic display of the frequency spectrum within the selected band and of tuning marker

Panorama Expansion

Adjustable expansian of

Analogue
Measurement:

20 to 4008 Static measurement of received signal
tube) to rms value of signal level

DC/AC Voltmeter:

510 50V

Measurement
Range:

20 to 1304BuV in ten 10dB attenuation steps for all bands
steps fo F

Measurement
Indication:

ANALOGUE brighiress stripe against calibrated scale superimposed on picture tube
length is proportional to the sync peak of the video signal

Video Output:

BNC connector

DC Output:

a 12V/50mA maximim

TV

a

portion of the spectrum around the tuned frequency
Scale calibrated in dBuV (at top of picture

-60 to 130dBuV in nine 1008

I

Receiver:

Additional
Features:

lVpp maximum on 7501
Power supply source for boosters and converters

Tunes in and displays CCIR system
(1) Video input
earphones

I

TV

signals

Other standards upon request

750. (2) 12V input for external car banery (3) Output connector for stereo

£1344.00nett:

PRICE:`'

The stripe

excluding V.A.T. and Carriage

UNAOHM EP742
FIELD STRENGTH METER/SPECTRUM ANALYZER
. Synthesized Tuning 91 channels, Programme Storage
(EP815 Satellite Converter can be added as illustrated)
Specificalior as EP741

r.

PRICE:

r

,.,

'
r)

rr

Frequency Range of
Input Signal:

950MHz to 1750MIt Frequency is continuously adjustable through

Frequency Reading:

Throughout the frequency meter of the associated field strength meter

Input Signal Level:

From 20 :o 100dBu4 in two ranges -2010 70 and 7010 100

Power Source:

Available at BNC input connectors as follows 158 DC10 5A internal or 25V DC maximum external

Satus Indication:

Continuity, overload and short circuit conditions

Demodulation:

FM for PAL and SEGAM coding
optional IAAC decode

Audio Subcanier:

5.5MHz

PRICE:.

- 1 --

LIh'LO -" .'r"':"r1

Nn.N
.

E

dim

AbHM

--

111-,1-1
-

£536.20

geared -Down control

circuit are all shown by LEO lights

Switching to MAC system is provided together with room for an

continuously adjustable. Provision for an automatic frequency control

nett. excluding.V.A.T. and Carriage

INPUT

Sensitivity:

20 to 130dBuV in ten 10 -dB steps for TV and FM bands 6010 130dBuV in eight
10 -dB steps for

Readout:

Digital* input signal rvel provided directly in dB

e_

1,'

y

W 7 5MHz

of power

a

UNAOHM EP760
COLOUR TV FIELD STRENGTH METER

.

A

or

V.A.T. and Carriage

UNAOHM EP815
T.V. SATELLITE CONVERTER

rt.:
,

11498.00 left, excluding

,

tt

FREQUENCY
Range:

If

I

Selection:

38 9MHzto 860MHz
-99 channel frequency synthesis within bands -III -IVA/ -30 program storage
capabilities -manual tuning with sharp -tune control

Readout:

Two LCD displays, the first for cnannel or program, the latter for frequency in MHz

I

with 100KHz resolution for TV bands and 10KHz for FM

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
Frequency Range:
The entire

N

and FM range

It

is possible to display

a

portion of the selected

band

Marker:

Two markers are available in different colours and with digital frequency reading
In addition lo locating frequencies, they are used to define frequency intervals

Video Filter:

A

swilchable video filar is provided to improve measurement accuracy in
connection with Unaonm noise generator NG750

SYNC PULSE DISPLAY

Display:

The entire horizontal blanking time, sync pulse and burst included, is displayed
on the left side of the oicture tube

AUDIO
Mono:

N

Stereo:

TV and FM audio can on heard through a pair of earpieces (Z equal to or higher

and FM audio can se heard through a loudspeaker. 0 5W maximum power

than 8(3)

VIDEO

TAYLOR BROS (OLDHAM) LTD.

External video

Approx 1Vpp on 7553 positive polarity

Pin pair 19-20 of SCART

input/output:

BISLEY STREET WORKS, LEE STREET,
OLDHAM, ENGLAND. OL8 EE
1

RGB output:

Approx 1Vop on 751;3

Teletext decoder:

All teletext pages broadcast can be recalled by means of the front keyboard of the

unit

TEL: 061-652-3221 TELEX: 669911 FAX: 061 626 1736

PRICE:

CM
R( I f NO.

Pins 7-11-15 of SCART

12/ ON RCN) CARD

,£2465.40 nett.

excluding V.A.T. and Carriage.
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programmer on the first large-scale
digital computer".
The Mark I was followed by II and
Ill. One story Grace Hopper likes to
relate is the origin of the term "debugging" a computer. In the hot summer of
1945 a moth got into one of the relays of
the Mark II and was "beaten to death".
After that whenever they had to explain
lack of progress to Aiken "we told him
that we were debugging the computer".
It was probably not the earliest use of
the term "hug" to describe a problem.
but Grace believes it to be the origin of
the term "debugging a computer".

At the end of the war, when she was
told she was too old to continue her
Naval career, she declined to return to
Vassar and instead joined Harvard,
continuing to work on the Mark II and
I11. She still has a high regard for the Mk
II, "No-one has done as well since," she
maintains, referring to its logic design.
and recommends designers to read its
manual.
In 1949 she entered the brand new
world of commercial computers, joining
the Eckert-Mauchly Computer Corporation where the builders of the
famous Eniac were constructing the
Univac (Universal AutomaticComputer). Univac was the first large American commercial computer. It was very
successful even it it did virtually bankrupt the company, which was sold to
Remington Rand in 1950. In turn they
were taken over by the Sperry Corporation. Grace stayed with what was now
I

" We quickly realised

that management
wouldn't know what a
list was, and we changed
that word to 'file' and
kept 'files' so they'd
understand alright."
the Univac division throughout all the
changes.
It was in 1952 that she developed the
first compiler - the A-0, soon followed
by A -I and A-2. The compilers translated a program into machine-readable
code. Now it was obvious to anyone
with a grain of sense that computers
cannot write programs. so "I had a
running compiler and nobody would
touch it because, they carefully told me,
computers could only do arithmetic;
they could not do programs." Changing
management's ideas of what computers
can and cannot do was to be a frequent
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"A ship is safe in
port, but that is
not what ships
are built.for."

problem, but one she has cracked many
times.
As computers became faster it was
obvious to her that ways were needed to
make programming easier and faster.
The days of needing a PhD in mathematics to program a machine had to be
numbered. There were not enough
PhDs around!
Convinced that the real problem was
to produce correct programs fast and to
get answers for people fast (a fact she
believes we have lost sight of) she
wanted a way of programming which
could be used by "plain, ordinary people, who had problems they wanted to
solve," be they engineers, business people, or whatever.
In December 1953 she and her colleagues proposed to their management
that mathematical programs should be
written in mathematical notation and
data processing programs in English
statements. They got nowhere, because
"computers couldn't understand English words". By early 1955 she had
gone ahead anyway ("you can always
apologise later") and produced a pilot
version of a compiler B-0, complete
with a short program written with English statements, to show to management.
Thinking the program looked rather
small, Grace and her team produced
French and German versions as well,
only to he met with the view that "A
respectable American computer, built
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, could
not possible understand French or German!" To the programmers it was a
simple substitution of bit patterns, to
management it was a move into foreign
languages. It took four months to get
approval for an English -only version.
The 13-0 (B for business) compiler
was renamed Flow-matic by the sales
department and as such it is known.
"You can't do anything about the sales
department," says Grace, "you just
have to let 'em go ahead". It was the
first computer language to use English]
statements. By 1957 there were at least
three computer languages in use in the
USA including Fortran and Flow -mat ic;
only the last mentioned used English.
As more machines and more people
became'rnvolved with computing, there

was an increasing need for universal
languages which would run on any computer. In April 1959 a meeting of half a
dozen people, including Grace I lopper,
decided to call together representatives
from competing organizations to agree
on a common business -oriented language. The next month about 40 delegates met for two days and started to
define what was needed. This was the
origin of Cobol. They also agreed on the
need to make maximum use of simple

English. Short-range, medium -range
and long-range language development
committees were set up, together with
an executive committee. Grace was one
of two advisers to the executive committee.
The outcome was Cobol 60, produced

by the short-range committee.
Although Grace hopper was not a
member of the committee, she and her
Flow-matic strongly influenced Cobol.
It is not stretching a point too far to
describe Flow-matic as the root from
which Cobol grew, though Hopper (lid
I

not invent it. Grace has sometimes been
called "Grandma Cobol". The executive committee, renamed Codasyl. is I
believe, still going strong and Grace
Hopper has long been associated with
it
Throughout her career in industry she
maintained her career in the Navy reserve until they retired her in January
1966. Eighteen months later she was
recalled to active duty for six months to
standardize the Navy's computer pro:
grams. As the Ne v York Times expressed it, "to impose discipline on a Babel of
computer languages." The six months

stretched

a

little bit;

she

retired from

the navy for the second time 20 years

later, in August 1986, aged 79. Within a.
month she had joined DEC as a senior
consult ant!
She will not lie down and has little
respect for those who stop learning at
40, 50, or 60. "I like learning." she says,
"I always have." And she loves gadgets,
"I have to find out how they work." She
even admits that in her heart, when she
first saw the Harvard Mark I, her reaction was. "Gee, that's the prettiest
gadget l ever saw."

Further reading
History of Programming Languages, by
R.L. Wexelblat (Ed), Academic Press, 1981
ACM SIGPLAN Conference Proceedings,
June 1-3,1978.
.-abacus,

vol.2, no.

1,

pp7-l8
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Quality Antenna Rotators now
available in the UK from

RADIO
TRANSCEIVERS/RECEIVERS

CLARK MASTS í TECHNICAL SERVICES) LTD

SMC the leading European specialist in general
radio communications have developed modular

systems for rapid delivery, particularly useful
for emergencies, disasters, political unrest and
aid concerns. This can consist of rugged, simple
to use, HF transceivers i.e. the FT80C with a
frequency range of 1.5.30MHz used with either
one of the SMC basic wide band antennas, or
more efficient, the multi spot frequency
antennas complete with transportable masts.
More powerful and complex transceivers are
also available.
Where monitoring or reception is required then
either the FRG8800 HF receiver with VHF option
or the cRG9600 VHF, UHF all mode scanning
receiver are available with proven quality,
sensitivity and reliability, at reali:.tic prices.

Primarily designed for mobile
antenna systems Winter Rotators
are now more widely used cn fixed
masts and towers for Post Office
Broadcasting, Telephone, Television
and Military purposes.
Precise directional stability and
control.
Light in weight in proportion to the
antenna size deployed.
Suitable for parabolic antennas
from 0.6m to 3.0m diameter.
Can accommodate log periodic
and other antennas to users
special requirement.
Designs based on
20 years experience.'
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full self-contained extremely lightweight,

yet tough enough to withstand rough handling
and quick assembly in adverse terrain.
The TEB series of spot frequency HF beam
antennas give excellent forward gain, rugged
construction for long life, at a cost effective

TWB2S30

price.
If you require further information on the 300
various support mounts. HF, VHF or UHF
antennas, simply call CO, our new shortform
catalogue.
Both can be supplied with the most efficient
antennas and desirable accessories.

TEB3

CLARK MASTS (TECHNICAL SERVICES) LTD..
20 Ringwood Road, Binstead, Isle of Wight, P033 3NX England.
Tel: (0983) 67090. Telex: 86224. Fax: (0983) 81 1157.

SMC LTD, SM HOUSE, SCHOOL CLOSE, CHANDLERS FORD
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, EASTLEIGH, HANTS S05 3BY.
Tel: (0103) 255111. Telex: 477351 SMCOMM G. Fax: 0703 263507
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With 48 years- experience in the design and ma-ufactLre of
several hundred thousand transformers we can supply:

AUDIO. FREQUENCY TRANSFO

a

HERS OF

M & B RADIO
,

EVERY TYPE
YOU NAME IT!
WE MAKE IT!
-

OUR' RANGE]NCLUDES:
Microphone transformers (all types). Microphone Splittar/ ;cmbiner tansformers. Input and Otlput transforrhers. Di-ect Injection transformers for Guitar's.
Multi -Secondary ou:put transformers. Bridging transformers Lne transformers.
Line transformers to B.T. Isolating Test Specification. Tappec inpedanca matching transformers. Gramophone Pickup transformers. Audic Mixing Desk tansfortners (all types). Mñiature transformers- Microminiature iraneformers'or PCB
mounting. Experimental Yransformers. Utra low frequency transforme -s. Ultra linear and other transformers for Valve Anplifiers up to 50C watts. Inductive Loop
transformers. Smoothing' Chokes. Filter Inductors, Amplifiers to 100 volt line
transformers (from a few watts up to 1,0)0 watts), 100 volt .ins transformers to
speakers. Speaker matchlñgtransformers (all powers), Colunn Loud -speaker
transformers up to 330 watts or more.
We can design for RECORDING QUALITY, STUDIO ZUALITd,' HI -Fl
QUALITY OR P.A. QUALITY. OUR PRICES ARE HIGHLY CO.APETITTJE AND
WE SUPPLY LARGE OR SMALL DUANTITIES AND EVEN .SINGLE
TRANSFORMERS. Many standard 'types are in stock and normal dispatch
tines are short and sensible,
OUR CLIENTS COVER A. LARGE NUMBER CF EROADCASTING
AUTHORITIES, MIXING DESK MANUFACTURERS, RE --CORDING STUDIOS,
HI -Fl ENTHUSIASTS, BAND GROUPS AND PUBLIC ADDRESS FIRMS.
Export is a speciality and we have overseas clients in,the CO5IMONWEALTH,
EEC, USA, MIDDLE EAST etc.
Send for our questionnaire which, when completed enables us to post
quotations by return

TRANSFORMERS
S0wTER

(LEEDS)

THE NORTH'S LEADING USED TEST -EQUIPMENT DEALER
Oscilloscopes
Tektronn 475 200MHZ Dual Trade Delayed TB
Tektronix 2445 I50MHZ Four Trace Delayed TB
Tektronix 7603 Mam Frame 7853 7A18 7418
Tektronix 4754 250MHZ Dual Trace Delayed TB
Tektronix 1935A 35MHZ Dual Trace Portable
Tektronix T912 Portable Storage
Tektronix 1915 15MHZ Dual Trace
HP 1703A Oval Trace Storage Oscilloscope
HP 1715A 200MHZ Dual Trace with OOM Opt
HP 1740A 100MHZ Dual Trace Qual Trace
Wkuv 5060 0OMHZ Oscilloscope Bo.ed as New
Too CS2100 I O0MHZ Dual Trmebase
Rubin 3232 10MHZ True Dual Trace
Philips 3234 1 OMHZ Storage Osctlosc,pe
Telequipmerl 0755 50MHZ Dual Trace Delayed TB
Telegmpmeet D83 50MHZ Dual Trace Delayed TB
Telegmpment D81 15MHZ Dial Trace
Telequgnnert 01016 10MHZ Dual Trace
Cower CDU 150 35MHZ Dkual Trace Delayed TB

SIGNAL GENERATOR
Marconi TF2008 10KH? 510MHZ AM FM
Marconi 112002 I OKHZ.72MHZ AM FM
Marconi TF2015 10KHZ 520MHZ AM FM
Marconi 112015 with TF2171 Synchroniser
Marconi TF2912 UHF 400MHZ.520MHZ FM
Marconi TF I086 10.470MHZ AM FM
Marconi 11995 I 220MHZ AM FM
Philips PM5324 110MHZ AM FM vnth Sweeper
Racal 90119062 10KHZ 160MHZ Synthesized
TEST EQUIPMENT
Marconi 112350 Mobile Radio Test Set
Marconi 2331 Distortion Meter
Marconi TF2955 Communicator Test Set
Att
Marconi TF2)05R Dual AF AF Oscillator
Marconi Tí2160 AF Montored Attenu.rtor
Marconi TF 1313 0I % LCR Bodge
Marconi TF2120 Waveform Generator
Marconi 112300 Modulation Meter
Marconi 112303 Modulation Meter as new
Marconi 112600 AF Millivolt Meter
Marcos 112504 RI Millivolt Meter (1500MHZ)
Marconi TF2550 FET Mur,meters

if

Marconi 111065 Radiotelephone RF/AF Power Mona
Marconi Tí6460 RI Power Meter I0MHZ-40GHZ
Adret Codasync 10MHZ Sylh-Generator
Dymar 1785 Mod Meter 3-480 MHZ Ma,es.Batt

b
x

£599
£1450
£900
£750
£350
£400
£225
£450
£895
£600
£495
£425
£195
£300
£275
£290
£145
£135
£155

£400
£100
4375

1500
£150
£175
£85
1175

1500

£500
£250
£4 000
£325
£ 100
£

150

£225
£ 175

£300
£30
£75
£100
£50
£250
£195
L65

Dymar 1585 AF Power Meter
Racal 409 Meter 1200 MHZ
Radford 1002 0M52 Audio Test Set
HP 202C Audio Oscillator
Farrell LFM2 Audio Generator
Farnell TM4 Microvolt Meter
Levell TM3 Microvolt Meter
Levell TG150 Audio Oscillator
HP 4001 AC Voltmeter
HP 34000 RM s Vgmeler
HP 3403C True RMS Voltmeters
Sennhener UPM550 10 HZ- I MHZ AF Meter
Radford LOO4E Oe,llalor
DAWE 419C While Norse Generator
Gen RAD 1383 Random Norse Generator
Gen Rad 13908 Random Noise Generator

£45
£ 150

£200
£50
£75
£75

£35
£20
£150
£ 150

from £300
£ 195

£450
£45
£195
£75
£150

Radwmet5er SMGI Stereo Generator
HP 538aA 80MH1 Freq Counter
Racal 9839 570 MHZ Freq Counter
Racal 9915M 560MHZ Freq Counter
Iwatso SC7103 1002 I GHZ New Freq Counter
Marconi 2432A Freq Counter
HP3465A Drgtal Multirneter
Solatron.Schlumberger 7065 IEEE Voltmeter
Racal VHF RT Calibrator
Racal VHF.UHF Calibrator 9054
AIM 401 LCR Comparator Databodge

LI00
£ 135
£ 195

£425
1400
£150
£350
£25
£75

£275
£300
£65
£200
£150
£95

Wayne Kerr Comp Meter Set
Philips Pulse Generator IHZ I00MHZ
HP VHF Oscillator 32008 10 500MHZ
HP 6518 Test Oscillator
Gen Rad 13108 2HZ 2M HZ Oscillator
Gen Rad 1362 UHF Oscillator 220-820MHZ
HP 501 IT Logic Trouble Shooting Kit
Bradley 156 Os, dlnuope Cahbrator
MarconiTF 1245 1247 1248 Q Meter
Thorn WG83 RTV Sync Pulse Generator
Brandenburg 470 0 2 5EV Power Supply

£75

£100
£200
£300
£195
£75

Cohrent Radiation 212 Power Meter
Fluke 61604 Freq Synthesiser 0 30MHZ
AVO 8 MKIII Multimeter
HP R532A Freq Meter 26-40GHZ
HP R382A Variable Att 26-40GHZ
HP 432A Crystal Detector 10MHZ to 124GHZ
HP182T 85588 Spectrum Analyser 115GHZ
HP 141 T 85538 8552A 110MHZ Spectrum Analyser

£ 150

£150
£60
£100
£100
£50
£3000
£2000
£650
£500

HP8443A Tracking Generator
HP8750A Normaluer

ALL PRICES PLUS VAT AND CARRIAGE

PO Box 36, Ipswich IP1 2EL, England.
Phone: 0473 252794 818473 219390

-

Faz: 0473 236188
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ANTENNAS

Write for free catalogue

Telex: 987703G

,

The TWB2530 and TEB3 are just two samples of
the large range HF, VHF and UHF antennas
available from SMC. Both have been specifically
designed for users with very different
requirements showing me breadth of our
capability. The rugged transportable TW82530

Electronically controlled
antenna positioning in
azimuth and elevation.

b

South Midlands
Communications

SMC

ANTENNA ROTATORS

ELECTRONICS WORLD + WIRELESS WORLD

86 Bishopgate Street, Leeds LS1 4BB.
Tel: 0532 435649. Fax: (0532) 426881
CIRCLE NO. 134 ON REPLY CARD
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DATA CONVERSION

uick ADCs traditionally

or
successive approximation. Both rely on complex analogue circuitry,
possibly with laser trimming and other costly production techniques. Sigma -delta converters represent a radically different approach.
Much of the circuitry is digital - in the
case of the Motorola DSP56ADCI6,
only 10 per cent of the device is anause flash conversion

logue.
A simple approach to analogue to
digital conversion would he to compare
the output of a dac with the input signal.
If the input were smaller, a controller
could decrease the output of the dac, if
larger. it could increase the output of
the dac. In this way, the ADC could
iteratively find the input voltage, but
would need to perform many comparisons before finding a result. This is
similar to the technique used in successive approximation.
A system for doing this is shown in
Fig. 1. Here, the dac's output is subtracted from the input. The resulting
voltage is then compared with a reference, and the output used to control the
increment or decrement of the dac
value. When the dac's value reaches the
required resolution, the control logic
will hunt about the true value. When
this condition is detected, the control
logic may signal a new output.
Suppose the dac generates accurate

outputs although contaminated with
high frequency noise above the sampling rate. If this gets into the comparator, it will cause random changes in the
dac output value. This must not be
allowed to happen, so a low pass filter
(integrator) is used to reduce the noise

Sigma-delta

conversion
Sigma -delta analogue

to digital converters
offer a magical
combination of high
resolution and
sampling rate at
low cost.
Ralph Weir

Input

Zero

comparator

A direct voltage is applied to the
modulator, say 3/4V, as in the previous
example. Assuming that the single -bit
dac's output and the integrator's output
are both initially zero, the input signal
passes through the integrator, and at
time IT trips the comparator to the high
state. At this stage, the integrator's
output is 3/4V, and the dac output is
driven high.
Setting the dac's output high applies
-1/4V to the integrator's inputs, so its
output decreases until the comparator
changes state. As the output is at 3/4V,
the integrator must swing IV before its
output is negative, but the slew rate of
the output is -(1/4)V/T. Thus, the transition takes four time intervals, and the
comparator switches to the low state at
5T, with the integrator's output at -1/
4V.
Once, again, this applies 3/4V to the
integrator's inputs. The integrator then
swings 3/4V in a single time interval,
reaching I/2V at 6T. The comparator
switches, and the process begins again.
The integrator now falls into a repetitive
cycle, taking 3T to trigger the comparator low, followed by IT to drive it high.
This process is shown in Fig.3.
Looking at the final output over
several samples, we see a pulse train
whose mean value settles to the level of
the input signal. Thus, the analogue
input has been converted to a binary bit
stream. The input and output of the
modulator could he regarded as identical, but with the output corrupted by

level.
If the filter is placed as in Fig.2, it will
process any noise being fed to the
comparator from either signal or reference inputs. As the filter only removes
noise outside the bandwidth of the
ADC, it does not affect the signal itself:
it supplements the antialiasing filters
commonly used to protect an ADC
from out of band signals.
So far, the putative ADC relies on a
dac to produce DC levels for the comparator, but with filtering for noise removal. This makes it only slightly different
to a successive approximation converter. However, the filter principle can be
used to simplify the dac, the expensive
section of a successive approximation

Fig. I. In one ofthe simplest possible
ADC implementations, a dac generates a
reference that is compared with the
input and used to update the dac output.
Eventually the dac's control value

This

converter.

converges toward the required result.

ly in the megahertz region, and is usual -
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- to -a

converter

Control
logic

Output

noise.
In fact, there are two main apparent
noise sources. The first is the square
wave produced by the modulator itself.
is

of a very high frequency, typical-
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ly removed by the decimation filters
described later.
The second noise source is introduced
by the modulator falling into a repetitive cycle. This cycle may have a frequency which could introduce noise into
the output lowering the effectiveness of
the straight sigma -delta modulator on
low frequencies. (At higher frequencies, the modulator does not have time
to fall into a cycle, so the problem is
eradicated). There are a number of
different approaches to reducing this
noise. The solution to the problem
emerges later.
Consider a typical bit stream. For
three quarters of the time, the signal is
at IV, while the rest of the time, the
signal is zero. Obviously, the average
value of this is 3/4V but, if this was
meant to be 3/4V DC, it has been
contaminated with very heavy high frequency noise. The waveform has two
discrete levels: l V and zero. Any other
voltage can be synthesized using the
same binary technique.
The precision of the output voltage
simply depends by how much the period
of the underlying square wave is shorter
than the period of the integrator. Such a
waveform is said to be sigma -delta modulated.
This technique can replace a multi -bit
dac. Special control logic and a single bit
dac can effectively emulate a multi -hit
dac. Circuit complexity has been traded
between analogue and digital circuits.
The control logic can be implemented
by a single signal path, connecting the
output of the comparator directly to the
input of the single -bit dac.
To see how the completed circuit
operates, consider a simple example.
To avoid confusing the issue with complex mathematics, we will reduce the
integrator so that its output slew rate is
Vin/T, where V;" is the input voltage to
the modulator, and T is the sample rate.

Input

Zero
comparator

D -to -a
converter

logic

Fig. 2. Enhancing the ADC ofFig. I by the addition of a smoothing filter as shown
improves immunity to noise from either the dac or the input signal.
Iv
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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VOLTASE

0.5

ov

-0.25

lv
DIFFERENCE
PS

INTEGRATOR
OUTPUT

OV

-0.25

lv
OUTPUT
IS IGMA-DELTA
BIT STREAM)

ov
-0-25
I

ST

6T

9T

I

10T

131 14T

17T

Fig. _3. Usinga one -hit ADC, Fig. 2's .4DC operates very simply. In response to a
positive input, the integrator's output climbs. At the next comparison interval, the
result is positive. The control logic sets the output high, applying a small negative
voltage to the integrator. This slowly ramps down and for the tree comparisons. no
change is seen by the comparator. On the fourth comparison, the output changes
state again. resulting in a repeating pattern with average value 0.81'.

Applying the technique
Single bit comparators and dacs are
relatively straightforward to implement
in silicon. A switched -capacitor filter
makes for a very compact sigma -delta
modulator capable of running at very
high sampling rates.
However. the data stream is of little
use for further processing in its raw
form requiring decode to a multi -bit
format for most applications. The high
speed allows for some sacrifice of sampling rate to achieve this.
This seemingly complex task is performed by a relatively simple digital
filter. The filter used has a very high
input sampling rate, a much lower out -

Output

Control

N s)

Fig. 4. The sigma -delta modulator
passes signal and noise according to the
transfer functions shown. Signal is lowpass filtered, while noise is high-pass

filtered, helping to reduce in -band noise

of the modulator and significantly
improve the ADC's performance.

ELECTRONICS WORLD + WIRELESS WORLD

put sample rate, and a low pass characteristic. Such a filter is known as a
decimating filter, and the ratio of the
two sampling rates is known as the
oversampling ratio.
The mathematical equation which
allows the calculation of the oversampling ratio, and hence the number of
samples required to attain a given output resolution, is not as straightforward
as it might at first appear. One would
expect that for n -bit resolution 2" bits
would he required to represent a signal.
This is in fact excessive, and may be
reduced considerably.
Deriving the sigma -delta modulator
as in Fig.4, the signal transfer function
for the modulator simplifies to:

1197
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Fig. 5. Noise generated by the single -hit
dac has been removed with the sigma delta modulator. The signal has been
low-pass filtered, reducing the need for
anti-aliasing filters.

dB
Signal

-20

Noise

Y(s)
X(s)

-40

s+

1

This is the s -domain representation of a
first -order low-pass filter. Deriving the
noise transfer function for the same
modulator produces:
s
Y(s)
s+1
N(s)

-80

-100

0

3000

1.25
5+04

6000
Frequency (KHz)

5.000

E04

This is the s -domain representation of a
simple high-pass filter.
Plotting the transfer functions produces the result shown in Fig.5. Here,
the signal is attenuated at higher frequencies, while the noise is shaped so
that very little of its content is in the low
frequency region.
By nesting modulators inside each
other, higher order modulators may be
implemented. These have higher order
filters in the signal and noise paths, so
the effect of splitting the noise from the
signal is accentuated. This allows later
circuitry to be simplified, as will he seen
later. however, as the modulator is
recursive, great care has to he taken to
prevent the modulator becoming unstable. Motorola's engineers have been
able to develop a stable third -order
device, which greatly simplifies post
processing of the signal.
An oversampling ratio of 64 was
finally used in conjunction with the
third -order modulator, giving an input
sampling rate of 6.4MHz. This choice
also simplified the later post processing
required on the serial hit stream to
produce the more useful parallel byte
output.
A 64:1 decimation filter capable of
attenuating the out -of-band noise by the
required 961IB would have required
something in excess of 2800 taps. In
view of this, the task of decimation has
been split between two filters, the first
with an oversampling ratio of 16, the
second with an oversampling ratio of 4.
Splitting the task of decimation filtering in this way gave the opportunity of
adding another feature to the device -a
higher output sample rate, hut with

FREQUENCY (Hz)
-.0050
PASSBAND RIPPLE IN -dB
-96.0000
STOPBAND RIPPLE IN -dB
20000.0
PASSBAND CUTOFF FREQUENCY
20050.0
STOPBAND CUTOFF FREQUENCY
400000.
SAMPLING FREQUENCY
ALL FREQUENCIES IN HERTZ
64 BITS - FLOATING POINT
QUANTIZATION
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LOU PASS FILTER
FIR (WINDOW) DESIGN
KAISER WINDOW
255
NUMBER OF TAPS:
FILTER DESIGN 1 ANALYSIS
SYSTEM
MOMENTUM DATA SYSTEMS, INC.

Fig. 7. The very sharp cut-off at 50k lb:
protects the ADC's output from signals
in the higher band. Input to this second
decimation filter is protected by the 16: I
primary filter which attenuates signals
in the 50-1600kHz band.
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reduced resolution. Taking the 16:1
decimator first, an output sample rate
of 400kllz may he achieved from the
6.4M11z input rate. Using this oversampling ratio results in 12 -hit resolution,
but with a much increased sample rate.
This gives the working block diagram
shown in Fig.6.

OUTPUT SELECT
SERIAL FORMAT

REF OUT

VOLTAGE
REFERENCE

-f

REF IN

Yin.

Aliasing

Vin

In most applications. an anti-aliasing
filter is required to prevent signals
above sampling rate from reaching the
converter. In the case of an audio
converter sampling at 100k1 Iz with 16 hit resolution, the best approximation
to the required performance would demand a 30 -pole Bessel filter. Implementing such a device in analogue
circuitry is expensive, and brings problems of stability with temperature and

time.
The sigma -delta ADC overcomes the
problem neatly. The third -order integrator used in the modulator attenuates
any high frequency noise entering the
device while still in the analogue domain. I lowever, the conversion takes
place at a very high rate. In the case of
the DSP56ADC16, the sample rate of
6.4M11z allows signals of up to I.6MI Iz
to be represented digitally, although
resolution outside the device's 100kI lz
operating bandwidth is obviously reduced. These signals are filtered digitally to the Nyquist rate as part of the
decimation process removing any signal
which may alias. As this is performed at
well above the sampling rate, Nyquist's
theorem is not violated.
Fig.7 is the transfer function of the
second decimation filter with an input
sample rate of 400kHz. A very sharp
cutoff can he seen at 50kHz, protecting
the ADC's output from signals in the
50-200k1 1z band. The input to this filter
is protected by the 16: primary decimation filter. which attenuates out of band
signals in the 50-1600kHz range.
I

-

CLACK
ANALOGUE
FRONT
END

16.1

DECIMATION
FILTER

-

SYNC

--

6.4MHz

6.4MHz

DATA

3.1MIiz

12.8MHz

FRAME

CLOCK_.

SYSTEM TIMING AND CONTROL.

DATA OUT
ENABLE

as

sigma -delta ADC (SOADCl6) gives 16-bit
Fig. 6. :11otorola's implementation
resolution at a 100kHz sampling rate, and alleviates the need for coinple r
anti-aliasing or sample and hold circuitry.

1

3rd order

-20
2nd order

-40
I

st

order

- 60
-80
-100
0

3000

6000

Frequency (KHz)

Fig. 8. Higher order delta -sigma modulators have /on er in -hand noise, hut higher
out -of band noise. This is a desirable feature; however, higher order modulators are
increasingly unstable. The 56ADC16's third -order modulator gives good
performance at a reasonable price.

produces less quantization noise than its

A feature of the sigma -delta modulator
is that the modulator itself shapes the
quantization noise at the output. Typical curves showing noise spectra from
sigma -delta modulators are given in
Fig.$. As can be seen, the modulator
produces little noise at low frequencies,
but signicantly more at higher frequencies - a direct result of the high pass
noise transfer function mentioned earlier. As we did not take this factor into

conventional counterpart although
there is a problem when digitizing close

December 1989

01.

SERIAL
INTERFACE
..

Noise performance

account in the above analysis, the in band noise generated by the converter
is far lower than suggested.
Overall the sigma -delta converter

z1
DECIMATION
FILTER

to DC. This state allows the sigma -delta
modulator to generate repetitive outputs. If these have a long enough
period, they will generate noise which
falls into the converter's bandwidth corrupting the output signal.
The DSI'56ADC16 includes additional circuitry to prevent this. The
input signal is mixed with a small dither
signal which prevents the modulator
from ever receiving true DC. This great
ly improves the small signal and low
frequency performance.

ELECTRON ICS WORLD + WIRELESS WORLD

Further reading
I. C.D. Thomson, A VLSI sigma -delta A/D
converter for audio and signal processing
applications. ICASSP 1989.
2. J.C. Candy, A use of double integration in
sigma -delta modulation, IEEE Transactions
on Communications, vol Com-33. no 3,
March 1985.
3. Yasayuki Matsuya et al, A 16 -bit oversampling A1)C technology using triple integration noise shaping, IEEE Journal of Solid
Starr Circuits, vol SC -22, no 6. December
1987.

Ralph Weir works

for Motorola,

East

Kilhride.
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SCIENCE

The earth's

electric field
and the sun
Anthony Idol)wood investigates the effect of solar radio
emission on the atmospheric electric field
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large gain in sol sr signal input from a
simple antenna..vhen com?ared ith
the tiny signal as a Itlkllz bandwidth
into an Id? con-.:rter feeding a communication receiver. The line-up comprises a 210111z. tuned. I'd13 gain RS
56(1(' RF pre -a tplifi.r chip feeding
another 2(Iá13 r -fl TRF amplification.
The amplified RF signal ,s detected and
fed to a ('A31)l4(lllbnfet-inp.It. temper-

s 9bilínd, 25d13 -gain DC op-amp
wish negative feedback operating from

ature

radioactive atmosphere coupling plate.
Over the last few weeks, synchro-

gabithzed 9V supply tapped at 3V for
the preamplifier. The mend, system
gain can he set at the detector. and
output stages. as well as by d_tunirg the
inputs.
The system is very stable. and detects

nized recordings have shown that there
is a very close link between the atmospheric electric field and solar radio
emission. Getting clear evidence of that
link has not been so easy, since the
atmospheric potential varies widely
little aF interference from other win the weather, and often totally
sources. To monitor any sustained in-_ masks any minor solar effects. The best
terfereice. the DC output is split. An conditions are when the weather is quiet
au_ in igial is extracted, an-pl.-fled and. and bright and when the atmospheric
led to a small loudspeaker which is on baseline holds steady with a clear sky
wfenever the system is ricerdiing The and little convective cloud.
other .output to the pen recoreer is
The sun's radio emission at 210MHz
damped by a large capacitór to cle.. n up is effectively a continuous analogue of
the trace, which is usually run at a the nuclear turmoil on its visible surnuminLl 5(1mm per hour with one Jr six face. In practice, most of the radio noise
minute timing markers.
comes from the highly disturbed regions
The record is made by two Hewlett- round sunspots. When a flare occurs, it
Packari 680M pen recorders sick: by is immediately visible, but the intense
site in rack mounting, but electrically burst of ultraviolet and X-radiation it
independent, with a commit .vent releases blocks local radio emission for
marker signalled from the antenna rota- a short while. This drop in emission is
ttrr, wiich closes a contact for four often the first radio signal of a Clare.
second; every six minutes. Both recor- shown in Fig. I.
ders run at the same speed. th= second
On earth, the arrival of a burst of
logging the output ofa fixed DC elect ro- ionizing radiation or charged particles
ureter connected to a highly insulated
alters the atmospheric electric field.
vertical whip antenna fitted with "a Th, recordings show that the lag between a radio transient and a change in
Solar truptinn. emitting ultraviolet and the ground electric field is from less than
radio noise. Such corona) transients es - one to about eight minutes. This sug,end uer a million miles from th= cur- gests that there are several modes of
`ace of the sun. Photo:. N4SA,%ientr short-term atmospheric excitation, the
Photo Library.
fastest being the ultra violet and X-ray
component which arrives with the visible component of the Clare at the speed
of light. This is followed by various
particle emissions travelling at different
speeds down to about halt the speed of
light.
At this stage it has not been possible
to detail the individual arrivals without
more sophisticated equipment. This
would require a multichannel system
with separate sensors logging radio.
U". cosmic rays and electric field.
a

Although very basic, the recordings
do show the surprising fidelity of the
ionospheric response to the thousands
of daily small nuclear events on the
visible solar disc. The synchronized recordings were made at a nominal 50
mm/h with increasing output positive going. The ionizing component of a
typical small flare causes a decrease in
atmospheric voltage as the ionosphere
is momentarily 'lowered'. The negative
spikes associated with changes in solar
emission during a sequence of disturbances starting at 103013ST on 26 April
1989 are well shoe n in Fig. 2.
The effect of an isolated event is
nicely shown on linked traces taken
around midday on 2 May, 1989. Fig. 3.
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A comparison between Figs. 2 & 3
shows that atmospheric response to solar emissions varies widely sometimes
the electrometer signal change is disproportionately large compared with
the radio signature, and vice versa; this
is largely due to the condition of the
ionosphere at the time of arrival. Towards noon, ionization is nearing the
daily maximum, so a small increase in
solar emission may trigger a large alteration, possibly in the form of a transient E layer.
These notes are intended to stimulate
further research into the fine grain of
the interaction between the atmospheric electric field and solar emission. A
great deal of this research is open to
amateurs, because the equipment
needed is modest. More sophisticated
equipment will show greater detail, but
whatever the installation, if a continuous log is kept, the chances are that
at least one major solar flare will he
recorded as we approach sunspot maximum. In addition, experience will he
gained on the electrometer's reaction to
the initial flare and the later ionospheric
and auroral effects, so that the electrometer can he used as a simple early warning system of major ionospheric

-

1
High gain trace

of flare

8 March 1989

F=210MHz

1523

6 minute marks

Fig. I. UV and X-radiation from a flare blocks terrestrial radio fora time.
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disturbances.
The ideal set-up would be a multichannel system recording the electric
field, magnetic deviation, solar radio,
UV, and cosmic ray emission, ionospheric sounding and 50Mllz lift - this
really would give a fascinating profile of
the whole gamut of solar effects on our
planet.
The neglected field of electrometry
also offers the prospect of a simple and
accurate log of the health of the beleaguered ozone layer, because a properly co-ordinated network of electrometer stations will show long-term alterations in the average electric field at
ground level, which will he directly
proportional to solar UV and ionizing
radiation penetration.

-.

-

'

t3

=RI--

The fishhone antenna is described in Radio
Engineering by F.E. Terman. McGraw -1 lilt,
1937, chapter XV.
Observational radio astronomy, by J.P.
Wild, volume VII of Electronics and Electron Physics, 1955, Academic Press.
Radio Astronomy, F. Graham Smith, Penguin, 196(1.
The Sun as never seen before. Edward
Gibson, National Geographic, vol. 146, no
4. Skylab report.
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requency-dependent negative
resistors (FDN Rs) are generally regarded as a vaguely interesting technical oddity with
little relevance to practical design but, as will be seen, their usefulness
deserves wider appreciation. They are a
variation of the gyrator circuit (see the
explanatory panel), which by means of
network phase manipulation, "rotates"
a capacitive reactance to appear as
inductive at the output terminals of the
network. That is, a synthetic inductance
is produced from a capacitive circuit
element.
The basic gyrator is shown in Fig.
and, provided all resistors are equal,
L=R-C. with L in henries, C in farads
and R in ohms. Resistor RS is often
made variable to. provide a means of
tuning the inductor, which in this configuration has one side grounded. Since
the "gyration" relies on phase relationships, both op -amps should he in
the same package to ensure good phase

Negat've
resistance
in AF filters
John Dent shows

Negative resistance

how the use of
gyrators can produce
band -stop filters
of very high Q.

Most commonly available op -amps are
suitable and one particularly useful device is the Raytheon RC4136 which,
when used at low audio frequencies, can
provide hundreds of henrys with a very
high Q. When polystyrene capacitors

Fig. I. Basic gyrator, which simulates an
inductor with one earthy end.

tracking with temperature variation
and, for this reason, the effect can only
he obtained up to about 50k Hz.

A

=
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R2

C

are used in the gyrator circuit, Q's in the
range of 1500-2001) are realisable. If the
basic gyrator circuit is rearranged as in
Fig. 2 an unusual circuit element is
produced which exhibits the characteristics of a negative resistor. The value of
the negative resistor is frequency dependent and is given by

-R-

I

(2rtf)-D

where D = R,R4C,C3/R5 (f in I-Iz. R in
ohms and C in farads).
A practical application for this circuit
now suggests itself. By connecting a
resistor which is equal in ohmic value
but regarded as algebraically opposite
in sign(positive) to the FDNR at point
A, then a path having zero impedance at
a particular frequency will exist. Since
the FDNR is ground -referred then, in
theory, there is zero transmission and a
perfect notching network is obtained.
Practically. of course, an infinite notch
is not obtainable because of imperfections in phase relationships hut, by
grouping several FDN Rs together in
cascade. hand -stop filters with greater
than 70dB of suppression are obtainable.
This type of filter has significant
advantages over other types; for instance, the transmission response of the
notch is very stable, provided good
quality polystyrene capacitors and resis-

1203
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-R

Fig. 2. Re -arranging circuit of Fig

+Ve

1.

produces a negative resistance.

resistor

Input

Output
600

tors are used, and is practically independent of op -amp characteristics. When
using other types of hand -stop filters, it
is often necessary to use complicated
tables and equations to obtain the required response from the filter and
passive types require wound inductors
which are expensive and bulky (and
difficult to obtain for prototypes). Using FDNRs, the design becomes much
simpler, since a group can he arranged
on and around a particular frequency to
obtain the required shape and notch
characteristic, and this arrangement
readily tolerates component ageing.
With FDN Rs there are a few practical
points which will assist filter realisation:
firstly, components connected directly
to the FDNR exhibit different properties, that is resistors appear as inductors and capacitors act as resistors.
However. this is not a problem since. to
couple a signal into each FDNR section.
some resistance would normally he
needed which, due to the element transformation mentioned above, requires a
small value of capacitor. Secondly. the
FDNR needs a DC path to ground to
establish biasing for the op -amps, so a
true resistance must be used. which
appears inductive. If a high value of
resistor is used (typically 820k11), then
its inductive shunting effect is negligible; it may. if required, be lowered in
value to provide low -frequency roll -off.

-Ve resistor

Examples

L

Suppose a notch filter must provide
more than 30dB depth at 2.8kHz and
the input and output impedances should

Fig. 3. Practical circuit of2.8kHz hand- stop filter, with trough of over3OdB.
A:

RANGE: -7 dBV
SORT (MAG-2 / M1-2)

MATH

STATUS: PAUSED

A value for negative resistance is
chosen. It can he of any value, but fast
suppression occurs with values around
101(11.

-2
dB

be 60011.

(V)

a
Xr:
Yr:

From the equation -R = I/((2rtf)2D)
value for D is required.

1000.11z

0.00

'dB

(2n1)2 R

(the sign is dropped since only magnitude is important).

D-

10

dB

/DIV

xr:...2
,

Yr:

-331 81 dB

.

-82
START:

0

Hz

BW:

10 HZ

Fig.4. Frequency response of 30dB 2.8kHz filter.

t204

(2 x 3.1459 x 2800)' xl0 x 103
10- 13
From this the component values in
the practical circuit of Fig. 3 can be
obtained. Values for R4. R5. C1 and C;
can now be assumed. Best results occur
if the resistors R, and R5 are made equal
to the required negative resistor and C,.
C, should he good quality polystyrene
capacitors: a suitable value is IO,000pF
From D= R, R4 Ci C1/R5. the value
for R, can he calculated. Re -arranging

D= 3.222 x

o..rx

STOP:

4

000 Hz
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Fig. 5. Twin -gyrator filter will provide
either two notches or a single notch with

Input
Output

greater depth.
this equation gives:

R,
-

R,_

Dx R

R4XC,XC3

3.222x 10-"x 10x 10;
10x 103 lox 10-"x It)x

R, = 32220
The nearest preferred value for R, is
3.3kí2 and a 101:12 potentiometer will he
used for R5 to allow for the discrepancy.
This FDNR notch filter uses only a
single stage. The input is provided from
the voltage follower A1 which is coupled
to the positive resistive element via the
0.033pF capacitor (this, as discussed.
appears resistive. )
The 820W resistor provides the required DC bias path. Voltage follower
A4 provides buffering so that the FDN R
is not damped. Op -amps A2 and A, are

RANGE:
SORT (MAG-2 /

A: MATH

-11

PAUSED

STATUS:

dBV

M1-2)

-2
dB (V)
Xr:
Yr:

1000 Hz

0.00

118

10
dB

/DIv
2800 Hz

.

Fig.6. Response oft win notch filter using
two FDNRs.

2940Hz

Fig. 7. Filter using three pairs of gyrators to suppress 2820Hz and 2940Hz.

-B2
START:

Bw:

0 Hz

STOP:

10 Hz

4

000

Hz

3n3

10k

10k

.10n

10n

.10n

3U1k

301k

301k

;10n

10n

:10n

820k

Input

(6001-11

Ok

1:1

)Ok

10k

10k

7k5

7k5

10k

2k

2k

6000

transformer

High pass

filter

Low pass

tOn

10k

100n

filter

Gain

22nOk

7k5

7k5
4n7

10k

Law pass

filter

1:1

6000

transformer

Ok

Output

10k

7k5

7k5

(6000)

All resistors 1%
Polystyrene
IC's
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RANGE:
SORT (MAG-2

/

A: MATH

2
tl8 (V)

9 08V

STATUS:

M1-2)

PAUSED
A:

21130. Hz
-Yr'-3.0d1 dB
xr:

Xr:

1000 M7

MATH

RANGE:
SORT (MAG-2

/

-3

0BV

STATUS:

PAUSED

M1-2)

4

tlB (V)

Yri.. (i. RQ..44

10

15

dB

dB

/0IV

/DIV
xr: 2820
.B

I

7,/a

-1>,1

Cr:

-78
START:

0 Hz

BM:

10 Hz

RANGE:
A: MATH

SORT

(MAG'2

/

Yr:

-116
STOP:

9 08V

M1-1)

STATUS:

4

000 Hz

CENTER

2 880 Hz

Bw:

PAUSED
B: MATH

2
dB (V)

240

PHASE

-

1

.

2040

HZ

-179.81

'

dB

25 Hz

RANGE:

-17 08V

SPAN:

STATUS:

500

14z

PAUSED

142

DEG

7:

ObO

Mi

8.32tlB

10
dB

/DIV

-78
START:

0 Hz

BM:

25 Hz

the FDNR active elements. The variable resistor varies the frequency of the
notch. The frequency response is shown
in Fig 4.
A twin FDNR filter. This uses two
FDNR stages shown in Fig. S which

operate as in the first example. This
time each section may either be adjusted to provide separate notches or to
make both notches coincide to provide a
single notch of some 50d13 of suppression. Figure 6 shows the two notches
adjusted at 288011z and 2940Hz.

filter. A filter was
required to interface with British Telecom telephone lines to pass a speech
baseborn] and tones occurring at 2820
and 2940Hz. A level response for the
filter was required from 30(I11z up to
about 265011Z, after which a sharp
cut-off was required with at least 60óE3
of suppression at the two tone frequencies. The response must also meet 13T
spectral requirements for low and high frequency roll -off. The circuit is shown
in Fig. 7.
Speech and tone

1206

STOP:

10 000 Hz

To obtain greater than 60dB of suppression, three FDNRs for each tone
frequency are required. Each section is
then arranged in pairs similar to the
twin filter with the first stage tuned to
2820 and the next to 294011z. This is
buffered with a voltage follower and
then fed to the next stage, which is
similar to the first; the final stage is also
aligned as in the first case. Resistors R1,
R2 and R3 provide 'lift' at 26001-lz to
make the response level before transition into the notch. Adding R4, which
appears inductive and C1, which
appears resistive provides extra roll -off
below 30011z. After the final FDNR.
some gain is provided to bring the levels
back to that of the input; high and
low-pass filters are then incorporated to
shape the upper and lower frequency
response to meet BT line specification.
Figures 8 to I show the characteristics.
As can be seen, the FDNR provides
very good notch filters and their use in
filter design should be much more widely appreciated, not least because of the
simple way they may be cascaded to
provide the desired frequency response.

Fig.8- 11. Speech and tone filter plots,
showing a linear response to 4k Hz. a
linear plot oi'the notch, a linear response

to Ink Hzand phase response to4kHz.

1
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GYRATORS
The gyrator is formed from the positive
impedance converter, its main use being to
replace wound inductors at audio frequencies, particularly where large values of in-

Rl lsa

_

Vi

jwCR3R4

R2

ductance are required.
Now cross multiply,

-

V1

jwCR1R3R4

1,

R2

But
Yin
lm

V1

=

= Z, = jw(C R1

R3/R2) R4

therefore L = (C R1

R3/R2) R4

Fig. 13. Gyrator calculated to provide a

simulated inductance of50mH.

If all the resistors in the gyrator circuit are
made equal then the expression can be

The resonance formula is transposed to

reduced
L=CR1R4

L=CR2

Fig. 12. Basic gyrator circuit.
The circuit, shown in Fig. 12 requires four
resistors, one capacitor and two operational
amplifiers. Its effect is to transmogrify the
reactance of the capacitor into an inductive
reactance atthe outputterminals.
The gyrator can be analysed if it is
assumed that the input resistance is infinite;
the voltage gain is infinite; the bandwidth is
infinite; the output resistance is zero; and the
input offset is zero. This gives

(V1-V2)/R3=12

(A)

(v1- v3)/R2=

(B)

(C)
(V1-V3)/R1=11
Since the input impedance of the op -amp is
infinite,
12=14 and 1i=11
From (C)
V1-V3 = R111 = R111n

Divide both sides by
(V1-V3)

-

R2

-

(V1'v3)

-

(Rll

)

2_ 11.514

H

0.22 X 10-6
The gyrator circuit components are
calculated from L = R2 C. Again C can
be chosen to be 10,000pF.

simulated inductor is required to have an
inductance of 50mH and to resonate with
022µF at 100Hz. The value of C in Fig.13 can
be arbitrarily chosen and should be a polystyrene type. A suitable value, which is readily
available is 10,000pF.
A

R=

L
C

R

11.514

10

x 10-9

= 33.93kí2

now calculated from L=R2C:
To allow the gyrator to be ungrounded the

50x10'3_
R

10

x

10-9

circuit must be configured
Circuit values are calculated

_ 2236 kí1

as In Fig. 14.
as for a ground

referred gyrator. The gyrator circuit can now
be used in virtually any AF circuit even where
"floating inductance is required.
Reference
Antoniou. A., "Modelling of a Gyrator Circuit", Wireless World September, 1973.

Fig.14. Circuit lo provide a

'floating' inductor.

(D)

R2

R2

R3

1

2xnx100)

Practical example

Since 12=14, equation (A) is equal to
equation (B).
(V1 -V2)

=

L=

The nearest preferred value to this is 22 kí2
and the discrepancy can be compensated
for by allowing 124 to be a 5k11 variable. This
simulated inductor can be used in the same
way that any ground -referred inductor can
be used with AC signals.

R2

R1-In

R2

L

Polystyrene capacitors are best used for
C, since their temperature coefficient is
equal and opposite in sign to that of the
resistors; therefore, the overall temperature
coefficient is approximately zero.

*12V

*12V

*12V

Vi-V2=13=jwc and 13=V1/R4
V1-V2 = jwC
R4

Divide both sides by

(vi-V2) _
R3

R3

-12V

-12V

V1

jwC

R4 R3

The left hand term is now that of

=

AO

O

0000000

OA

equation (D).
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LETTERS

Green plea
Your October issue mentioned
that the Third World isa
reluctant political issue, and you
then turned your attention to the
development of green
awareness. I feel it is important
to point out that the global
tragedy of hunger and poverty
can be placed on the political
agenda, if people express their
concern about it.
I belong to a group called
Results, which encourages
people to write letters, meet
their MPs, and generally inform
others about the 38000 people
who die each day from
preventable causes- and the
many more who survive in

appalling conditions.
I urge all readers of this letter
to take action and express their
concern. For further information
on Results, readers are invited to
contact me direct.
Richard Prosser
401 henry Street

Kenilworth

More audio?
I refer to your comment piece in
October's EW + WW.
Professional electronics
engineers are a civilised breed,
but it is unfortunate that so many
of them are employed in
industries associated with the
manufacture or delivery of things
which go hang and kill people.
While no amount of verbal or
written exhortation on earth will

stop this.

I

feel that it

is

important for publications such
as yours to maintain an
awareness in the use of
electronics to improve the
quality of human life rather than
increase human slaughter.
While a great deal of your
output can already he said to
have achieved this, what has
been lacking in recent monthsand even years- is the level of
output in print which used to be
the case in the good old days,
when scarcely an issue went by
without an article hyJLI I,
Nelson -Jones, D Self. B Duncan

or others.
The use of electronics to

1208

Enu'
Over the years, the editors of
ELI/ + WW have gained a unique
and world-wide reputation for
publishing articles and letters

that criticise so-called Modern
Physics.

They are no longer alone. The
American Institute of Physics, in
its June issue of Physics Today,
has published an article 'The
concepts of mass' which states:
... the famous formula E= mc2
has to be taken with a large grain
of salt."
The article concludes by
saying : "...Every year millions
of boys and girls throughout the

further the quality of sound
reproduction is all about getting
sheer enjoyment from life, from
the designers and writers of the
articles who push their design to
the n'h super degree so that they
are proud to put their name to it,
via the hobbyist with his 25W
iron and his kitchen table in
eager anticipation of the end
result, to the listeners who will
surely include those who have no
technical training, but who are

thankful that others took so
much trouble so that they could
get more enjoyment from their
Beethoven, big bands, Beatles,
or the blues.
Please let us have,
henceforward, as a matter of
editorial policy, a steady stream
(not the occasional tidal wave or
prolonged drought) of articles,
particularly constructional
articles, concerned with
(domestic) audio engineering.
M. Peacock
Teledyne Semiconductor
Southall

Shifting waves
After reading E W Silvertooth's
article in May's EW + WW, I am
led to wonder whether the
Sagnac effect is displayed in the
radio spectrum. Are not light
and radio waves the same
phenomenon?

world are taught special
relativity in such a way that they
miss the essence of the subject.
Archaic and confusing notions
are hammered into their heads.
It is our duty- the duty of
professional physicists- to stop
this process."
If, as I hope, the world's
physicists are now prepared to
have a long hard look at relativity
theory, then the first credits must
go to the editors and contributors
toEW+ WW.
John Ferguson

Camberley,
Surrey.

If this is so, radio waves could
change frequency along parallels
and not along meridians. At the
equatorial parallel, the change
would he I5.43Hz
approximately, for a 10MHz
transmitter.
Can this be true? I have never
heard of such a phenomenon.
Furthermore, in the direction of
Leo constellation, the change
would he more than 1 kHz.
Mosca Fabio
Trieste
Italy

Zener bender
The aim of my May letter was
to draw attention to the
peculiarity of the BSI symbol for
a Zener diode. BSI draws it with
the cathode line horizontal,
bending its right extremity down
through a right angle.
Now circuit symbols are
intelligently chosen, even to the
point of incorporating graphs.
Thus the symbol in the middle of
a nand gate is the input-output
V -V graph. The US symbol for
the Zener is an I -V graph: the left
extremity of the horizontal line is
bent down and the right
extremity up. Very sensible. But
BSI seems to have lost the
meaning of these graphical
bends. If they wish to bend down

just one end of the line on the
symbol, it must be the left end!
As printed my letter did not
mention the Zener, and did
merit much of Mr Best's criticism
in his August letter. We do
however differ on one point: I
still maintain that when we are
free to design languages, it is
better nowadays to create one
international language rather
titan several local ones.
This applies to circuit symbols.
It follows that BSI is not
competent to legislate on themits authority is too local. Disaster
must follow its attempts at
control. Look what has
happened to BSI gates and
resistors! Its Zener is worse-it
actually appears to be wrong.
Michael Mcloughlin
Haberdashers' Aske's School
St Albans

Mac's sloware
Your May EW + WW editorial
carried interesting coverage of
the evolving semiconductor
techologies. While most of what
you say is correct, I do not agree
with your praise for the Apple
Mac. I have used 68000's in many
things and its a very fast and
useful chip. I have a VME bus
system at home amongst others.
The MAC 68000 software
however is so very slow. I would
fire a technical writer using a
base model Mac, as they are
spending half their paid time
waiting for the machine, crippled
by poor software, to do
something. Even a big hard disk
doesn't seem to help much.
I do like the Mac's windows
and user interface scheme but
not the implementation costs.
The Mac's applications
numerical interface standard
which I've re -nicknamed
"insane" makes some
numerically bound jobs run ten
times slower. Two to three times
slower I could live with perhaps
but not ten times.
I

have been in the

instrumentation/computer
industry for twenty years and
have designed and built a
continued on p. 1210
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CIRCLE NO. 142 ON REPLY CARD
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4.50
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4.95
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3.95
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0.95
8.00

10/
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3.S0
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38.00
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3.50
2.00
1.95
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6E115
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12.00
9.00
11.00
12.00
11.50
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3.95
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0.70
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4.95
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2.00
2.50
2.50
3.50

70.00

105.00

4

6D16A
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15.00
14.50
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65A
150A

4

2.25
2.95
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5B 257M

4.400(
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10.00
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6(W4
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15.00
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250.00
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30117
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56 755M
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4.50
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4.50
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11.50
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30(17
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1.50

3.95

54 2060
58 110M

8.00
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6966
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10.00
10.00

14.00

MA

330

61U8
6EV7
6EW6

8.50

1.00

6086

6(16
6(188
6(M7
6(56
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2516G1

2.25
4.50

61E15

4(8350A 100.00
40(10004

7S0068

605/31

684

6(17

650.00
1.50

304

4

1.95
3.95
1.00

19( I
29006
30(15

6X7#4

65.00

6E116

3(9S
3021A

6(

6W4G1
616G

4(07500
115.00
EIMA(
4(X2508
AM PE REX

39.50
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30(30(106/

VR101

99 15013C'
6U39

40(175(

X121,37000

15.00

38.00
011112
5104 7K 10.00
S(1/1300 6.00
3.50
SP61
070280/40 11.95
182 5/300 95.00
182 3001 195.00
183 750 113.00

35.00
1.75
1.95
4816
4(78
25.00
145.00
4(35
4(575110 285.00

425.00

28034
7410(10
L11001

0.60
0.52

OB3 1750 139.00

6BW7

4130474

1759

11185
11189

0.85
0.85
72.00

4837

0.50
1.50
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001 7500 75.00
7.S0
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XNPI7
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6(5
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2.95
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2.50
3.50
2.50
4.95
4.95
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4.S0
5.00
4.50
1.50
4.50
4.50

2.50
RGI 240A 14.50
RG3 2506 6.50
RG3 11504 35.00

RI8

3.00
2.00
0.95
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1.50
1.25

1.95

4.00

R10
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S.00
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5.50
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0437

1.20
1.25
1.80
1.80
1.35
0.85
1.25
1.00
1.25
1.50
0.85
2.50

0.99

W81M

MULLARD 15.00
00603 20 25.00

376

0.70

530

10

0.40
0.55
0.70
0.70
0.70
0.70
0.80
0.00
0.65
0.60
0.65

0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
5.95
2.00
3.00
3.00

19.50

10

W61
W77
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LETTERS

number of 8l-' 16-hit micros up
to a 32 -hit micro coded hit -slice
monster. Its 6 mips in 1975
wasn't had.
My motto is "a little bit of
hardware can beat an awful lot of
software". Putting some
multipliers or correlatorsor
string searchers in a system can
make a huge improvement toa
cheap pedestrian model.
The baseline model Mac is doing
all the work normally done in
hardware chips with (poorly
written?) software and suffers as
a result.
So hate it or not the 8(188 and
its issue will survive and flourish.
This of course wouldn't be the
first time some architectural
freak has made it to the top of the
heap and stayed there, much to
the dismay of some of us pre 1970 relics.
Leonard Spyker'
Karrinyup,
Australia

Phasor limitations
Joules Watt in his August
article makes too much of
phasorsperse. Mathematicallya
vector quantity is simply one
which obeys the vector rules for
addition and subtraction and for
multiplication by a constant.
Thus phasors do qualify as twodimensional vectors, and
compare with such classical
vectors as the react ion forces on
a rod at the points where it is
pinned to other rods forming
part of a planar linkage.
Vector diagrams show the
relationship between the phasors
representing, say, the currents at
a particular mesh point in a
network of impedances just as
well as the relationship between
the set of reactions on a
particular rod when the linkage is
stressed.

The vector approach has the

Licence to make money
I heartily agree with the
sentiments of your editorial in
the September EW + WW but.
rather than hairdressers. I think
the better -educated will become
accountants and solicitors.
For over 50 years the
professional institutions have
been preaching that we must
improve the prestige of
engineers. In the 15 years of t he
existence of the Council of
Engineering Institutions, many
millions of pounds were wasted
in the attempt to boost the image
of the engineer: and now the
Engineering Council has taken
up the challenge.
The fact is that engineers do
not have the same prestige as
other professionals simply
because they have no legislative
support. In theory, an
unqualified engineer can build a
skyscraper, a missile or a bridge.
but only a qualified person can
cut a carbuncle off the nether
regions of the body- because the

1210

law says so.
A glance at the job ads in any
of the week-end papers will give
the reason why people don't
want to go into engineering. A

newly -qualified chartered
accountant is much sought after
at £22/23 000 p.a. plus benefits.
On the other hand, we regularly
receive job specifications from
leading electronics companies
expecting five years' specific
experience in a particular
discipline in electronics. with
salaries of between £13(10(1 and
£1600(layear.
When national and
international legislation specifies
that a chartered engineer must
be used on projects above a
certain value. then we shall see
more people becoming
interested in joining the
engineering industries. and not
before.
T. Jeffrey Burton
Electronics People
Tunbridge Wells

advantage that it allows the
impendances (which reflect the
way in which the network
components contribute to the

differential equation) to be
modelled in terms of frequency
dependent 'vector operators',
which rotate and re -scale the
vectors.
The modelling exploits the fact
that the multiplication law for the
operators follows that for
complex numbers (see my
November 1988 letter). In Joules
Watt's presentation, starring
phasor voltages and currents, the
impedances are left only with bit
parts.
The notion of a 'vector field',
applied for example to the
electrostatic field generated by a
point charge, deals with the
forces that would be exerted on a
hypothetical test charge if it were
placed at various points in the
neighbourhood of the original
charge.
Evidently this notion involves
an extension of the basic concept
of a vector. A clear distinction
must be made between the
abstract spaces in which vector
diagrams are drawn on the one
hand, and on the other the
physical space over which a
vector field is defined.
The frequency domain
approach toa network builds up
from its reponse to a sinusoidal
signal (i.e.a signal with a delta
function spectrum). This
response involves only a
particular integral from the
general solution to the
differential equation.
The time domain approach
starts from the response of the
network to a delta function
voltage signal (which still sets up
finite charges on the capacitors
and finite currents in the
inductors!). In determining the
response to this signal only the
complementary function part of
the solution is involved.
In the first approach the signal
has 'zero' bandwidth, and in the
second 'zero' duration, so that
neither permits the product of
duration and bandwidth to be
determined.
By using true Fourier
transforms, which link the

waveforms and spectra of
arbitrary signals of finite
duration, one can show that the
product of the RMS width of a
waveform with the RMS width of
its spectrum isa number which
must exceed unity.
Phasor treatments fail to bring
out this property because they
correspond to the initial
frequency domain approach.
C. F. Coleman
Grove,
Oxon.

Rotten audio by
design
"On reading Mr Steckel's letter
in September EW + WW, my
first reaction was a resigned sigh
that he had seized upon my first
paragraph, which dealt
unremarkably with slew -rates
and compensation, and ignored
the original work that made up
the remaining90%.
Nonetheless, I decided that a
couple of interesting points
might emerge.
I concur that there are far
better ways of measuring
subjective audio impairment
than by using THD methods,
and that pseudo-random I MD
test signals are very effective for
this. Indeed I dealt with the
Belcher technique in my article
"Science v. Subjectivism" in
EWW & WW (July 1988).
I also do not dispute that
intermodulation products play a
greater role in perceived
degradation than harmonics do,
when average musical signals
suffer non -linearity. I also made
this point in the article.
The real point here is that this
kind of assessment of audible
impairment should have nothing
to do with hi-fi. The
intermodulation tests are
designed for use on channels of
marginal or questionable
acceptability, such as AN' radio.
whilewith modern technology
the acceptability of a relatively
simple system such as a pre or
power amplifier should really be
beyond question, providing one

continued on p. 1212
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CIRCLE NO. 140 ON REPLY CARD

HOKA Electronic
Phone (31) 5978-12327
Feiko Clockstr. 31
Fax: (31) 5978-12645
NL-9665 BB Oude Pekela
Netherland
The Question of all SWL and HAM's:

what's about all the 'strange signals' you hear on LW and SW but can't identificate? A
few of them you'll know as CW and RTTY, may be Packet, but all the other??
There are some weliknown CWIRTTY-decoders with their limited facilities and high
prices. high-priced PROMs and upgrading etc. and there is Code 3 hom I loka

Electronic!

It's now on you to make a choice, and it will be very easy if you know more about Code 3:
Code 3 works on any IBM-compatible computer with MS-DOS. the hardware of CODE
3 includes a complete FSKconverter with analog digital conversion, built-in power
supply and RS 232 cable, ready to use, and, last but not least you'll get the best software
to decode all kinds of data -transmissions ever made, so you will have the most
sophisticated decoder available for an unbeatable price, which may be the best news of
all: just 1249. - ex VAT.
Following modes with exact protocols:
Packet Radio AX 25.50 to 1200 Bd
I tell synchron asynchron. all speeds
Fax Weather Charts. Photos with gray tones. 60 90 120 180 240 rpm
Morse automatic arid manual speed with Indicate of Wpm
F7b spec 300 Bd ASCII
Press DPA
F7b spec. 300 Bd ASCII
W inschaftsdienst
ITA 2
Autospec
ITA 2
Duplex ARQ Anrac
ARQ
Duplex
F7b-1 F7b-2
ASCII
Baudot ITA2 plus all kinds of Bit inversion, any speed
ARQ
CCIR 476. CCIR 625 mode A
ARQ-S
ARQ 1000S
ARQ-Swe
CCIR 518 variant
ARQ-E
ARQ 1000 ITA2-p Duplex
ARQ-E3
CCIR 519 ITA3
TDM 242
CCIR 242 2 4 channels
TDM 342
CCIR 342 2 4 channels
FEC.A
FEC 100(A) ITA2-P FEC Broadcast
FEC Sel-FEC
CCIR 625 476-4 mode B Sitor Amtor

FECS

FEC 10005 ITA 3
All modes In preset and variable user -defined speedrates. Built-in LF-Spectrumanalyser
for shift measurement and tuning. Speed Bit Analysis. Speed Measurement. Character
Analysis. Autocorrelation of MOD- and RAW Signal. Bit Analysis are some other
state-of-the-art femurs of CODE 3 and may be very helpful for the more experienced

user.
All options available from main menu. saving or loading to or hom hard disk or floppy.
hardcopy with printer. on-screentuning-indicator and Help -files. very easy to use.
The actual use of parts of this program may be illegal in some countries, any liability is
disclaimed!
To order: Phone us for more details or send cheque. payable to: HOKA Electronic
Netherland.
Please specify disk size when ordering!
Price includes 6 Month Software Updating free of charge!
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Electrovalue Ltd
FREEPOST
28(E) St. Jodes Rd.,
Englefield Green,
Egham,
Surrey TW20 8BR

Manchester
680 Burnage Lane, Manchester M19 lNA

REPLY CARD

Test and Communication Equipment

WRITE

Order F5.)

Head Office/Sales/Admin/Shop
28 St. Jude's Rd., Englefield Green, Egham, Surrey TW20 OHB

We would like the opportunity to tender for surplus equipment

CIRCLE NO. 106 ON

Manchester
061 432 4549
Fax 061 432 412

ORDERS SENT POST FREE IN U.K.
ACCESS/VISA FACILITIES

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
Mos Compile, Systems p1Á680026 1120.00
0EC Rainbow IP04 012000
DEC PC350 Model ere 32528 L200.00

SMALL SELECTION ONLY LISTED

-

EXPORT TRADE AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
RING US FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS WHICH MAY BE IN STOCK
Cossor Oscilloscopes CDU150(CT531/3) £150 only. Solid state general

-

-

purpose bandwidth DC to 35MHZ al 5MV/Cm Dual Channel delayed time base
illuminated graticule Beam finder Calibrator power 200V 250 volts AC protection cover containing polarized viewer and camera adaptor plate probe
mains lead. Tested in fair condition with operating instructions, FEW
(1)
AVAILABLE- NO PROTECTIVE COVER BUT MAINS LEAD + 1 PROBE- £125
-TESTED- Manual £15 extra.
Tektronix 475 200Mcfs Oscilloscopes tested from £400 less attachments to
£700 as new c/w manual, probes etc.
Telequipment D755 50MGs Oscilloscopes Tested c/w 2 Probes £250.
Manual £5 extra.
Marconi TF2002AS AM -FM Signal Generator- 10KGs to 72Mc/s- £85. Tested
+ probe kit -Manual £10 extra.
Marconi TF2002B AM-FM Signal Generator 10 Kc/s-88 Mc/s. -£100 Tested to
£150 as new + Probe kit Manual £10 extra.
Marconi TF2008 AM -FM Signal Generator Also Sweeper- 10Kc/s-510MGs
from £350 Tested to £500 as new with manual Probe kit in wooden carrying box
£50 extra. (Few available with small faults £300).
Don 10 Telephone Cable 1/2 mile canvas containers or wooden drum new from
£20.
Infra -red Binoculars in fibre -glass carrying case tested £100 each also
Infra -red AFV sights -£100 each S.A.E. for details.
Army Whip Aerials screw type F sections and bases large qty available P.O.R.
Test Equipment we hold a large stock of modern and old equipment RF and AF
Signal Generators Spectrum Analysers Counters Power Supplies Scopes
Chart Recorders all speeds single to multipen-XY Plotters A4 -A3.
Racal Modern Encryption Equipment Racal Modern Morse Readers and

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Senders -Clark Air Operated Heavy Duty Masts -P.O.R,
All items are bought direct from H M Government being surplus equipment: price
is ex -works. S.A.E. for enquiries. Phone for appointment for demonstration of any
items, also availability or price cnange V.A.T. and carriage extra.

JOHNS RADIO, WHITEHALL WORKS,
84 WHITEHALL ROAD EAST, BIRKENSHAW,
BRADFORD

Boll

2ER. TEL NO.

WANTED: REDUNDANT TEST EQIIPMENT

(0274) 684007.

FAX: 651160

- VALVES - PLUGS - SOCKETS - SYNCMROS
- GENERAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

ETC. RECEIVING ANO TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT
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eschews subjectivism, and pays

attention to the engineering.
It is, or at any rate should be,
routine to build an electronic
signal path that exhibits less than

0.003% THD across the audio
band, and it is unlikely that
anyone would contend that such
non -linearity could ever be
audible.
Applying subjective impairment tests to this sort of
system is pretty pointless, but a
20Hz-20kHz THD sweep allows
a quick and cheap check that it is

working properly. An
intermodulation test may
generate a raw number, but if
something is wrong it gives no
clue as to what.
Naturally I agree with Mr
Steckel that loop gain is
important and slew-limiting is
bad, but these are hardly original
sentiments. If "many high feedback... designs have
inadequate loop gain at high
frequencies" then I would hope
to be told which manufacturers
have failed to appreciate basic
electronics, though I suppose
this might turn elementary
technical problems into
intractable legal ones.

It is not really enough to say
that given poor design, such -and such will blight one's music.
Given sufficiently poor design
anything could be a problem,
from slew -limiting to
decapitation by exploding
electrolytics.
Douglas Self.
Forest Gate,
London

Small talk
In your July editorial,'No
business in show business', you
make a number of derogatory

comments about British
Electronics Week, concluding
with a 'small is beautiful'
message and extolling the virtues
of journals such as your own.
You are, of course, entitled to
your personal view in such
matters (which rather parallels
the oft -expressed view among
our exhibitors that there are too
many journals serving the
electronics market!).
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However, it is important to
Therefore it is to be expected
emphasise that this is just a
that aspects of mechanics will
personal view, and it is far
enter into articles and
removed from the response we
correspondence.
have received from surveys of
I was, however, surprised to
both exhibitors and visitors after
read that some readers still
this year's event.
believe that gyroscopic
And, of course, reflecting your phenomena fall outside the
`small is beautiful' theme, the
jurisdiction of Newtonian
British Electronics week does
mechanics. Whilst appreciating
incorporate a number of small,
that any physical law is only an
specialist events, each of which
approximation and is only valid
has its own particular audience.
until proven incorrect, all
Again, our surveys show that
observed gyroscopic phenomena
exhibitors and visitors at such
are quite adequately explained
events appreciate the synergy
by Newtonian mechanics.
and cross-fertilisation that
The basic equation of motion
results from being alongside
for rigid body motion in thre
technology -focused shows and
dimensions were established by
conferences.
L. Euler (1758) and gyroscopic
Moreover, contrary to your
motion in particular was
comments, people attend from
discussed in some detail by E.J.
all over the country - not just the
Routh (1905). An excellent
South -East; and, incidentally,
contemporary text is
there is a significant European
Gyrodynamics by Arnold and
attendance which we hope to see
Maunder (1961). In the seventies
increased as the event adopts a
I published an article to help
pan-European posture in the
dispel some of the
run-up to 1992.
misconceptions that were being
Neil Slaughter
perpetrated at that time. Also at
Evan Steadman
the same time other dynamicists
Communications Group
and myself took part in a meeting
Saffron Walden
with the same objective. I
thought the matter now was just
history, but apparently this is not

Whither the OTA?
found the article on current feedback op -amps (E& WW,
August 1989) interesting for
more than one reason. Apart
from the improved performance
I

these devices offer, I was
reminded of the operational-

transconductance amplifier
(OTA), which was developed in
the late 1970s. It was hailed as a
breakthrough in analogue
engineering but, curiously,
nothing further was heard of it
after a time.
I would be interested to know
of its fate. Perhaps one of your
readers could enlighten me.
B.D. Runagle
Burton on Trent

Staffordshire

Gyroscopes
Asa relatively new regular
reader of your magazine I have
been impressed by the breadth
and depth of coverage of topics.

so.

As a direct result of these
'close encounters' we
constructed some simple
experiments to show how
rotating objects and oscillating
bodies apparently 'levitate' when
using simple beam balances and
spring balances. The gyroscopic
'levitation' demonstration is
easily repeated but with a simple
Newtonian explanation. I use
these demonstrations to indicate
that care is needed in making
dynamic measurements and
further that the senses can easily
he confused when applied to
three dimensional phenomena.
If anyone still believes that
gyroscopes are non -Newtonian
then I shall be pleased to arrange
a short demonstration at The
City University, London.
As an example of apparent
anti -gravity effects in electronics
consider the case of a charged
particle moving in a plane
normal to a uniform magnetic
field. It is well known that the
particle will move in a circular

Unkind cut
With reference to your
September editorial comment,
"A nation of hairdressers"; as a
hairdresser of over 45 years
standing, I think this is an
offensive attack upon my
profession.
To hide this attack in a
technical magazine, where most
hairdressers would be unable to
reply to it, was despicable. The
professional hairdresser has
more skill, knowledge and ability
than you will ever understand.
They are craftsmen and artists
caring and hardworking,
psychologist and therapist,
teachers and businessmen,
diplomat and good listener. They
have many other desirable
attributes which they carry
forward into public life. You will
find them involved in local
councils. charitable institutions,
school management etc., all for
the benefit of the community.
To succeed in hairdressing
requires a good all round
education, an ability to create, tt.
interpret fashion and an agile
mind to accept a continuous
learning process throughout the
working life. Not for them the
narrow confines of factory or
laboratory.
The country would be a better
place if it were "a nation of
hairdressers".
P.L. Peach
Axminster
Devon

path. If now we take into account
a gravitational field acting in the
plane of motion, i.e. at right
angles to the magnetic field, the
path does not sink downwards
but drifts sideways; apparently
defying the law of gravity. The
problem described is also readily
solved by classical mechanics.
In all the above examples it is
assumed that speeds do not
approach that of light so that the
theory of relativity does not need
to be considered.
H.R. Harrison
Dept. of Mechanical

Engineering& Aeronautics
The City University
London ECI
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paranoid? Why have so many
original ideas originated from
It is an old problem with the
outside the universities? My own
scientific method that the
experience when I started to
validity of all scientific laws is
doubt the universal validity of
dependent on them being open
the second law of
to theoretical and empirical
thermodynamics have given me
refutation. This status should not an insight into these questions.
change with the passing of time.
I thought (and still do think) I
After all, Newton's laws had
could see a flaw in the reasoning
been established for 200 years
behind this law. Furthermore I
before Einstein came along! At
thought I could see a way that the
the same time, it is helpful for the law might be circumvented to
pragmatic scientist to be able to
build what is known as a
have faith in certain
perpetuum mobile of the second
"fundamental" laws of science. It kind. At first, !thought that it
is inevitable that the scientific
was likely I might be wrong and
community is sceptical whenever that some friendly colleague or
someone claims to have found
consultant might pointout the
violations to them.
error. This did not happen. The
Both doubt and faith in well
next step was research ín public
established principles are
and university libraries. This
healthy attitudes for science to
showed me some mistakes I had
adopt. But they are in conflict
made that the people I consulted
with each other and a proper
could have shown me but
balance must be struck. It is my
nothing that destroyed the idea.
belief that in recent years the
In fact this research enabled me
emphasis has been too much in
to refine my theories and
the direction of faith.
encouraged me to think that I
The trouble is this: it is almost
might be onto something.
impossible for a single mind to
Writing to academics who had
simultaneously have doubt and
been recommended to be as
faith in anything. Consequently
knowledgeable in the field was
when a discussion about the
unsuccessful. Usually I received
absolute truth of a law arises, it
no reply at all (although one
tends to be between two factions
lecturer wrote back and told me
of scientists (usually in the pages
he was not interested in
of a journal with the subscribers
discussing ideas which defined
as onlookers). Scientists being
"Common Sense"). Trying to get
only human, this debate can
my ideas published also failed
degenerate into personal
(even in Wireless World). Could
attacks. Even if it doesn't, there
it have been the style rather than
are those who believe that this
the content? I never knew
sort of discussion can only be
because I always received my
damaging for the image of
manuscript back without
science (which the general public comment. The only practical
has come to regard as the fount
experiments I have been able to
of all indisputable knowledge).
afford have proved to be
They would rather there was
encouraging but equivocal. Even
never any public dissent. I
the avenue of patenting my
maintain that these people are
device is denied tome because I
wrong. As in politics, dissent is a
am advised that the law forbids
sign of a healthy system. It is only it. There seems no avenue left
damaging to a false image of
open to me to find the truth of
science. Although many
the matter. I am sure that these
scientific doubts can be resolved
experiences are not unique to
in private by appropriate
me.
research, there will always be
The next time you read an
some which can only be resolved
article in these pages by someone
by discussion amongst a wider
challenging a scientific
audience.
orthodoxy, remember these
But who are these dissenters?
things. He has probably had to
Why do they always sound so
refute many spurious objections

Doubt and faith
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from people who ought to know
better. He has probably been
ignored my many academics to
whom the fear of ridicule
damaging their career prospects
is far greater than their lust for
knowledge. He may even have
been laughed at by people who
have not the wit to understand
one tenth of what he is trying to
say. A little suppressed
aggression discernible between
the lines is appropriate in these
circumstances.
I congratulate and encourage
those few journals such as yours
who are prepared to challenge
scientific orthodoxy. But please
do not call it "Lunatic Fringe"
science. Without dissent your
journal might be known as
"Semaphore World". We can
take a joke but the situation is
bad enough as it is without one of
our few outlets taking the nick.
If anyone is interested in
discussing my revised theory of
the second law and its
applications, I would be happy to
hear from them.
R. Lerwill
Castle Mills

Chirk Clwyd

Pseudo science
The an idle Science v.
subjectivism in audio
engineering (July (988) by
D.R.G. Self was excellent. It
could also be applied to FM
tuners, at least in the USA and I
suspect Great Britain as well. Mr
Self did an outstanding job in
disputing the claims of
"electrolytic capacitor sound" or
the effect of 100 dollar per foot
cables, and the argument is
equally applicable to FM tuners
which have only a 17kHz audio
response at hest because of t he
requirement to filterout the 19
kHz FM stereo pilot. The claim
that an NE5534 operational
amplifier modifies the sound of
the low-pass filter is ridiculous.
In one tuner, the manufacturer

the resistive termination of the
low-pass filter and causes a peak
at 16 kHz. This, of course.
sounds a little brighter.

The other situation which
continually causes problems is
the desire for more selectivity.
No non -technical person and
very few engineers understand
that filter selectivity and
distortion produced on FM
signals are related. Furthermore.
the IEEE/IHF specifications on
FM tuner measurements allow
for "slight retuning" of a tuner
when measuring THD. Digital
synthesized tuners cannot
usually be slightly tuned, but the
generator can, so this is usually
done. Unfortunately, the user is
not able to ask the station to
slightly alter its frequency. There
are some very expensive tuners
on the market today with a
narrow bandwidth selection for
those difficult reception
conditions, and the filter is often
not exactly centred on the
correct frequency. The result is
that they often have 2% or more
distortion on the narrow
position, but the magazine
reviewer will never say that he
had to offset his generator to get
the less than 1% claimed.
I will continue to apply the
best engineering practice to my
designs, and if the manufacturer
want to add five dollars worth of

polypropylene coupling
capacitors to the audio output of
his tuner, and the purchaser
wishes to pay 50 dollars more for
the satisfaction of knowing that
no electrolytic capacitor is
corrupting his sound, that is his
business. An electrolytic
capacitor still couples the FM
detector output to the stereo
decoder, however.
S. Woodstock
Connecticut
USA

provides a low-level audio
output before the NE5534 for
those who want purer sound; the
real result is that the capacitance
of the cable connecting the tuner
to the audio amplifier messes up
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LININEC

antenna m

n
L-1

ininec is a personal
computer program for
modelling antennas. By
adapting the main features of the well established Numerical Electromagnetics
Code (NEC) from the mainframe computer to the PC, the creators of Mininec
have placed a powerful development
tool on the desk tops of antenna engineers.

For small businesses involved in
antenna engineering, the development
of new designs has often relied on a
tedious and expensive cycle of fabrication, performance testing and modification, backed up where necessary by
equally tedious and expensive computing on a remote mainframe. In contrast,
Mininec allows the initial development
of many types of antenna to he carried
out entirely on a PC. As a result, the
first physical prototype can he well on
the way towards its finished form.
If Mininec cost thousands of pounds,
it would still he a bargain. But in fact the
basic program is free, a spin-off from
the United States defence budget, and
even the commercial enhanced versions
are available at low cost.

How Mininec works
The program models wire antennas by a
technique called the Method of Moments. To understand how this works,
you first need to recall the performance
of an antenna is almost entirely determined by its size, shape and surroundings - all of which can be scaled in
relation to wavelength. These characteristics determine the magnitude and
phases of the RF currents that flow on
different parts of the antenna, and also
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Computer modelling
of antennas has been
the province of
mainframe
computers. Ian White
explains how this'
inexpensive program
makes it accessible to
PC users.

elling
flow in the ground plane if there is one
nearby. In turn, the RF current distribution determines the practical performance of the antenna - its near -field and
far -field radiation patterns, directive
gain, efficiency and feedpoint impedance. Starting from the size, shape and
surroundings of an antenna, the main
problem is thus to calculate the RF
current distribution.
In a real antenna, the RF current
flowing in each portion of each wire
depends on two factors: the currents
tlowing in other parts of that wire, and
the currents induced in it by currents
flowing everywhere else in the antenna
and in the ground. When RF power is
fed into the antenna, the overall current
distribution adjusts itself to meet all
those physical requirements. Figure
1(a), for example, shows the simple
current distribution of a half-wave
dipole in free space.
Mininec models the antenna as a
series of straight wires, joined where
necessary, and each wire is subdivided
into segments. As in a real wire antenna, the current in each segment depends
on its connections with adjacent segments and on its electromagnetic coupling with all the other segments of the
antenna, including the ground plane if
present. Taken together, all of these
interactions provide enough information for Mininec to calculate the current
distribution using the Method of Moments.
It makes the approximation that the
current in each segment is uniform
along its length, that is, the current
distributic.i is built up as a series of
small steps as in Fig. 1(b). In real life this
would not be true, of course; the current distribution would vary smoothly
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along the conductor and the current at
one end of a segment would generally
not he the same as the current at the
other end. Within the software, the
boundary conditions at the ends of
segments are rewritten to accommodate
the step transitions, with further adjustments for open -circuit ends and joints
between wires.
The main limitation on accuracy is the
pattern of segmentation chosen by the
user. Sections of the antenna where the
current distribution is changing rapidly
require smaller segments than areas of
virtually constant current. Choosing a
segmentation scheme therefore requires a good understanding both of the
way that antennas work and of the
limitations of the computer model.
With a little care, Mininec can provide
surprisingly accurate results for a wide
variety of real -life antennas.

OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

tI

(a)

although
Hercules

graphics card will produce output

lb)
1. Shows current distribution on a
half-wave dipole (a) and the same cur-

Fig.

rent distribution modelled in ten segments by ,'Mininec.

Applications

Fig. 2. E -plane radiation pattern of a
half-wave dipole, modelled by Mininec
in ten segments.

DIPOLE
14.345 MHz
Cain

2.13 dBi
H.H2 dBd

F/B

H.H

3

dB

dB beanuidth
1 39.2"

1st null
911'

where along its length. Impedance loading can he introduced at any point, and
loop antennas can he modelled as a
series of interconnected straight wires.
The only limitations are that the wires
should he reasonably "thin"-see laterand that the antenna is divided into
segments in an appropriate manner.
Figure 3 shows the pattern of a 21 element UHF long Yagi modelled by
Mininec. In spite of the restricted number of segments available in this particular implementation of the program,
very few practical antenna test ranges
could achieve the same accuracy at such
frequencies. The program has been
used extensively in optimization of long
Yagis for terrestrial and space com-
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DOS.
Any type of display will suffice,
the reviewer used EGA, and a

t

Mininec can model an enormous variety
of wire and rod antennas. As a simple
example, Fig. 2 shows the well known
pattern of a half -wave dipole in free
space; the feedpoint impedance and
directivity of 2.15dBi are also predicted
with good accuracy. But unlike many
simple programs, it can deal equally
well with a dipole that is longer, shorter,
horizontal, vertical, sloping, close to
ground - or any combination of the
above - and with the feedpoint any-

munication.
HF antennas present a different set of
problems: sheer physical scale makes
development and evaluation extremely
difficult and they must always operate
relatively close to imperfectly conducting ground. Apart from computation,
the only useful development techniques
in the past have been measurements on
VI IF scale models, or post -construction
field strength surveys- by which time it

Miiinec will run on any PC or compatible
computer, but the faster, the better; best
results have been obtained using an
8C386 type with maths coprocessor. Any
PC will possess enough ram for this
purpose. The operating system is MS-

22F0
432.1ee MHz
Cain

16.77 dBi
14.62 dBd

F/B

19.1

dB

-3 dB beanuidth
1 19.9"
1st

null
28

1st

sidetobe
! 34'
-17.2 dB

_

Fig. 3. E -plane radiation pattern of a 21 -element UHF Yagi antenna, modelled by
Mininec in 100 segments.
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is rather

too late! This program offers a
number of facilities to simulate either
perfectly conducting ground, radial
ground wires, or simple geometric
zones of defined ground conductivity
and dielectric constant. While it would
he inadequate for a major HF antenna
project that relies extensively upon the
ground beneath it, the program can he
used for approximate work, and to show
whether an HF antenna is unduly sensitive to ground effects.
Other applications include analysis of
the sensitivity of the performance of an
antenna to its physical dimensions and
surroundings, including other antennas,
of course. Even simple simulations can
pinpoint areas of potential difficulty
before the antenna is delivered and
installed, with potentially enormous
savings in cost. A further problem with
transmitting antennas, which arises increasingly often, is the need for an RF

hazard assessment. Once again,

Mininec has an answer: as well as calculating the far radiation field for communication purposes, the program can
calculate the separate electric and
magnetic components at any point in
the near field. This information can he
of great value in demonstrating compliance with exposure standards.

Limitations
The main limitation is the restriction to
"thin wires", which obviously rules out
surface -reflector, waveguide and
dielectric antennas, and restricts the
practical range of application to UHF
and below. Mininec will attempt to
allow for the effects of wire thickness
and indeed is very successful for UHF
rod Yagis; but to model shapes which
are far removed from a thin wire, one
must turn to a program such as NEC.
The other major limitations are all
MININEC SUPPLIERS
The public domain version is free, but is.
difficult to obtain outside the USA and is not
very user-friendly. The written report is
J.C. Logan and J.W. Rockway, the new
Mininec (Version 3): A Mini -Numerical Electromagnetics Code. NOSC Technical Document 938, September 1986.

The definitive enhanced version of
Mininec by the original authors is available
as a package of a book plus disks at a cost of
about £100. However, the program is still not
very user-friendly.
John W. Rockway, James C. Logan, Daniel
W.S. Tam, Shing Ted Li, The Mininec System:

Microcomputer Analysis of Yagi Antennas.
Artech House (1988). ISBN 0-89006-264-1.
An enhanced, user-friendly version of
Mininec 3 is available for $80, and is the best
buy for general use. Details are available

from Brian Beezley, 507% Taylor Street,
Vista, California 92084, USA.
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concerned with computing pov.'er. The
programe >vas written in Basic, and
most dialects of that language for the
IBM PC have severe restrictions on the
size of matrix arrays. This, in turn,
limits the number of segments available
within Mininec and hence the complexity of arrays that can he satisfactorily
modelled. Fortunately the situation is
improving and newer releases of Basic
compilers now allow very large arrays.
Computing time increases dramatically with the number of segments. The
program's original developers considered that a problem involving more
than a few tens of segments should be
solved using NEC-but that was hack in
the days of the Apple II. Today, even a
10Mllz PC XT with a maths coprocessor can solve a 100 -segment problem in about five minutes and a fast
80386 machine can cut the calculation
time to just a few seconds. It is now
possible to use Mininec for optimization. which often requires intensive
iteration. With a multi -tasking operating system, calculations call run in the
background while the PC remains available for less CPU -intensive work.

Mininec in perspective
The program sloes not relieve its user
from the need to understand how real
antennas work. Ill particular, the choice
of a segmentation scheme must he
based on sound engineering principles
and common sense. The user must
appreciate the strengths and weaknesses of the mathematical model and
intepret the results accordingly. Often,
the results are as good as could he
obtained by practical measurement,
and even semi -quantitative results can
he used for sensitivity analysis and design guidance. A more powerful mainframe code such as NEC may still be
useful for checking the reliability of
results; an experienced Mininec user
will easily learn to use the larger
program.
Mininec and powerful modern PCs
have, together, made computer modelling accessible to antenna engineers in
small companies- as well as to the users
of large mainframe computers. In the
right hands, the program can often give
results comparable with good -quality
measurements on an antenna range.
The professionally up-to-date antenna
engineer will be increasingly required to
integrate the two techniques, but one
thing will not change: there will always
be a premium on engineers who really
understand how antennas work.
Dr Ian F. White is a freelance technical
author and consultant.
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Restoring
quality
The official start of service ill some
terrestrial TV areas of the Nicam 728
digital stereo sound system is welcome,
although past experience suggests that
it will he many years before a majority
of viewers will have suitably equipped
receivers. Among the marketing problems facing manufacturers and retailers
will he that of having to continue to sell
top -of -the -line receivers with analogue
mono sound in many areas for several
years to come.
Then again, the quality of analogue
FM mono transmissions is often excellent and well suited to relatively small
screens, provided that the set has a good
loudspeaker in a well -designed enclosure, a requirement that has been met in
some models in recent years.
Personally what I would wish to see
most is an improvement in the transmitted sound quality of the older films,
including virtually all those made before
about 1955. Considerable interest has
been shown in the restoration of the
50-year -old Gone with the Wind, with a
new print from the original negatives, at
the original aspect ratio.
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film sound
Restoring sound: Cedar is a three -stage
process based on digital signal processing techniques, which deals first with
deep gouges or scratches on a recording,
the i tack/es the effects of wear and
finally the hiss. The first commercially available recording processed by Cedar
was a 1953 version of Hoist's The
Planets, by the London Pht7/tarntonic
Orchestra under Sir Adrian Boult, released on a Nira CD in Marc!.. This has
since been deleted from the catalogue,
but should be available again shortly
from a different company. Details of
Cedar are available from Cambridge
Sound Restoration, Boto/ph House,
Boto/ph Lane, Cambridge CB23RE.

Similarly, old disc recordings are beginning to reach the market which have
been restored by means of the Cedar
computer system originally developed
by Dr Peter Rayner and commercially
by Simon Godsill, working in conjunction with the National Sound Archive.
This system is proving excellent at virtually eliminating hiss and crackles from
disc recordings; however, these are not
the only problems with old optical film
sound tracks, which seem to generate a
variety of distortions.
Broadcasters have established
reasonably effective means of cleaning
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and restoring film damaged by repeated
showings with the result that often even
very old black -and -white pictures are
acceptable while the sound (particularly
some played out on Channel 4) is often
appalling - just try recording the sound
on a good audio tape recorder and then
listening to it without pictures.
Careful restoration of sound quality,
particularly of some of the classic musicals of the 1930s and 1940s, would seem
to be more worthwhile than the computer colouring of black -and -white films.
Certainly more worthwhile than the
curious print of Jacques Tati's classic
Jour de Fête (1949) played out recently
on Channel 4 with what appeared to be
an occasional hand -painted daub of
colour. It is possible that this was done
for the original cinema release, though,
if so, it escaped my memory, I am glad
to say.
it is thus welcome news that Cambridge Sound Restoration, with NSA
support and Cable & Wireless funding,
is reported to be negotiating with several film companies for the Cedar restoration Of film sound tracks and has found
it possible greatly to speed up the process while retaining its effectiveness.
Let us hope that film sound on TV will
benefit, though it will he a small miracle
if some of the earliest optical tracks can
he made to yield reasonable sound

quality.

Multipath defeats
FMX?
According to the publishers of a 45 -page
report, the FMX system, originally developed by CBS Technology Center in
co-operation with the US National
Association of Broadcasters to extend
the range of pilot -tone FM stereo transmissions, "actually degrades reception
and does not increase the stereo broadcast range".

The report, written by Dr Amar
Bose, professor of electrical engineering and computer science, and Dr William R. Short (Bose Corporation), is
based on a research programme on the
effects of multipath on FM broadcasting, specifically focusing on the FMX
system in which a compressed stereo difference signal is transmitted in
quadrature with the regular stereodifference signal on the 38kHz suppressed carrier (see RF Commentary,
E&WW, May 1989, pages 528-9). FMX
is currently being promoted by Broadcast Technology Partners, in which CBS
and NAB retain an interest.
The new report* is published by the
MIT Research Laboratory of Electro-
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nics and includes mathematical models,
analysis, computer simulations and the
results of field tests conducted at MiT's
radio station WMBR. The writers say
the researchers have demonstrated that
the multipath effects on current FM
equipment are greater with FMX then
with current stereo transmissions; a
finding that appears to confirm the
European fears noted in the May 1989

E&WW.
It remains to be seen whether those
US broadcasters proposing to use FMX
(for which decoder chips are already

available, see Applications Summary,
E&WW, September 1989, p.854-855)
will be influenced by the MIT report. In
two articles I wrote on the problem of
multipath distortion on FM radio (How
serious is multipath distortion? WW,

April 1980; Multipath distortion - does
polarization matter? WW, April 1981) I
noted that this form of distortion had
become the "unmentionable" topic of
"the great hi-fi con", until re -opened by
NHK engineers who found that it is
"one of the major factors which deteriorate the received sound quality". I suggested that the problems of multipath
distortion on domestic reception of
VHF/FM stereo had been largely
ignored and seemed to play little part in
engineering planning.
In doing so I upset the BBC which by
then was committed to changing its
main FM transmitting antennas to circular polarization, by drawing attention to
German research that indicated that
this was certain to increase multipath
distortion in some locations and even
questioned its value for reception on car
radios. Subsequently, the BBC has
admitted, if only unofficially, that
adding a vertical component does indeed result in an increase in multipath
distortion, although in its opinion this is
outweighed by the improvement to reception in moving vehicles and portable
sets operated out-of-doors.
Today, digital transmission, heavily
protected against multipath by 1:2 forward error correction, is seen as the
panacea despite the hi-fi pundits who
are already beginning to snipe at the
distortion on very low-level sounds and
are suggesting that levels be raised by
the addition of random noise!
* A theoretical and experimental study of
noise and distortion in the reception of FM
signals-available from the Communications
Group, room 36-412, Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology, Cambridge, MAO2139,
USA, at $11 by foreign air mail or $7.50 by
surface mail, payable to MIT-RLE.

Broadcasting is compiled by Pat
Hawker.
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UHF propagation in factories
Although,

at one time, the advocates of
short-range digital radio communications systems in the UIIF spectrum
tended to emphasize the rugged nature
of digital techniques and their go/no-go
performance, recent years have seen
the recognition that such systems are all
too vulnerable to multipath propagation delays. unless the digits are
heavily protected by error correction.
One result has been the investigation
of UI-IF propagation within and between office buildings. Now, Theodore

S.

Rappaport of the Virginia

ably from that experienced within office
buildings: "Building construction techniques. floor arrangements. building
contents and placement of walls and
other partitions are all factors which
greatly affect propagation."
During this investigation, wideband
propagation measurements of 1.3 GHz
were made in five operational factories.
Multipath power delay profiles were
measured in 50 locations across four
general topographies common in all
factories. It was found that over local
areas, individual multipath components
do not fade significantly when a line -ofsight path exists between transmitter
and receiver, although some rapid path
fading and shadowing occurs over obstructed paths. Path loss is a function of
distance to the power of 2.2. Multipath
spreads ranged from 40 to 800
nanoseconds. Mean excess delay and
RMS-delay-spread values ranged from
40 to 400ns. A factory making frozen
and dry dessert had values consistently
half those observed in metal -working
factories. A worst case RMS-delayspread value of 300ns was recorded in
the aisle of a modern metal -working

Polytechnic Institute and State University points out in 'Characterization
of UHF multipath radio channels in
factory buildings' (IEEE Trans Ant &
Prop, August 1989, pp1058-69) that
only a limited number of the investigations have been concerned with the
wide -band impulse response measurements necessary to determine the maximum data rates imposed by intersymbol interference. Those investigations
that have considered this problem relate
to office -type buildings. Rappaport
stresses that there are gross physical
differences between office buildings
and factory buildings. where it is envis- factory.
aged that high data -rate radio links will
It would seem that these results
increasingly be used.
underline the difficulty of designing
The result is that scattering of radio systems that would work equally satiswaves within factories differs consider- factorily in any type of factory.

Broadband
mm -wave tapered
wire antenna
Back in 1931, RCA Communications
engineers described several types of
directional HF antennas, one of which
was the long-wire terminated vee antenna that became widely used for the
lower HF spectrum, though superseded
at higher frequencies by the related
rhombic antenna in effect, two backto-back vee antennas. The legs of the
vee antenna were virtually always
erected in the form of two long straight
wires at an angle related to their length
in wavelengths at the design frequency.
It was recognized from the start that
increased bandwidth could be achieved
with this form of travelling-wave antenna by using shaped, tapered sides; but
such shaping was difficult to implement
without the use of many high poles.
In a recent paper entitled `Synthesis
methods for broad -band tapered -wire
antennas', Eckhard Vollmer and
Johann Hinken of the Technische Universitat Braunschweig, West Germany
(IEEE Trans Ant & Prop, August 1989,
pp959-64) describe a new method to
synthesize the geometry of extremely
broadband tapered -wire antennas designed to have nearly constant gain and
low voltage standing -wave ratio over a
bandwidth of at least 20:1. Although the

-

50dB c-mos variable gain amplifier
It is widely accepted that one reason
why the early solid-state receivers had
such poor strong signal -handling capabilities was the absence from the semiconductor family of any device akin to
the variable -mu valve, with bipolar
transistors more akin to sharp cut-off
pentodes. A wide -range variable -gain
amplifier that remains reasonably linear
throughout its range is an essential
requirement for the front-end of communications receivers whether they use
AGC loops or manual RF gain control.
In recent years, variable -gain amplifiers have been implemented - usually
in the IF stages - for some telecommunications applications using binary
weighted arrays of capacitors or resistors that are digitally selected as feedback elements round a VLSI op -amp.
After work carried out at the University of California. Los Angeles, TzuWang Pan and Asad A. Abidi have
described an alternative, potentially
more attractive form of VGA. In 'a
50dB variable gain amplifier using para-
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sitic bipolar transistors in mos. (IEEE
Journal of Solid-Slate Circuits, August
1989, pp951-961) they suggest that the
op -amp technique is conceptually
straightforward and attractive for c-mos
implementation because of the ready
availability of analogue switches and
accurately ratioed capacitors. "However, it has some limitations". they say.
"When a large decibel range of controllable gain is sought. the ratio of maximum to minimum. or spread. of teed hack element values grows exponentially and may consume a substantial chip
area. Further, the frequency of operation is usually limited because the operational amplifier must be compensated
for stable operation in feedback." To
overcome such limitations it may be
necessary to cascade several VGAs,
each spanning a fraction of the desired
gain range.
The new work, supported by Rock-

well International. Western Digital
Corporation and California's MICRO
programme, has led to an intplententa-

tion of a VGA with a gain range of 50dB
based on the Gilbert gain -cell configuration, and whose gain is accurately
controlled by the ratio of bias currents.
As the circuit function is determined by
the interplay of transistors in a loop, no
overall feedback and no compensation
are required.
For the bipolar transistors it would he
possible to use bicmos technology in
which bipolar transistors co -exist on the
saute substrate as c-mos. although this
process would increase costs. Where
only limited use of bipolar transistors is
sought. as in this case, the parasitic
bipolar that is inherent in the c-ntos can
he exploited without modification of the
IC fabrication process.
The device described is thus fabricated in standard c-mos technology using the lateral and vertical parasitic
bipolars to implement a Gilbert gain cell
as the core circuit. The authors conclude that notable features are a bandwidth of almost 10MHz, high linearity
and compact size.
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prime purpose of their work was in
connection with broadband spectrometers using superconductive Josephson junctions for 30 to 600GHz, with the
antenna realised in thin-film form, experimental verification has been
achieved by means of a scaled -up model
.covering 1 to 18GHz (geometry synthesized for two legs at 1.2GHz) made of
0.5mm dia. silver wire glued in the
synthesized profile on a thin plate of
polyurethane foam (dialectric constant
about 1.05). The input impedance of the
antenna, about 330 ohms, is transformed to match 50 -ohm microstripline
by a broadband taper.
The German engineers made gain
measurements at some 1200 frequencies
regularly distributed over the range 1 to
18GHz. By resistively loading the
antenna at the ends of the wires (as for a
conventional straight -leg vee antenna),
the radiation characteristics of the
synthesized, tapered -wire antenna are
improved. They report a mean gain of
5.7dBi, a gain variation of ±1.25dB,
and a nearly constant VSWR of 1.7
(pealing at 2.6 at the lowest frequency)
reached over a bandwidth of 20:1.
Theoretically, the highest usable frequency is not limited. Gain can be
increased by increasing the number of
wavelengths of each leg at the design
frequency: for example about 9.8dBi
with six -wavelength sides (measured in
a straight line rather than the synthesized curve); 7.6 ± 2dBi with 3 X legs.

Parasitic bipolar transistors implement
a Gilbert gain cell (left) and combine
with c-mos to implement an accurate
and high-speed variable gain amplifier
(right).

Superconductive, superdirective
antennas
Although there seems little prospect of
instant, easy commercialisation of the

s/mm

ever-increasing family of high temperature superconductivity, as John
Wilson has noted (Superconductivity: a
fading star, Electronics World, October
1989, p941), the significant advantages
that would follow if zero -resistance conductors could he used to form
electrically -short antenna elements is
not to he dismissed lightly. Ronald
W.P. King, in 'Supergain antennas and
the yagi and circular arrays' (IEEE
Trans Ant & Prop, February 1989,
pp 178-86) notes that antennas with very
narrow beams have many important
applications, not least for satellite communications. "If a closed -loop array
with resonant superdirective properties
can be designed," he says "the amplitudes of the radiating currents will he
limited by ohmic losses in the conductors. By taking advantage of superconductivity a supergain superconducting
array could he developed for use in
space where temperatures are nearly as
low as that of liquid nitrogen. This may
lead to a realization of the Einstein
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synthesized tapered wire antenna
straight V antenna
exponentially tapered wire antenna
( Vivaldi oraflle )

Gain measurements on synthesized tapered wire antenna by Vollmer & Hinken in IEEE Trans AP show a mean gain
of 5.7dBi over the band I to 18GHz.

needlepoint radiation, which was
known to he theoretically possible well
over half a century ago, but for which no
successful

design

has yet

been de-

veloped."'
Dr King also writes: "A review of
available data from numerous experimental and theoretical researches many carried out over 25 years ago combined with a very recent quantum mechanical investigation, has led to new
insights into the possibilities of closed
loops of dipoles as highly directional
arrays. The critical newly emphasized
feature is the remarkable high -O prop -

erty of a correctly designed closed loop
of coplanar dipoles when only one element is driven and all dimensions length of elements, cross-sectional size
and shape, number of elements, and
circumference of the closed loop - are
correctly chosen. Extensive, highly precise theoretical and experimental research is indicated to translate a challenging possibility into a useful highly
directive radiating system."

.sV
Vow.
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1/2
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Burnham Lecturer

School of Signals, Blandford Camp, Dorset
Applications are invited from suitably qualifies persons to
fill the post of telecommunications engineer/lecturer.
You will be required to teach analogue/digital modulation
techniques and transmitter and receiver principles including
VHF and microwave systems to Royal Signals Officers and
Senior NCO's at BTEC HND and First Degree equivalent
level.
Qualifications: Applicants are to have a degree in a
relevant discipline or a recognised equivalent. Practical
experience of communication systems and/or teaching
experience, particularly in a Service environment are highly
desirable.
Salary on appointment will range from £9,923 to £17,982
according to qualifications and experience. These rates,
which are fully pensionable under the Teachers
Superannuation Scheme include an allowance for a longer
working year.
For further information and application forms, WRITE
ONLY PLEASE to: Ministry of Defence, CM(S)1d2c, Room
24, Pinesgate East Building, Lower Bristol Road, Bath, Avon
BA1 5AB. Completed application forms must be returned by
December 15 1989, quoting Ref: AW1777.
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer and are fully
committed to equal opportunity policies. The Ministry of
Defence positively welcomes applications from suitably
qualified individuals irrespective of racial origin, sex or
disability.

MINISTRY

of DEFENCE

Cellular Radio
M3/M4 Corridor

£ 10-20K

Career prospects in Radio and Telecommunications are
exceptional in the Hampshire, Berkshire, Surrey area. Expansion
for a number of our clients who are leaders in this field, has
resulted in career opportunities in the following areas:

Electronics Design
Electro -Mechanical Design
Software Design
Product Support
Manufacturing/Production Engineering
Purchasing/Materials Control
Installation/Commissioning
I

am particularly interested in talking to individuals with

experience in:

RF/Microwave
Analogue/Digital/DSP
C/Pascal/Assembler
Electronics Packaging
ASICNLSI Design
Test/ATE

UNIVERSITY
OF LEICESTER
DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING
LABORATORY TECHNICIAN (Grade D) required in the
Electrical and Electronic Laboratories of the Department

of Engineering.
Applicants will have an electronic background and
have experience of a wide range of electronic components, and operate a wide range of electronic test instrumentation. Those who have been employed as a circuit
board assembler or have a keen interest in electronics
as a hobby would be at a distinct advantage.
The work involves the preparation and layout of laboratory experiments for undergraduates, the issue and
record keeping of electronic components and instruments within the stores, the construction of electronic
modules using printed circuit facilities to specific
instructions and the maintenance and manufacture of
test leads and cables for academic and research staff.
Candidates will have the ability to work unsupervised.
Applicants should preferably be in the age range 35
to 50 and have an ONC, City & Guilds or a suitable
apprenticeship/training period. Full training will be
given where necessary.
Salary on the Technicians Grade D scale £8,645 to
£10,632 a year, according to experience and qualifications.
Please send written applications, including CV and
the names and addresses of two referees to the
Department
of
Department
Superintendent,
Engineering, University of Leicester, Leicester LE1 7RH,
quoting reference No. E 104. Closing date: 26 November.

AMANUENSIS
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE ENGINEERS
We hove o large number of lo-_ol and

national clients regmnng the following skills at all levels

HARDWARE: Contact David Dormany at the office
nr h i8 '41881 (home)
Microprocessors 68XX series ln particular 6809)
Design of analogue or digital ircuitry
Radio/ Data communications
CAD and multi/single layer pc.) design
Image analysis and video A D conversion
Networking, X25, DEC, I(1. HP IBM mainframes
and P(s
Computer systems and twripharal maintenance
Protect/Development Management
Sales Marketing, Applications Engineers4ield
Service or Test

SOFTWARE Contact Anna Andrew at the
05361 791141 (home)
Operut rig Systems Unix, VMS, MS DOS
Languages C, Modulo 2, Pascal Fortran,
BCPL

Applications Oracle, DBasefll e, CAD/CAM
CAL

Assemblers 68000, 80x86.8085 /B0,
8086
Comms WANS, TANS. Telecoms
Any combination of the above skills are in
constant demand

AMANUENSIS RECRUITMENT
20 NEWMARKET ROAD CAMBRIDGE CB5 8DT

ft 0223 354978

Quality/Service

PLEASE MENTION

Excellent benefits packages are available along with plenty of
scope for personal development within a commercial
electronics environment.

9
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Appointments
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further information please contact

Celia Paterson. Professional & Technical
Appointments, Unit 9b, Intec 2, Wade
Road. Basingstoke. Hants RG24 ONE.
(0256) 470704.
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Help keep AA members on the road.

Radio Systems Engineer

car
Basingstoke, Birmingham, Manchester, Albans/Stevenage
£14,056

£15,137 +

St

The sophisticated technology and sheer
diversity of our driver care packages have kept us
at the forefront of a discerning market.
The speed with which we respond to
customer calls in very much dependent on our
network of both mobile and fixed radio telephone
equipment.
As a Radio Systems Engineer for our
Breakdown Service you will be using your expertise
to help us keep our communications network
running at peak efficiency, by carrying out repairs,
installation and routine maintenance.
You should be qualified to City and
Guilds/BTEC level and have previous
experience of mobile and fixed radios. Ideally
you will also have experience of AM Quasi
Sync operations, computer controlled radio
systems and Data to vehicles.

as

You should be prepared to undertake a
standby rosta and a current driving licence is
essential.

The salary range quoted is for a standard
hour week in addition to which, a call -out and
standby allowance will be paid. The car is supplied
both for your duties and for private use.
361/4

The remainder of the Association's
competitive benefits package includes 25 days
holiday, pension and sickness schemes, and
comprehensive relocation assistance where
appropriate.
Applications should be made in writing,
with full CV to the Personnel Department at
the address below, or by telephoning (0256)
492971 for an application form. Please quote
ref no. 00028 when applying.

THE AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION, FANUM HOUSE, BASING VIEW, BASINGSTOKE, H4 MPSHIRE RG21 2EA.

PAPUA NEW GUINEA UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
Applications are invited for these positions in the following Department:
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL AND COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING
SENIOR TECHNICAL INSTRUCTOR I/II (2 POSITIONS)

A vacancy is available in the field of communication systems, Broadcast studio equipment (TV and audio). The successful applicant
will teach on courses leading to the Diploma in Communication and Electronic Engineering. Candidates should have a degree/higher
diploma qualification with teaching and industrial experience. Knowledge in the field of Digital Communications or information systems
would be an advantage.
The second vacancy is in the field of Communication and Electronic and power control systems. The successful applicant will teach on
courses leading to the Diplomas in Communication and Electronic Engineering. Candidates should have a degree/higher diploma qualification with teaching and industrial experience. Knowledge of digital systems, control systems or Power Engineering would be an

advantage.

PRINCIPAL TECHNICAL OFFICER

The post requires considerable expertise and experience in the maintenance and repair of a wide range of modern electronic, communication and computing equipment. Duties attached to the post also involve the design and development of teaching and research apparatus. The successful candidate must have good organisational skills and the ability and enthusiasm to develop the theoretical and
practical skills of local technical staff.

SENIOR/PRINCIPAL TECHNICAL OFFICER (AUDIO VISUAL SPECIALIST)

The successful candidate will be qualified to Technician Engineer level and have demonstrated diagnostic capability on a wide range of
equipment. In addition he/she will be expected to provide "on the bench training" to local staff and take an active part in the run-

ning of the section.
The unit is currently being relocated into larger premises to meet its expanded work load. The unit provides a comprehensive electronics service for a very wide range of electronic equipment to all departments within the University and
undertakes consultancy work for outside agencies and companies.
Salary per annum: Senior Technical Instructor I/II K20,795 -K22,645; Principal Technical Officer K22,645; Senior
Technical Officer K19,295 -K21,420 (level of appointment will depend upon qualifications and experience). Initial contract period is normally for three years but shorter periods can be negotiated. Other benefits include a gratuity of 24%
taxed at 2%, support for approved research, appointment and repatriation fares, leave fares for staff member and family
after 18 months of service, settling in and settling out allowances, six weeks paid leave per year, education fares and
assistance towards school fees; free housing, salary protection plan and medical benefit schemes are available. Staff
members are also permitted to earn from consultancy up to 50% of earnings annually.
Detailed applications (two copies) with curriculum vitae and the names and addresses of three referees including telephone numbers and indication of earliest availability to take up appointment should be received by:

The Registrar,
Papua New Guinea University of Technology,
Private Mail Bag,
Lae, Papua New Guinea by 24 November 1939.
Applicants resident in the UK should also send one copy to Appointments (37136), Association of Commonwealth
Universities, 36 Gordon Square, London WC I H OPF, from whom further information may be obtained.
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WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY FOR

RADIO OFFICERS
We offer a secure and rewarding shore -based career in the forefont of modern
telecommunications technology. Thirty weeks special training (plus 6 weeks for
-

non -typists) will prepare you to undertake a wide range of specialist duties os
a RADIO OFFICER covering the complete communicotion spectrum from
DC to light.

To

a..

qualify you need to hold or hope to attain:
an MRGC or BTEC HNC in o Telecommunications
subject with the ability to read morse at 20 wpm.
City and Guilds 7777 at odvanced level,
incorporating morse transcription skills, would
be advantageous.
Anyone without the above qualifications
who has 2 years rodio operating experience
will also be considered.
Age preferably under 45 years.
We offer you:

A

tin

alienate

major new project in satellite information systems has

forces Technician equivalent and 18 months or more
experience in Satellite Operation. Microwave Link or
Outside Broadcast.

.

For further details contact FRED JEFFRIES oh (0442)
231691 days or (0442) 49909 eves wkends. Alternatively
send your CV to the address below.

Executive Recruitment Services
Hempstead House. Selden Hill. Hemel Hempstead. Hells. HP2

4LT

/

THE RECRUITMENT OFFICE, GCHQ, ROOM A/1108
/PRIORS ROAD, CHELTENHAM, GLOS GL52 5AJ
OR TELEPHONE (0242) 232912/3

LONDON
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

=AUDIOLAB

Technician (Electronics)
Required to join a small group of
workshop staff undertaking construction modification and maintenance of electronic equipment
for use in research in the
Psychology department Varied

DESIGN
ENGINEERS

and interesting work covering a
wide range of analogue and
digital techniques
Successful
candidates should possess relevant T E C qualification Salary
within
range
£ 10.395
12.382 pa inclusive

-

Innovation Centre,
Cambridge. We now wish to

recruit two graduate
Electronics Engineers with

experience in RF, Digital,
Broadcast and Audio

Tel: 01-387 7050

equipment design, to work on

¿Ref: CK 19J.

exciting and innovative new

Equal Opportunities Employer.

projects.

write to Philip Swift,
or telephone for an informal
Please

RF & MICROWAVE!
IDesign & Test Engineers seeking'
top positions, from satcomms to
CT2 should contact the specialists

discussion.

I

GARIBALDI RECRUITMENT
0494 773918
1
Bellingdon Road Chesham HP5 2HF

w

L

Cambridge Systems Technology Ltd
26 Roman Way Industrial Estate
Godmanchester, Huntingdon
Cambs PE I8 8LN. Tel. 0480 52521

+
tlt~M,..

Testing Engineer
for Which?
- Consumer Audio/
Video Products Circa £ 15,000

Our design team has
recently moved to St. John's

Application form and further
details from Senior Personnel
Officer (Non Academic Staff),
UCL Gower Street. London
WCI E 6BT

1222

to
Commas Shlf!

Minimum qualifications would be Tech Certificate/ONC or

and weekend working allowance)
CIVIL SERVICE IS AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
For more information and application
form write or telephone:

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

160

SATELLITE

SHIFT SUPERVISORS
SHIFT TECHNICIANS

n

'

-

created superb career opportunities for

annual increments, (includes shift

1

r

+

-

E

'

.

'

Hertfordshire

Comprehensive Training; Good Career
Prospects; Opportunities for transfers
within UK and Overseas; Generous
Leave Allowances and a Noncontributory Pension Scheme; Job
Security; Attroctive Solories and
much more.
Salary (Reviewed Annually) - As a
Rodio Officer after training:
f12,678 rising to £18,431 pa in 5

y`

`-

COMMUNICATIONS

-

.7

,.

You must have at least 5 years' experience
in measuring the performance of audio/
video products using sophisticated instrumentation, be able to work both in a team
and on your own initiative under minimal

supervision and have good communication
skills.

Interested? then please apply with
full CV to the Assistant Personnel
Officer, Consumer Research Laboratory, Harpenden Rise, Harpenden,
Herts LAS 3BJ.

,
,:,V 1,7~

.4....41101111141'.
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ALWAYS

IN DESIGN, TEST & SERVICE

Gui

AHEAD/'711-

£ 10,000 - £30,000

weiolg""""

With the most successful companies and consultancies - both large and small - throughoct the UK: Offering first class selarybenefit packages - several include
company car - plus excellent career advancement opportunities.
Interest and experience in any of these fields:
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING; ADVANCED PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURES; IMAGE ANALYSIS; GRAPHICS / SPEECH PROCESSING; LASER /
FIBRE OPTICS; PARALLEL PROCESSORS; REAL-TIME CONTROL / C31 SYSTEMS; RADAR; SONAR; COMMUNICATIONS; OSI / X400 NETWORKS;
Al & IKB SYSTEMS; ANALOGUE & DIGITAL VLSI / ASIC DES GM; SIMULATION; MW (METRIC SYSTEMS; SOFTWARE - C, PASCAL ADA, OCCAM.
68000 ASM, MODULA, UNIX / VMS; CAD TOOLS.
ECM offers confidential and professional guidance: we will listen tc your requirements and identify opportcnities to suit your plans.
Phone now for your FREE CASSETTE "Jobsearch Technology" and hear how ECM can help you to develop your carver.
Call ECM on 0638 742244 - until 8.00 p.m. most evenings - or ;end your cv by FAX (0638 743066) or rr ail to:
-

ELECTRONIC COMPUTER AND MANAGEMENT APPOINTMENTS LIMITED
THE MALTIIY3S, BURWELL, CAMBRIDGE, CB5 OHB.

CLASSIFIED'
01-661 8640

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: £27 per single column centimetre (min 3cm).
LINE ADVERTISEMENTS (run on): £6.00 per line, minimum £48 (pre payable).
(Please add on 15% V.A.T. for prepaid advertisements).
BOX NUMBERS: £15.00 extra. (Replies should be addressed to the nox number in the advertisement, c/o Quadrant House, The Quadrant.
Sutton. Surrey SM2 5AS).
Cheques and Postal Orders payable to REED BUSINESS PUBLISHING GROUP LTD and crossed.

ARTICLES FOR SALE
FIGOLLEDGEI

TO MANUFACTURERS, WHOLESALERS,

BULK BUYERS, ETC.

LELECTRONIC_I-J

LARGE' QUANTITIES OF RADIO, TV AND
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS FOR DISPOSAL

£2.900 + VAT.

QUARTZ CRYSTALS OSCILLATORS AND FILTERS of all types.

SEMICONDUCTORS, all types, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS. TRANSISTORS. DIODES,
RECTIFIERS. THYRISTORS, etc. RESISTORS, C/F, M/F. W/W. etc. CAPACITORS,
SILVER MICA. POLYSTYRENE, C280, C296, DISC CERAMICS, PLATE CERAMICS. etc.
ELECTROLYTICCONDENSERS, SPEAKERS, CONNECTING WIRE. CABLES. SCREENED
WIRE. SCREWS, NUTS. CHOKES. TRANSFORMERS. etc ALL AT KNOCKOUT PRICES
- Come and pay us a visit ALADDIN'S CAVE.

TELEPHONE: 445 0749/445 2713
R.

minutes from tally Ho Corner)

1613

Electronics World
Wireless World

PLEASE PHONE

01-661 8640
HAVING DIFFICULTY OBTAINING AN OBSOLETE
VALVE/MAGNETRON/KLYSTRON?
-

-

(or transistor, I.c., CAT, tray wave tube etc)
* RARE & OBSOLETE TYPES A SPECIALITY!
*

ALL POPULAR TYPES STOCKED AT COMPETITIVE PRICES

*

SPECIAL PRICES FOR WHOLESALE QUANTITIES

*

OFFICIAL ORDERS FROM CVT DEPTS, MILITARY, PLCs, OVERSEAS ETC. WELCOME

*

PHONE/FAX/TELEX FOR UP TO DATE PRICES ON YOUR REQUIREMENTS

V

- Barclaycard -

Access accepted

BILLINGTONaVALVES
-Raritiesspeciality
-

Good quality Low price
39 Highlands Road, Horsham, Sussex, RH13 5LS, UK.
Phone: 0403 210729. Fax: 0403 40214. Telex: 87271
Office hours Mon -Fri 9am-5.30pm. Callers welcome by appointment only

December 1989

Magazine journalism?

110 WYKEHAM ROAD,
READING RG6 1 PL.
TEL: 0734 68041.
FAX: 0734 351696

+

ASSISTANT EDITOR,

IN THE CLASSIFIED SECTION

Visa

ARTICLES WANTED

ELECTRONICS WORLD
WIRELESS WORLD

TO ADVERTISE

ELECTRONICS WORLD + WI RELESS WORLD

Tel: 01-941 3909 for details

Large stocks of standard items. Specials supplied to order. Personal and
export orders welcomed - SAE far lists
please. OEM support thru: design
advice, prototype quantities, production schedules. Golledge Electronics
Merriott. Somerset TA 16 SNS. Tel:
0450 73718.
124721

HENSON LTD.

21 Lodge Lane, North Finchley, London N12.
IS

Flow soldering machine for sale
Very good condition complete with
solder fill and adjustable pallet.
10in capacity

+

We're looking for a genuine allrounder to help us produce the magazine that you're now reading.
This full-time job, based at
Sutton, Surrey, involves the running
of outside contributors together
with the commissioning and preparation of feature material. You will
also find yourself reporting and writing on technology matte -s.
Your responsibilities will require
fair degree of personal o -der
a
However, the rewards are 115k
negotiable
and
the
promotion
prospects endless.
Interested? Please write tc me
with a few details about yourself
and your ambitions.

Frank Ogden, editor,

Electronics World + Wireless World,
Room L301,
Reed Business Publish ng Group,
Quadrant House, The Quadrant,
Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS.
Please mark the envelope

"confidential."

STEWART OF READING

TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL
TYPES OF SURPLUS TEST
EQUIPMENT, COMPUTER

EQUIPMENT, COMPONENTS
etc. ANY QUANTITY.

WANTED
Receivers, Transmitters, Test

Equipment, Components. Cable and
Electronic Scrap. Boxes, PCB's, Plugs
and Sockets, Computers, Edge
Connectors
TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL TYPES OF
ELECTRONICS EQUIPMENT.

A. R. Sinclair, Electronics
Stockholders, 2 Normans Lane,
Rabley Heath, Welwyn,
Hertz AL6 9T0
Telephone: 0438 812 193
Mobile 0860 214302

?

Fax 0438 812 387

fN

WANTED: VALVES TRANSISTORS I.Cs (especially types KT66.

KT88 PX4, PX25). Also plugs, sockets
and complete factory clearance. If
possible, send written list for offer by
return. Killington Valves. phone: 0403
210729. Fax: 04(13 40214. See adjoining
advert.

1223

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS

720K 3.5 INCH DRIVES £39.50

+ VAT

Olivetti: 25 CPS. daisy printers complete WITH DUAL BIN SHEETFEEDERS and
RS232 interface. Emulates IBM, Qume and Olivetti. Ribbons available.
£175.00 )carr. £10.00).

Japanese made, modern, low
component, cast chassis drive. Surface
mount design. Removed from almost
new systems,. these are top quality
drives in excellent condition. Boxed and
with a full six month guarantee. 80 track
double sided 1 megabyte unformatted;
£39.50 (carr. £3); £35 ten or more.
Quantities of 25 or more P.O.A. Cradle to fit drive in a 5.25" slot e.g. IBM PC
£4.95 (carr. £1.00; free with drive). Power and data connectors to suit £0.99p
(carr. free).
N.B. Drives work with virtually all computers but we have not yet succeeded in
getting them to work with the Atari ST.

EPSON 12" TTL MONO MONITOR (GREEN)
High resolution, IBM and Hercules compatible. TTL.
Supplied complete with leads for direct connection
to above or any other PC. £46.50 (carr. £5.50)
I

FACIT ULTRA FAST D01 MATRIX PRINTER
Prints at up to a maximum of 500 CPS. Made to a very high standard for heavy
duty use. Compact slimline desktop model (only 26 inches wide). Ideal for
Universities, large mailing lists, central printer in department or any other serious
application £349.00 (carr. £251.
WANG 12" AMBER MONITORS
TTL and composite video types available

£54.95 (carr. £5.50).
WANG PM005 12" COLOUR MONITORS
15KHz analogue RGB input, high definition, suitable for Amiga etc.

£6.50).

HITACHI COLOUR MONITORS
CM1473ME 14" MULTISYNC suits all standards. Latest technology high spec.
monitor £279 (carr. £12.50).
CM1474 12" as above but fixed on the VGA standard frequency £239 (carr. £10).

®

RACAL V22 MODEM MPS1222
Microprocessor based modem providing full duplex
communication at 1200, 600 and 300 baud to the
CCITT V22 standard. Features include: * Can be
used on standard phone line (PSTN) and private circuit (PC) * Auto answer but
needs telephone to dial * 1200, 600 and 300 baud * Very high quality
construction BT approved * Self and loop tests (V54)
Comprehensive
manual included. Uncased card with front panel £19.95 seven cards in rack

*

£195 (carr. one £3.50;

*

seven £151

HARD DISC DRIVES
R 0352 3.5' 10M byte. Standard MFM ST 506 interface £55 (carr. £3.501
CDC Wren 80 M byte ST 506 28ms £349.00 (carr. £5)
Rodime 26 M byte ST 506 £99.50 (carr. £4)
CDC Wren 35 M byte non standard NRZ interface £69.00 (carr. £3.501

Rodime

5.25 FLOPPY DISC DRIVES
Panasonic (720K IBM) 80 track double -sided £34.95 (carr. £3.50)
Bondwell 1.2 M byte IBM AT style drive

POWER SUPPLIES
Farnell N180 cased 180 Watt PSU + 5V at 20A, + 12V at 2A, - 12V at 2A, +24V
at 5A and - 5V at 1A. Very high quality British unit. £26.95 (Carr. £3). ASTEC
AC9231 cased 50 Watt PSU + 5V at 6A, + 12V at 2.5A, 5V at 0.5A (float) and
12V at 0.5A £15.95 (carr. £31.

accepted 24 hour
phone service

potmos
CIRCLE NO.

HITACHI PROFESSIONAL CAD MONITORS
CM2086 20" the ultimate monitors available intw CAD frequencies: 48 KHz £494
(carr. £35), 64 KHz £595 (carr. £35).
CM1686A 16' ultra high resolution also in two CAD frequencies: b3 KHz £325
(carr. £25), 64 KHz £395 (carr. £25).
CM 1588 15" ultra high resolution 48 KHz £275 (carr. £20).
HITACHI CDR2500 CD ROM DRIVES
Full height 5.25", high sierra spec., including IBM controller card and MS-DOS
extension £285 (carr. £4;.
STC SCRIBE KEYBOARDS
Keyboards as supplied with Scribe wordprocessors. These are serial units but no
data is available. £5.95 (carr. £3).
SOUND EQUIPMENT all second-hand.
STUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS
EX-BBC LS3-4 compact corner cabinet with one 8" bass plus HF £79.50
(carr. £17.50).
Single Tannoy HPD385 unit £150 )carr. £6).
Ex-BBC speakers regularly available
please phone for current stock.
AMPLIFIERS
Hill DX140 Studio amplifiers. 140 Watt per channel stereo. 19 inch mounting black
anodised, balanced line inputs. Professional quality £145 (carr. £6.50).

-

£49.95 (carr. £3.501

Visa & Access

£99.50 (carr.

carriage must be added to all items.
Everything new unless stated otherwise.

VAT and

Matmos Ltd., Unit 11, The Enterprise Park, Lewes Road, Llndfield,
West Sussex RH16 2LX.
Telephone: (04447) 2091 or 3830 Fax: (04447) 4258
I
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TAYLOR

R.F. EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS

PERFORMANCE
& QUALITY

19" RACK MOUNT CRYSTAL CONTROLLED
VESTIGIAL SIDEBAND TELEVISION MODULATOR
(excluding

PRICES FROM £214.13

Prices

VAT &

carriage)

CCIR/3
£214.13
CCIR/3-1 £273.67

i
1

19" RACK MOUNT VHFIUHF
TELEVISION DEMODULATOR
(excluding

PRICE AT ONLY £198.45

VAT &

carriage)

CCIR/3 SPECIFICATION

-- 240V
Watt (available other voltages)
IV Pk -Pk

Power requirement

8

Video Input
Audio Inpui

75

.8V 600

FM Sound Sub -Carrier

Modulation
IF Vision
IF Sound
Sound Pre -Emphasis
Ripple on IF Saw Filer
Output (any channel 47.8601V11z)
Vision to Sound Power Ratio

Intermodularion
Spurious Harmonic Output

PRICES FROM ONLY £109.76

(excluding

carriage)

75

10

I

(80dB if fitted with TCFLI filter or
combined via TCFL4 Combiner/Leveller
as above but output level
I000mV Intermodulation 54dB

- Loop/Stereo Sound/Higher Power Output
- CCTV
Surveillance up
TV channels
down one coax, telemetry camera

Other Options Available

VAT &

33.4MHz)
-- 50us
.6dB
- +6dBmV (2mV) Ohm
to
--- Equal
or less than 60dB
-40dB

- Specification
60dBmV

CCIR/3-I

WALLMOUNT DOUBLE SIDEBAND
TELEVISION MODULATOR

Ohm
-- 6MHz (available
Ohm
5.5MHz)
-- Negative
38.9MHz
- 32.9MHz (available

I

Alternative Applications

F

to 100

control

signals, transmitted in the same coax in the
reverse direction

802 DEMODULATOR SPECIFICATION

Frequency Range
A.FC. Control
Video Output
Audio Output
Audio Monitor Output

470.860MHz
--- 45-290MHz.
+/MHz
IV
Ohm
-- Ohms Ohm unbalanced
18

75

.75V 600
4

Tunable by internal preset
Available for PAL System I or BC

- Channel selection via remote switching.

Options

Crystal Controlled Tuner.
Stereo Sound.

CCIR/5 MODULATOR SPECIFICATION
Power Requirement

Video Input
Audio Input
Vision to Sound Power Ratio
Output
Modulation
Audio Sub -Carrier
Frequency Stability
Intermodulation
Sound Pre-Emphasis

-- 240V
Ohms
-- IVIV torms 30K Ohms
Adjustable
to
-- 6dBmV
(2mV) 470-860MHz
Negative
or 5.5MHz
-- 6MHz
temperature change 150KHz
-- 25lessDeg
than 60dB
Pk -Pk 75

.4

10

1.2

I

SOus

Double Sideband Moduiator(unwanted sideband can be suppressed using TCFL4

ypóG

momai

S-:

A-0,0

y

Combiner/Leveller)

SS
tv PtNS 3DK'C.M6
IV PK

CHANNEL COMBINER/FILTER/LEVELLER
to cornbme outputs of modulators

Prices

2

TCFL4

4

TSKO

CCIR!5-1
Modulator
CCIR!5-2 2 Modulators

CCIR; 5-3
CCIR/5-4
CCIR/5-5

TCFL2

1

3
4

5

£109.76
£167.99

Modulators £237.59
Modulators £307.19
Modulators £376.79

Channel Filter/Combiner/Leveller. Insertion loss 3.5dB
Channel Filter7Combiner/Leveller. Insertion loss 3.5dB
Enables up to 4xTCFL4 or TCFL2 to be combined.

TAYLOR BROS (OLDHAM) LTA
BISLEY STREET WORKS, LEE STREET,

OLDHAM, ENGLAND
CIR( II NO.

1113

ON RL I'L l ( ARD

TEL: 061-652 3221

TELEX: 669911

FAX: 061-626 1736

Telecommunications Training
from fundamentals to state-of,the-art. technology
Lab -Volt offers a comprehensive range of telecommunications training equipment *that covers basic
electronics, analogue and digital communications
circuits and systems, fibre optics, and micrcwave
and radar technologies.

RADAR SYSTEMS

MICROWAVE SYSTEMS

Our equipment is:
modular and easy to upgrade
industry relevant
engineered for educational purposes.

ADVANCED DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS'

TDM

80PSK/APK/OAM
DPSK/DOPSK

TT/CEPT MULTIPLEX

Lab:Volt closely relates its telecommunications
training equipment to operational systems found in
industry, with educational enhancements such as
fault insertion switches in many of the modules,
labelled and easily -accessible test points, shortcircuit protection, silk-screened component identification; and.full-signal compatibility-forsystem-level
modules. We supply student and instructor manuals
that are written specifically for the equipment; they
provide practical hands-on technical training with
step-by-step exercises, laboratory experiments, and
troubleshooting activities.

DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

PAM/PPM/PWM ASK/FSK/PSK
PCM/DPCM/DELTA

ANALOG COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

AM/DSB/SSB FM/PM

FUNCIONA_ ANALOGUE
COMMUNICATIONS CIRCUITS
FREOUENCY SYNTHESIS

MULTIPLEX FM

FDM

COMMUNICATIONS

SE

;SB

\((

TELEPHONY

PLL

L

.

FUNCTIONAL DIGITAL
COMMUNICATIONS CIRCUITS

FIBRE OPTICS PCM/DELTA
ASK/FSK/PSK PAM/PPM/PWM

INK

1

I

RF COMMUN'CATIONS CIRCUITS

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS

AM/FM

AF COMMUNICATIONS

For more information about our telecommunications

training equipment, please contact:
'UNDER DEVELOPMENT

Lab -Volt (U.K.) Ltd.

4A Harding Way
Industrial Estate

ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS FUNDAMENTALS

St. Ives

b- ott®.

Cambridgeshire
4WR
Or Call: 0480 300695
PE1 7
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